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YOUTH IS A STATE OF MIND
Youth is not a time of life—it's a state of mind. It is a temper of the will, a quality of
the imagination, a vigor of the emotions, a predominance of courage over timidity,
of the appetite for adventure over love of ease.
Nobody grows old by merely living a number of years. People grow old only by de
serting their ideals. Years wrinkle the skin, but to give up enthusiasm wrinkles
the soul.
Worry, doubt, self-distrust, fear and despair . . . these are the long, long years that
bow the head and turn the growing spirit back to dust.
Whether 70 or 16, there is in every being's heart the love of wonder, the sweet amaze
ment at the stars and the star-like things and thoughts, the undaunted challenge
of events, the unfailing childlike appetite for what next, and the job and the game
Quail Lakes Plaza
2291 W. March Lane
Building A Suite 100
Stockton, California 95207
(209) 477-0256

Business and Estate Conservation
Through Insurance

of life.
You are as young as your faith, as old as your doubt; as young as your self-confidence,
as old as you fear; as young as your hope; as old as your despair.
So long as your heart receives messages of beauty, cheer, courage, grandeur and pow e
from the earth, from man and from the Infinite, so long are you young.
When the wires are all down and all the central place of your heart is covered with the
snows of pessimism and the ice of cynicism, then you are grown old indeed, anc:
may God have mercy on your soul.

ROY O. WILLIAMS/Associates

A CLEAN CAR SAYS WHO YOU ARE!
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CARWASH
The Leader for 27 Years
California's Oldest and Most Experienced
Two Convenient Locations, Wherever You Are!

North
4405 Pacific Ave.
9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Open Sundays

Downtown
601 East Miner
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Closed Sundays

Our Team's a Tiger on Cleaning Cars!
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ON THE COVER—Pacific's head coach Bob Toledo, pictured on the sidelines
during last year's season opener at South Carolina (Photo by Bill Cain).
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SCOUTING REPORT
CENTRAL MICHIGAN TOUGH TEST FOR TIGERS IN OPENER

Reach your goal
with a
BcmkjfiStackton
V

/

ESTABLISHED 1867

Savings Account
"Together we can
make it happen."

The season opener. It's always a
big game no matter where it's played
or who you're playing. It's certainly
a very significant game to University
of the Pacific head coach Bob Toledo,
who will raise the curtain on his third
season at the Tiger helm tonight.
It's crucial," said the 35-year-old
Toledo matter-of-factly. "We feel we
can be very competitive and our
road schedule is very grueling
following this game. We need to
win it, get off to a good start and
carry some confidence with us."
For the first time since 1977, the
Tigers will be opening up at home,
an advantage for Toledo's squad.
But the team they're hosting—
Central Michigan of the Mid-American
Conference—may be the best that
will visit Pacific Memorial Stadium
this year.
Coach Herb Deromedi's Chippewas
have won the MAC title the past two
years and have already been tabbed
to capture it a third time by the MAC
media. Central has posted 16 con
secutive non-losing seasons (9-2 last
year) and has gone 52-12-1 over the
past six years, the best mark in the
Midwest over that span.

Member FDIC

The Chippewas appear to have all
the tools necessary to continue
that success in 1981. Deromedi
returns five starters on defense,
including leading tackier Bret Hyble
at linebacker, middle guard Dave
Lewis and defensive back Brian
Billops.
The CMU offense is again potent.
Eight starters return including
fullback Willie Todd, the NCAA's
No. 1 active scorer, last year's top
receiver, tight end Mike Him,
tailback Reggie Mitchell and allconference guard Joe Maiorana.
Steaks • Sea Food • Prime Rib
Entertainment Nightly

John Atwood Graphics is a full service printing

(209) 478-4341
6629 EMBARCADERO DR.
STOCKTON, CALIF

plant that offers a wide variety of printing. If
your needs fall within the range of a simple one
color business card to a complex full color
catalog we would like to make our services
available to you.

Stepping in as the new starting
quarterback is
junior Stephen
Jones. He will be the key in CMU's
wishbone attack, a major concern
to Toledo.
"Our biggest problem defensively
is that they're an option team and
we can't simulate that in practice

Sophomore tailback Kirby Warren (27) will be a big part of the
Tiger running attack.

as well as they can run it," said
Toledo. "We're going to have to
adjust to their timing and tempo
early."
Fortunately, Toledo feels that
this will be the best defense he's
had since coming to UOP. Leading
the way for UOP are All-America
candidates Kirk Harmon and Mike
Merriweather, at inside and outside
linebacker respectively.
Anchoring the front wall are nose
guard George Dunlap and tackles
Marcus Perro and Ken DeShano.
Junior
Bob
Kochman
and
sophomore Kevin Einck fill in
around Harmon and Merriweather
at linebacker.
The UOP secondary, No. 1 in the
PCAA in pass defense the last two
years, will include cornerbacks
Terry Thomas, Stan Shibata, strong
safety Darryl Ragland and talented
free safety Kevin Greene.
Offensively, Pacific also figures
to be improved, particularly in the
running phase of
the game.
Powering the ground attack will be
junior fullback Gary Blackwell,
UOP's top rusher last year, tailback
Kirby Warren and swingman David
Brown, a redshirt who transferred
from UCLA.
At the offensive controls will be
the quarterback duo of »Harley
Miller and Grayson Rogers. Both
are likely to see a good deal of

"Overlooking Village West Marina"
2

3

playing time in the first few games.
Rogers threw for over 1,800 yards in
1980 and Miller came on strong at
the tail end of the season when
Rogers was injured.
The quarterbacks will have a top
notch group of receivers to aim at,
headlined by speedy sophomore
Garry Parcel Is and two of the best
tight ends in the PCAA—Paul
Schreiner and Tony Camp.
Providing the protection and
opening the holes will be a young,
but experienced offensive line.
Keying that effort will be senior
center Kurt Hout, guards Dan
McGahan and Mark Davis and
tackles Cary Smith, Steve Smith
and Floyed Layher.
The Tiger kicking game returns
intact with placekicker Jeff Council
and punter Harley Miller both on
hand.
The game should provide an
interesting contrast between the
multiple offense and defense run
by Pacific and the more basic
Central Michigan approach.
"Central Michigan is a very
physical group and play hard," said
Toledo. "They don't do a great deal
of different things, but what they
do, they do well. They don't make
mistakes."
Tonight will be the first-ever
meeting between the two schools.

OPPONENTS' SCHEDULES, RESULTS
CENTRAL MICHIGAN
Sept. 5
at UOP
Sept. 19 'Northern Illinois
Sept. 26 Arkansas State
Oct. 3
'Eastern Michigan
Oct. 10 'at Western Michigan
Oct. 17 'at Toledo
Oct. 24 'Kent State
Oct. 31 'at Ohio U.
Nov. 7
'Miami (Oh.)
Nov. 14 'at Ball State
Nov. 21 'at Bowling Green

WASHINGTON
Sept. 12 UOP
Sept. 19 Kansas State
Sept. 26 'at Oregon
Oct. 3
'Arizona State
Oct. 10 'at Cal
Oct. 17 'Oregon State
Oct. 24
at Texas Tech
Oct. 31 'Stanford
Nov. 7
'at UCLA
Nov. 14 *USC
Nov. 21 'Washington State

OREGON
Sept. 5
Sept. 12
Sept. 19
Sept. 26
Oct. 10
Oct. 17
Oct. 24
Oct. 31
Nov. 7
Nov. 14
Nov. 21

at Fresno State
at Kansas
UOP
'Washington
'at Arizona State
'Arizona
Air Force
'UCLA
'at Washington State
'at Stanford
'Oregon State

UTAH STATE
Sept. 5
at Utah
Sept. 12 *Cal State Fullerton
Sept. 19 Weber State
Sept. 26 at Houston
Oct. 2
at Brigham Young
Oct. 10 'at UOP
Oct. 17
at Texas Christian
Oct. 24 'San Jose State
Oct. 31 'Fresno State
Nov. 7
'at Long Beach State
Nov. 14
at Idaho State

LONG BEACH STATE
Sept. 5
Brigham Young
Sept. 12 at Northern Illinois
Sept. 19 at Louisville
Sept. 26 at Nevada-Las Vegas
Oct. 3
at Drake
Oct. 17 *U0P
Oct. 24 'at Cal State Fullerton
Nov. 7
'Utah State
Nov. 14 'Fresno State
Nov. 21 'San Jose State

FRESNO
Sept. 5
Sept. 12
Sept. 19
Oct. 3
Oct. 10
Oct. 17
Oct. 24
Oct. 31
Nov. 7
Nov. 14
Nov. 21

STATE
Oregon
at Oregon State
at Montana State
'San Jose State
'Cal State Fullerton
Southern Illinois
'at UOP
'at Utah State
Nevada-Las Vegas
'at Long Beach State
at Arizona

SOUTH CAROLINA
Sept. 5
at Wake Forest
Sept. 12 Mississippi
Sept. 19 Duke
Sept. 26 at Georgia
Oct. 3
Pittsburgh
Oct. 10
at Kentucky
Oct. 17
Virginia
Oct. 24
at North Carolina
Oct. 31
North Carolina State
Nov. 7
UOP
Nov. 21
Clemson
Dec. 5
at Hawaii

SAN JOSE STATE
Sept. 5
Nevada-Las Vegas
Sept. 12 Santa Clara
Sept. 19 at Stanford
Sept. 26 at Cal
Oct. 3
'at Fresno State
Oct. 17 'Cal State Fullerton
Oct. 24 'at Utah State
Nov. 7
at Arizona State
Nov. 14 *UOP
Nov. 21 'at Long Beach State
Nov. 28
North Texas State

HAWAII
Sept. 19
Sept. 26
Oct. 10
Oct. 17
Oct. 24
Oct. 31
Nov. 7
Nov. 14
Nov. 21
Nov. 28
Dec. 5

WASHINGTON STATE
Sept. 12 Montana State
Sept. 19 at Colorado
Sept. 26 'Arizona State
Oct. 3
UOP
Oct. 10 'at Oregon State
Oct. 17 'UCLA
Oct. 24 'at Arizona
Oct. 31 'at USC
Nov. 7
'Oregon
Nov. 14 *Cal
Nov. 21 'at Washington

CAL STATE FULLERTON
Sept. 5
at Wyoming
Sept. 12 'at Utah State
Sept. 19 at Hawaii
Sept. 26 at Arizona
Oct. 3
Cal Poly-SLO
Oct. 10 'at Fresno State
Oct. 17 'at San Jose State
Oct. 24 'Long Beach State
Oct. 31 'at UOP
Nov. 7
Boise State
Nov. 21
Nevada-Reno

Cal State Fullerton
Idaho
'at Wyoming
'New Mexico
'at San Diego State
#Nevada-Las Vegas
'at Texas-El Paso
'Brigham Young
UOP
'Colorado State
South Carolina

STATISTICS

UOP

CMU

1980 Final-Top Returnees

Gain Loss
28
523
367
60
32
0

Rushing
Gary Blackwell
Kirby Warren
Paul Schreiner

Att
111
111
2

Passing
Grayson Rogers
Harley Miller

Att Comp
301 153
142
87

Pass Receiving
Kirby Warren
Gary Blackwell
Tony Camp
Paul Schreiner
Garry Parcells

No.
28
21
24
20
9

Punting
Harley Miller

No. Yds
82 3358

Kickoff Returns
Kirby Warren
Garry Parcells
Punt Returns
Garry Parcells

Int
13
6

1980 Final-Top Returnees

Net Avg
495
4.5
2.8
307
32 16.0

TD
2
2
0

LG
73
17
29

Rushing
Willie Todd
Reggie Mitchell
Mark Birnbaum

Pet Yds
.508 1881
.613 921

TD
9
7

LG
48
42

Passing
Stephen Jones

Yds Avg
205
7.3
182
8.7
265 11.0
259 13.0
98 10.9

TD
1
1
4
3
1

Avg
41.0

LG
57

No.
4
8

Yds Avg
75 18.8
145 18.1

TD
0
0

No.
2

Yds
6

Avg
3.0

TD
0

132 East Channel Street,
Stockton .California 95202 466-7375
4

Net
695
397
266

Avg
4.1
4.3
4.7

TD
7
1
0

LG
33
32
23

Int
0

Pet
.429

Yds
20

TD
1

LG
10

LG
43
25
18
26

Att Comp
7
3

No.
22
12
9
5

Yds Avg
388 17.6
104
8.7
137 15.2
83 16.6

TD
3
0
0
0

Punting
No Returnees

No.

Yds

Avg

LG

LG
25
24

Kickoff Returns
Willie Heard
Reggie Mitchell

No.
5
2

Yds Avg
94 18.8
28 14.0

TD
0
0

LG
25
17

LG
8

Punt Returns
Mike McElrath

No.
6

Yds Avg
69 11.5

TD
0

LG
57

211/17.6
670/55,1
2893/241 .1
446/243/19
3563/296.9
211
67/632

UOP 1980 RESULTS (4-8)

Qualify Print Shop

Gain Loss
4
699
436
39
266
0

Pass Receiving
Mike Hirn
Reggie Mitchell
Craig Fields
Jaime Jackson

LG
42
25
35
34
18

TEAM TOTALS
UOP
Points/Avg. per game
Rush Yards/Avg. per game
Passing Yards/Avg per game
Pass (Att./Comp./lnt.)
Total Offense/Avg. per game
First Downs
Penalties/Yards

Att
170
93
57

OPP
330/27.5
2206/183. 8
1669/139.1
267/138/16
3875/322.9
203
79/762

TEAM TOTALS
CMU
Points/Avg. per game
Rush Yards/Avg. per game
Passing Yards/Avg per game
Pass (Att./Comp./lnt.)
Total Offense/Avg. per game
First Downs
Penalties/Yards

OPP

127/11.5
218/19.8
2573/233.9 1554/141.3
1050/95.4 1495/135.9
282/144/10
142/73/5
3623/329.4 3049/277.2
182
195
35/350
57/670

CMU 1980 RESULTS (9-2)

South Carolina 37 UOP 0
UOP 24 Idaho 13
Hawaii 25 UOP 14
UOP 28 Texas-El Paso 14
UOP 24 Washington State 22
'Long Beach State 17 UOP 12
'Fresno State 27 UOP 3
Arizona State 37 UOP 9
'Utah State 21 UOP 7
'San Jose State 28 UOP 23
Arizona 63 UOP 35
*UOP 32 Cal State Fullerton 26

'Central Michigan 21 Ball State 17
'Central Michigan 15 Miami (Oh.) 14
Central Michigan 16 Illinois State 0
'Central Michigan 21 Kent State 6
'Central Michigan 14 Toledo 10
'Ohio U. 24 Central Michigan 9
'Northern Illinois 21 Central Michigan 0
Central Michigan 17 Northwestern State 0
'Central Michigan 51 Eastern Michigan 15
'Central Michigan 32 Bowling Green 10
'Central Michigan 22 Western Michigan 10

*PCAA Games

'MAC Games

THE SPANOS SPORTS QUIZ
Here's a chance to test your knowlege of UOP football, and have a little fun, too.
All material is taken from the 1980 UOP Press Guide.

1. Who is the youngest member of the 1981 UOP football team?
2. Who had the longest run from scrimmage for the Tigers in 1980?
3. Who was UOP's only first team All-PCAA selection last fall?
4. Who holds the UOP record for most pass interceptions in a season?

(Answers can be found in centerspread section, page 20-21)

^ Sfrdttod

Inc.

"NUMBER ONE in Rental Housing Construction in the United States."

1341 Robinhood Drive
478-7954

THE HEAD COACH
In just two short years, Bob
Toledo has brought UOP football
prominently back into the minds of
the Stockton community. With an
exciting,
high-powered
passing
offense (since his arrival, only one
Division I team has thrown the ball
more than UOP), some stunning
upset victories and a youth-oriented
squad that holds a very real
promise for the future, Toledo is
well on the way to his goal of
bringing the Tigers their first-ever
Pacific Coast Athletic Association
title.
Although building with youth and
a brutal schedule have made
success on the field relative,
Toledo has still managed to
produce some of the brightest
memories in recent UOP football
history.

In 1979, his first year, the
energetic, young coach was highly
responsible for the more than
19,000 fans that poured into Pacific
Memorial Stadium each game. That
figure marked the largest average

attendance at UOP in more than 20
years.
Toledo's club also pulled a
shocker on the field, clobbering Iowa
State, 24-7, to give UOP its firstever win over a Big Eight school.
Then, last fall, the youthful Tigers
upended Washington State, 24-22,
UOP's first win over the Pac-10
since 1969.
All of which brings Toledo to the
next hurdle—winning the PCAA.
And over the years, winning is
something that Toledo has become
very familiar with. He has been a
winner at all levels and every phase
of the game.
In all of his time as a player,
assistant coach and head coach,
Toledo has experienced just two
losing seasons.
One of the nation's youngest
head coaches, the 35-year-old
Toledo spent three years as the
secondary coach at USC prior to
accepting the UOP post. His Trojan
defensive backs picked off 56
passes in three seasons, including

BOB TOLEDO

28 in 1976 to lead the nation.
Southern Cal won two Pac-10 titles,
two Rose Bowls, a Bluebonnet
Bowl and the national championship
in 1978.
Before his stint at USC, Toledo
spent
three
seasons
at
UC
Riverside, the final two as head
coach. The Highlanders were 15-6
Continued on page 14

ASSISTANT COACHES

Need a book for study, gift, fun, or to simpty read
Why not try one of the finest book stores in Stockton
with over 10,000 titles in stock.
Your On—Campus Book Store

In the heart of the
University of the Pacific Campus
open to serve
the friends of the University

University Center

University Book Store
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FRANK BAUER-3rd Year

STEVE HALL- 2nd Year

Defensive Coordinator,
Secondary
Defensive Line
(Chico State, 1977)
(Western State College, 1970)

MIKE MARTZ-2nd Year

BILL McQUEARY-3rd Year

WAYNE NUNNELY-2nd Year

Quarterbacks, Receivers
(Fresno State, 1973)

Offensive Coordinator,
Offensive Line
(San Francisco State, 1969)

Running Backs
(Nevada-Las Vegas, 1975)

(209) 946-2329
JOHN RAMSDELL-3rd Year

GARY SC0TT-2nd Year

BRUCE SPEEGLE-1st Year

RUSTY WEEKES-1st Year

Tight Ends, Special Teanis
(Springfield College, 1975)

Outside Linebackers
(Pacific, 1970)

Assistant Offensive Line
(Northern Colorado, 1977)

Inside Linebackers
(Santa Clara, 1971)

7

For a
Winning
Team of
Financial
Services...
13 TRENT ANNICHARICO
Quarterback

cBanh

65 MIKE AVRIETT
Offensive Tackle

95 JIM BANNOWSKY
Defensive Tackle

48 DON BATISTE
Defensive Back

44 GARY BLACKWELL
Running Back

61 JEFF CARTER
Offensive Guard

54 DAVID CHULICK
Center

83 KEN DeSHANO
Defensive Tackle

64 GEORGE DUNLAP
Nose Guard

MEMBER F D I r.

Offices in Stockton and Lockeford
32 DAVID BROWN
Running Back

KEEP UP WITH THE TIGERS ON

29 CLIFF BURGIN
Running Back

85 TONY CAMP
Tight End

PROSPECT

FM 100

MOTORS INC.
JACKSON, CA

SPORTS TALK

Phone 223-1740
Highway 88 on the Right Hand Side
before entering Jackson.
BILL "Skip" HALVORSON

WITH

•CHEVROLET •CADILLAC
• BUICK *OLDSMOBILE

FRED TOZI

8 JEFF COUNCIL
Placekicker

Outside Linebacker

Offensive Guard

BEST PRICE
BEST SERVICE

WEEKNIGHTS FROM
6:00-7:00 P.M.
ON KFMR (FM lOO)

Shop Around and Get Your Best Deal, Then Come
To Us and Be Ready To Buy!
Present This Ad After You Make A Deal With Us And We Will Give You
An Extra $100 Off. Only One Per Person. Retail Only.
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38 KEVIN EINCK
Inside Linebacker

89 RICHARD FARHAT
Outside Linebacker

53 KEVIN FREUDENTHAL
Center

58 SCOTT GRADDY
Inside Linebacker

28 KEVIN GREENE
Defensive Back

THE PLAYEES

99 KERESHAWN HAROY
Defensive Tackle

98 JONATHON HILL
Nose Guard

19 SCOTT KINNEY
Punter/Placekicker

79 FLOYD LAYHER
Offensive Tackle

52 KIRK HARMON
Inside Linebacker

68 NICK HOLT
Inside Linebacker

59 BOB KOCHMAN
Outside Linebacker

25 WALT LIGHTNER
Defensive Back

7 GEORGE HARRISON
Wide Receiver

86 BOB HORODECKY
Wide Receiver

92 MIKE LANOIS
Outside Linebacker

6 MIKE LOVE
Wide Receiver

55 JIM HEARN
Center

67 KURT HOUT
Center

Defensive Back

31 SHELDON MacKENZIE
Running Back

THE PLAYEES

1 KURT HEINRICH
Wide Receiver

30 ANTOINE JOHNSON
Running Back

26 TONY LANG
Running Back

14 SANDER MARKEL
Quarterback

66 DAN McGAHAN
Offensive Guard

15 BOB O'ROURKE
Outside Linebacker

20 DARRYL RAGLAND
Defensive Back

Defensive Back

34 TONY MCINTOSH
Running Back

57 MIKE MERRIWEATHER
Outside Linebacker

17 HARLEY MILLER
Quarterback

73 GREG PACOS
Offensive Guard

21 GARRY PARCELLS
Wide Receiver

77 RICK PENN
Offensive Tackle

87 MARCUS PERRO
Defensive Tackle

74 NEIL ROSS
Nose Guard

84 PAUL SCHREINER
Tight End

16 GRAYSON ROGERS
Quarterback

Defensive Bac

88 MARK ROGERS
Tight End

71 WES SIBOLE
Offensive Tackle

11

75 CARY SMITH
Offensive Tackle

63 Jeff Mollet
Defensive Tackle

42 KEVIN SMITH
Wide Receiver

THE PLAYERS
by Marvin West, Knoyville
NEWS-SENTINEL

n

n old the Heisman another play or
_
R
' ^
two. Look at a few more trips off
tackle. Inspect the power sweep.
\
j
\
Throw a sideline cut and maybe a cross.
R)
ing pattern.
«
Since the race is just beginning, it
might be a little early to award the trojHr
j)|
"j
w
phy. You-know-who will probably win it
. . . but, even if there is an upset, you
won't be surprised. The honoree's name
•
is in this story about the best offensive
college players in America.
Herschel Walker is one of the best. He j
VB
was worth a spring bid of $1.5 million by
Montreal. He might be worth more than
I^I
that to Georgia and college football.
j
As the finest freshman in the history of
\
NCAA statistics, Walker gained 1,616
\
yards and 15 touchdowns for the na^
tional champion Bulldogs. After the first
week, he was a marked man. Linebackers
knew he was coming but Walker aver- |
aged 146.9 per Saturday, 5.9 per rush. He
PR
k
ran the hard yards and broke the big |
ones, caught passes, sold tickets and
kept his poise before a media blitz.
• «BHp.
Week after week he won colorful
Vt
clashes yet claimed he was but one on a
\^-^3
team. At 18, he had rippling muscles and
moves that might have been magic. At 19,
\
it will be difficult for Herschel to do
more.
Marcus Allen is a great offensive talent.
••
He's tailback at Southern Cal . . . 1,563
.JsK
yards and 14 touchdowns in 10 games
Pp
behind the tough Trojan line.
"One of the great players in the coun- Jim McMahon, BYU's record setting quarterback,
Anthony Carter burns Michigan opponents
as a receiver and return man.
try and still getting better," says John ted the nation in total offense last season.
Robinson, USC's coach.
Jim McMahon, Brigham Young quar
terback, is one of a kind . . . the kind the
Cougars come up with almost every
other year. By NCAA count, Jim holds 32
national records of varying importance.
He was the first Division Ipasser to pro
duce more than 4,000 yards in a season.
He led the country in total offense as a
junior. He won the Holiday Bowl with a
touchdown pass after the clock ran out.
BYU led America in 1980 total offense,
passing offense and scoring average.
This quarterback is one big gun.
Art Schlichter, Ohio State quarterback,
is high on the list of offensive all-stars.
He's high in numbers, too . . . already the
school record-holder in total damage in
flicted, twice in the top five after Heis
man voting.
Stanford's John Elway, now a junior, is
a classic quarterback, a pure passer with
Georgia's Herschel Walker had more yards
Rainey Meszaros of the University of Pa
size. His
sophomore
stats
were
than any froshin NCAA history.
cific is one of the nation's top receivers.

LI U

*"»

76 STEVE SMITH
Offensive Tackle

70 CRAIG TRIPLETT
Defensive Tackle

93 KELLY STEWART
Defensive Tackle

78 TIM SUTRO
Outside Linebacker

43 TERRY THOMAS
Defensive Back

47 PAUL THOMPSON
Defensive Back

49 BILL WAGGONER
Defens.ve Back

4 KENNY WAGNER
Defensive Back

27 KIRBY WARREN
Running Back

51 STUART WEIMERS
Center

60 RICK WESTERN
Offensive Guard

82 RON WOODS
Wide Receiver

35 BILL WOLSKY
Running Back

72 EDUARDO YAGUES
Offensive Tackle

continued
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sensational—65 percent accuracy, 2,889
yards, second best in the proud history
of the Pac-10.
One outing was really special, against
Oregon State. John hit four scoring
passes in the first quarter, two more after
a rest. For the season, he set six league
records and threw 27 touchdown strikes.
There are other loud bombers, Roman
candles, shooting stars. Fancy fireworks
are scheduled each weekend this fall. No
region has a monopoly. Sparklers are all
sizes and they show up day or night.
Some are runners. Some are throwers.
Some catch and run. Some are manhandlers who find fame foreign. They
are on this list.
Michigan's mosquito, Anthony Carter,
is a big-play genius as wide receiver and
kickoff returner. Syracuse features in
stant excitement in Joe Morris, a water
bug at tailback. Mississippi State has a
young bull of a quarterback, sophomore
John Bond. He is 6-4, 208, strong enough
to block tackles, swift enough to run the
dash.
There'll be an awesome review of run
ning backs. Each area of America has one
or more. Morris is the main man in the
East at 5-7 and 182. He is the career lush
ing leader with eligibility remaining . . .
3,105 in 27 games.
The Ivy League salutes Rich Diana, a
molecular biophysics major at Yale. He
rushed for 1,074 and caught passes for
212 more.
Curt Warner is the man to see at Penn
State. He hit Ohio State for 155 in the
Fiesta Bowl. Lorenzo Bouier of Maine set
the New England rushing record with
1,622 last fall. Northeastern couldn't
tackle him. That Saturday Bouier got
3,021. Navy offers Eddie Meyers, a junior,
who owns a host of Naval Academy
records.
There are some runaway trains in the
Midwest. Butch Woolfolk of Michigan is
6-3 and 215. He got 182 in the Rose
Bowl, 1,042 for his junior year. Phil Carter
is strong for Notre Dame.
The best man in the Big Eight may be
Roger Craig of Nebraska. This I-back
seized every opportunity, and averaged
6.9 per rush. It is unbelievable that Roger
racked up 782 yards and 15 touchdowns
as a non-starter.
Iowa State claims the defending
champ in the conference. Dwayne
Crutchfield, down in weight to 225, led
the Big Eight with a school-record 1,312
yards and 11 touchdowns. His toughness
showed. He lasted all 11 games, ripped
Oklahoma for 179, mauled Missouri for
164.
"He's a bull coming out of the chute,"
says Donnie Duncan, his coach.
Oklahoma has a fast entry in Stanley
Wilson. He won spurs against Texas,
gaining 172 in 24 tries.

Kerwin Bell had a good beginning at
Kansas. He is the lone freshman
ever to
be consensus all-conference. Six times
he was over 100 yards, and he got 216
against Kansas State.
The South has more than Walker . . .
but no other so good. Barry Redden is
Richmond's runner. Floyd Allen does it
for VMI. Cyrus Lawrence is VPI's pace
setter. Kelvin Bryant alternated with
Amos Lawrence, since departed, and
gained 1,039 for North Carolina. That's
good for second team.
Southern Mississippi features Sammy
Winder, national scoring leader with 20
touchdowns, just four yards short of a
thousand rushing. Maryland's man is
Charlie Wysocki, a compact runner who
earned 1,359 yards and 11 touchdowns
last season.
Walter Abercrombie of Baylor returns
to hammer the Southwest Conference.
As a junior, he led that league with 1,187.
Eric Dickerson is best in a stable of wild
horses at SMU. Johnny Hector sets a
strong pace at Texas A&.M. He averaged
5.4 as a sophomore, gained 928. Arkansas
looks for junior Gary Anderson to conRodney Holman pulls in passes for Tulane.

Texas A&M likes Johnny Hector's groundgaining style.
tribute.
Allen is the West Coast star but Stan
ford's Darrin Nelson is a worthy rival.
Twice this tidbit (5-9, 179) has rushed for
1,000 and caught 50 passes or more. In
sub-par 1980, Darrin settled for 47 recep
tions and 889 on the ground. It must be
discouraging to get old.

San Jose State thinks Gerald Willhite is
honors material. He rushed for 1,210,
caught 44 passes for 492 and scored 14
touchdowns. He hit Stanford for three
TDs and 138 yards.
Famous quarterbacks are plentiful.
Some are scramblers. Some throw darts.
A few do both. John Fourcade of Missis
sippi broke Archie Manning's school
record with 2,299 in total offense last sea
son. Fourcade pegged four touchdown
passes against Alabama, completed 16 of
21 against Tulane. Twice he has led the
rugged Southeastern Conference in total
offense. His career total is 5,001.
Mike Machurek set three school
records at Idaho State. Northeast Louisi
ana keeps more detailed records. John
Holman broke or tied 18!
Steve Stamp of Texas Christian was a
sub until Game 5. He still found time to
throw for 1,830 and 14 touchdowns. Bay
lor couldn't handle him. Stamp stuck 408
on the Bears.
Oliver Luck is good news at West Vir
ginia. He'll try to improve on 19 touch
down passes. Pittsburgh, in two years,
has enjoyed 3,289 yards and 25 touch
downs from QB Dan Marino.
Coupled with the success of quarter
backs are two kinds of targets, the acro
bats and the tall oak trees. Carter is a
stunt man for Michigan ... 14 touch
downs in his sophomore season, and a
school career kickoff return record in
just two campaigns.
continued
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"Anthony is the most gifted athlete I've
been around," says Bo Schembechler,
Michigan's coach. "He's the first soph
omore ever selected MVP by our team."
Anthony Hancock of Tennessee is a
burner, a hurdler and sprinter in track.
Gary Williams catches for Schlichter at
Ohio State. Cormac Carney does the
miracle bit at UCLA.
Stanley Washington thinks passes are
never out of reach at TCU. Brian Kelley
and Mike Redding share honors at Holy
Cross. Together, they shagged 88 last fall.
Purdue has a tall-pine type in Steve
Bryant, 6-3 and 185, slow to take up foot
ball, now very fast. He caught 50 for 892
yards as a junior, eight for 180 against
Iowa.
Perry Tuttle is in receiving range of
Jerry Butler's school records at Clemson.
He caught 53 last fall for 915, needs 41
and 572 more to become very famous.
Wake Forest looks often for Kenny
Duckett (50-656-12 TDs, an Atlantic Coast
Conference record). Notre Dame tries for
Tony Hunter. North Texas State knows
Pete Harvey can go. He's 5-10 and 170 but
he caught 47 last fall.
Nobody beat Rainey Meszaros, Univer
sity of Pacific—11 on one Saturday, 68 on
the year!
Tight ends aren't so numerous but
they are full-grown men. Rice points to
Robert Hubble, 6-8, 252, with hands to
hold 38 passes, movie-star looks and
powerful blocking moves. Hubble wants
to be in Congress. It'll take a large doorRichmond should get a lot of yardage from
running back Barry Redden.
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BYTHE TIME
YOUR MOUTH GETS THIRSTY,
YOUR BODY COULD BE
TWO QUARTS LOW.

John Bond directs MSU's offense.

man to keep him out.
Tulane's big target is Rodney Holman,
6-3, 230. This great Greenie caught 42 as
a junior and ran over a fair share of de
fensive backs.
California has one in David Lewis.
Brown believes in Steve Jordan. Rod
Childs of Idaho State led the Big Sky in
receiving (41 for 640). No other tight end
has set such a standard.
Ballcarriers find a wide path behind Utah's
Anywhere you see a strong offense,
Jack Campbell.
look around for the reasons. They are
called linemen. Michigan has three
Schembechler considers special
tackles Bubba Paris and Ed Muransky,
Gerald Willhite is a speedster for San Jose
State who catches passes like a champ.
guard Kurt Becker.
Houston has a hero in Maceo Fifer, 6-5,
280. Don't laugh, but his nickname is
Bunny. Utah State's Brian Christensen,
6-5, 275, carries a meaner handle. He is
Andre the Giant. Utah finds a wide path
behind Jack Campbell, 6-5, 275. Virginia
expects leadership from tackle Dave Sul
livan. At 6-8 and 270, he's easy to see.
Vanderbilt has a winner in Ken Ham
mond, 6-4, 278. Tops at Texas is Terry
Tausch, a finance major.
The best lineman in America might be
Roy Foster of Southern Cal. "As remark
able as this sounds, Roy is better phys
ically than was Brad Budde," says Coach
Robinson.
Joe Paterno speaks up for Sean Farrell
at Penn State, says he's as good a guard
as there is in college. Ohio State believes
the same about Joe Lukens. Nebraska
lines up behind center Dave Rimington,
270 and quick.
Smart runners shadow the best line
men . . . Brad Edelman at Missouri, Lee
North at Tennessee, Terry Crouch at
Oklahoma, Loucis Roseburrow at Grambling, Tom Jelesky at Purdue.
Linemen come up short in credit but
they are co-stars where proud points are
scored.

Did you know that your body can
sweat away from one to two quarts
of fluid before you feel thirsty?
Fluid made up of minerals and salts
that can affect your performance?
That's why Gatorade® thirst
quencher was invented: to help put
back what you lose. Better than
soft drinks, juices or water.
So next time you're really sweating
it out, at sun-up or sun-down,
before you feel dragged out and dry,
that helps your body run.
GATORADE GIVES YOUR BODY
WHAT ITS THIRSTY FOR.

JIM
THORPE
STILL A LEGEND

I—i or a man who won so often, Jim
|—i Thorpe was a loser of heroic proJ
portions.
It's best to speak in hyperbole when
talking of Thorpe. A bona fide superstar in
a time when sports immortals were com
ing of age, Thorpe was an Olympic Games
decathlon and pentathlon winner, AllAmerica collegiate football player, profes
sional football star, major league baseball
player, boxer, wrestler, swimmer, a golfer
who shot in the low 70s and a bowler who
rolled in the 200s. It's not sure what else
Thorpe excelled in, though doubtless if it
had anything at all to do with running, or
throwing, or kicking or simply being bet
ter than anyone else, Thorpe would be the
first across.
He was born a halfbreed Indian in1888,
the son of a half-Irish, half-Indian father
and a mixed French and Indian mother.
Fittingly enough he was named WaTho-Huck, or Bright Path in the language
of the once great Sac and the Fox. Appar
ently he was designed for larger-than-life
things from the start, following up a heri
tage as grandson to Chief Black Hawk
with classical beginnings including bear
trapping, hiking and his first deer at the
age of ten.
Thorpe is probably best remembered
for the 1912 Olympic Games at Stockholm,
Sweden, where he crushed the pick of the
world's athletes in the decathlon and
pentathlon. He set a point total that stood
as a record for 20 years, setting marks in
the running, hurdling, high jumping,
pole vaulting and weight events that were
to remain untouched until 1930. He came
home from
the Stockholm Games a
hero—just one year later he was a bum.
An investigation by the Amateur Ath
letic Union at the time found that the big
Indian had played baseball three years
earlier, taking a hefty $15 a week for his
services at Rocky Mount North Carolina.
Despite the obvious evidence that scores
of college athletes had been doing the
same thing under assumed names and
that Thorpe was as innocent as his Indian
birthright ("I didn't play for the money,"
he wrote afterwards. "I was not wise in
the ways of the world ... I was simply an
Indian schoolboy and did not know I was
doing wrong."), the AAU prosecuted,
stripping his records and neatly wrap
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ping his medals for postage back to
Sweden.
That's the story of the tragedy of the
man—his glory was football. It has been
said that Thorpe on the football field did
everything but blow up the ball. TVvice se
lected an All-America by Walter Camp, he
started at a tiny school in Central
Pennsylvania known as Carlisle Indian
Institute. One story has it that Thorpe

was first spotted by an assistant coach
during a pick-up game between Carlisle's
tailoring class (Thorpe's career then, or so
he thought) and the carpentry students.
Told to report to head coach Glenn S.
Warner, the Carlisle football coach who
was to become one of the game's immor
tals, Thorpe put on a show Warner was
to remember the rest of his life. One
of the coach's favorite drills was to
send a ballcarrier from one goal
line to another through a
gauntlet of - linemen and
backs spaced about five
feet apart. No one
had ever gone the
distance—until Jim
Thorpe. As the
story goes, Thorpe
made it from goal
line to goal line, in
furiating Warner, who
screamed, "This is tack
ling practice." He ordered
Thorpe to try it again—
with predictably identical
results. With a grin on his beefy
face, Thorpe handed the ball to the
apoplectic coach, adding that "no
body tackles Jim."
Thorpe's career was launched. Al
though he was used sparingly in 1907,
his first year with the Carlisle varsity, the
Indian got his chance at Franklin Field in
Philadelphia against Pennsylvania. Sub
bing for an injured player early in the
game, Thorpe carried on his second play
75 yards for a touchdown. The Carlisle
Indians defeated Harvard, Minnesota
and Chicago among the college football
giants of1907, losing only to Princeton and
evolving into what Warner was to call the
greatest team he ever coached.
In 1908 Thorpe was the starting
halfback from the first scrimmage. It was
he who scored the touchdown that tied
an unbeaten Pennsylvania team and
kicked three field goals in a 12-5 triumph
over Penn State. Tiny Carlisle won 10, lost
two and tied one that season as Thorpe
made Walter Camp's third team AllAmerica.
The football season of 1908 was
Thorpe's last for Carlisle until1911. He left
school after the 1909 track and field sea
son and didn't return until the fall two
years later. In between times Thorpe was
to take his ill-fated voyage with the Rocky
Mount semi-pro baseball leagues, earn
ing a pittance there only to lose much
more at the hands of the AAU following
the 1912 Olympics.
After his two-year hiatus—including
some spectacular single-handed track
and field victories over powerhouse east
ern schools—Thorpe returned to Carlisle
for the football season of 1911. Back at the
insistence of Warner (one could imagine
continued on 141
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Track times: zero to 50 in 5.1; zero to 60 in 7.1;
7a mile in 15.4. Now that's Awesome...
and then some.
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omewhere in the American
psyche is the image of the substi
tute football player.
He is the rider of the pine, the
spear-carrier in a platoon of machine
gunners.
At banquets, when the coach gets
around to saying something nice about
his subs, people usually smile politely
and nod.
Until recently, that is.
Coaches are finding new ways of using
more of the talent at their disposal. More
players are actually playing college foot
ball, if only for a few plays a game.
This strategy is paying dividends. It
gives the coach a fresh player with a spe
cific skill to fit a specific need, and it
gives him a squad full of young zealots
who are certain their contributions are
truly important to the team.
There are still those who prefer their
football 1940s-style. One platoon. Men
were men. Who cared if everybody was
too tired to dance at the prom?
Some of today's young players are not
playing football at all, they contend, but
instead are playing Defensive End or
Offensive Guard.
There is a bit of truth in that, admitted
a head coach of a southern independent.
But, he said, "I'd rather have things the
way they are now, and 1 think football
fans would, too.
"I played in those days when we went
both ways. I know there was no way we
could come close to playing with the
skills these kids today show. You had to
rest sometime, and you'd take your
choice of when—on offense or on de
fense.
In practice, we'd have to divide our
time and work on both offense and de
fense, and on the kicking game. We just
didn't have time to learn all there is to
know about any one thing.
"Now we can take the kids and con
centrate on improving their best skills. It
gets more players involved. It 's just a bet
ter game."
In the 1980s, substitutions are made
for many reasons, not just because
somebody is injured or needs some air.
"We substitute when we change offen
sive and defensive formations," said the
coach of a midwestern power.
"We run from the I formation, from
the Wishbone, from the split T, from just
about everything.
"Say we're using a formation with just
one running back behind the quartercontinued

Substitution
continued

CHECKUP
S JUST WHAT
THE DOCTOR

back. That gets four receivers into the
game—two tight ends and two wideouts. You think we can't spread a defense
out with that formation?
"You can pass from it, or you can run
from it, but you can get better deception
on a runningplay if you have at least one
more running back in there. So maybe
we'd put in a running back for a wide
receiver, and maybe we'd have a betterblocking tight end or tackle we'd want to
use."
Wouldn't that telegraph the play call?
If you send in a 240-pound fullback on
third-and-one, won't the defense know
he's going to run right at em?
"Well," he answered, "it's the same
thing as putting in a fifth or sixth de
fensive back in a passing situation. If
you're on defense, you pretty much
know what's coming, and if you're on
offense, you know the defense has an
idea of what you're going to do.
"Okay, say he knows you're going to
run. But he still doesn't know WHERE
you're going to run—right, or left, or up
the middle."
However often substitutions are made,
and for whatever reason, most coaches
play percentage football
When the situation calls for a pass,
most coaches are going to pass. When it
calls for a run, most coaches are going to
run.

What coaches can do with substi
tutions is to get the best people they have
for a specific situation into the game for
that situation.
Substituting becomes especially diffi
cult when a team is facing an unpredict
able opponent, one that runs multiple
offensive formations.
As one coach pointed out, "When you
have to wait until they come out of the
huddle to find out what formation
they're going to be in, you're not going to
have time to substitute to counteract it.
"What you do then is call your defense
with regard to down and distance and
substitute accordingly."
Sometimes substitutions are made
specifically to act as decoys, to fool an
opponent.
This kind of tactic is particularly effec
tive when players on a team have estab
lished reputations. If everyone on the
field knows that Joe Smith, for example,
is good at catching the possession pass
eight yards down the field, he might be
put in to run that route, then break it
downfield.
That's a two-edged sword.
"I thought that, too," one master of
strategy admitted. "The first time I faced
a really well-recognized coach, I tried to
fool him that way.
"I knew he'd be well-prepared, and I
knew he'd try to counteract whatever I

Sending in the right player at the right time is the key to substitution strategy.

Available in most areas.
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did.
"Well, I sent in this fast little wide re
ceiver and used him to try to clear out
for my tight end, and dangedif their safe
ty man didn't recover and intercept the
pass.
"I used my best running back as a
decoy most of the day.I thought it would
get my other backs loose, becauseIknew
they'd be keying on him anyway.
"Well, they stopped my other backs
and by the timeIwent to my best guy, we
were behind 35-to-0."
In recent years, some major teams
have succeeded with a two-quarterback
system. One will clearly be a superior
passer to the other, and the other a supe
rior runner.
An odd thing happened, though. Some
of those teams' most significant suc
cesses under these circumstances have
occurred when the passer ran, or the
runner passed.
But most coaches don't like to alter
nate quarterbacks. There's the very
simple, practical matter of voice inflec
tion and cadence. When a new quarter
back comes in, the timing of the entire
team can change.
Another point is leadership. Not all
quarterbacks are good leaders. Naturally,
coaches want the best leader in the quar
terback position. Many coaches feel that
it is not a good practice to divide lead
ership as there is a danger of dividing the
loyalties of the team members.
Most coaches prefer to substitute at
quarterback only when the game has al
ready been decided and they want the
No. 2 man to get some game experience.
Where is college football headed? Will
there someday soon be a first-and-10
unit, a second-and-five team, and a
third-and-short yardage team?
No, said a southern coach, who be
lieves the art of substitution has gone
about as far as it can go.
"Well," he said, "for one thing, the lo
gistics of it are prohibitive. It would oc
cupy too many assistant coaches just
making sure the right people were at the
right place at the right
time—either in
the game, or in a specific area waiting to
go in at the right time.
"We have a lot of players, but not
enough to do that.
"You want to substitute a lot to get
more people involved and keep everyone
fresh, but sometimes there's a big drop
off in ability from your starters to your
second-stringers. You have to be careful
not to overdo it.
"Right now you can get your best
skilled' people—your quarterbacks and
receivers and runners—into the ball
game for the situations where they're
most likely to be successful.
"I think in college football we use as
many people as we possibly can."
«•'
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l_ __l ailgating in traffic is a nuisance,
but tailgate picnics are another
J story. Just ask any football fan. Most
look forward to the pre-game meal and
camaraderie nearly as much as the game
itself.
The R. T. French Company's Test
Kitchens in Rochester, N. Y. have two top
ping suggestions which will perk up
both the standard hamburger and hot
dog fare and are guaranteed to please the

hungriest fan.
Sauteed Bermuda Onions, combined
with sour cream and mustard, add a de
lightful taste to those same old burgers.
Or if you prefer hots, dress them up
with a zestv topping of crushed pine
apple, green pepper and tomato paste
added to an envelope of sloppy joe sea
soning.
The toppings are best when served
warm, so place them in small containers

GOLDEN DELUXE HAMBURGERS
1V2 cups thinly sliced mild onions
2 tablespoons butter or margarine
V2 cup dairy sour cream

2 tablespoons prepared yellow mustard
6 grilled hamburger patties
6 hamburger rolls, split

PERKY PINEAPPLE FRANKS
1 envelope (1V2-0Z) sloppy joe season
ing mix
1 can (6-oz.J tomato paste
1 cup crushed pineapple (8-oz. canI
1 cup water

iat

V2 cup chopped green pepper
1 tablespoon vinegar
6 grilled frankfurters
6 frankfurter rolls, split

on the corner of the grill until the bur
gers and hot dogs are ready to eat.
Both of these recipes were among the
favorites of newspaper food editors na
tionwide last year, so let their educated
palates be your guide.
Serve either or both dishes at your
next outing with a crisp green salad and
fresh fruit
for dessert. Whether you're in
the stadium's parking lot or your own
back yard—your crowd will cheer. =•>

Behind Mr. Goodwrench
is a lot of good customer care.
The people at General Motors Parts
and at participating Mr. Goodwrench dealers
know there's more to good service
than just good parts.

Cook onion in butter until soft. Stir in
sour cream and mustard; simmer two to
three minutes. Place cooked hamburgers
in rolls. Garnish each with a generous
spoonful of onion topping. 6 servings.

In small saucepan combine all ingredi
ents except frankfbrters and rolls. Cover
and simmer 15 minutes, stirring occa
sionally. 7b serve, place a frankfurter in
each roll and top with a generous spoon
ful of pineapple mixture. 6 servings.

KEEP THAT GREAT GM FEELING
WITH GENUINE GM PARTS.

FASHION BY BOGNER

Thorpe
continued from

his grief when the Indian left in 1909),
Thorpe was to have his finest collegiate
year ever, climaxed by his selection to
Camp's first team All-America squad.
That year, against a Harvard club that
dominated football in the early 1900s the
way such teams as Notre Dame, Texas,
Oklahoma and Nebraska were to do in
later years, he played what most felt was
greatest
game.
Coach
Percy
his
Haughton's Harvard team was unbeaten
in eight games when they met Carlisle
and Thorpe before a packed stadium of
25,000 at Cambridge, Massachusetts. The
Ivy Leaguers were so confident that they
started their second team and quickly
scored a first period touchdown, then the
conversion for a 6-0 lead (at the time TDs
counted for five). Thorpe wasn't doing
much running because of sore legs, but
he still managed to kick field goals of 23,
43 and 37 yards to guide Carlisle to a 9-6
halftime lead.
Harvard, royally humiliated at trailing a
tiny Indian trade school, soon marched
to an early second half 15-9 lead behind a
touchdown, conversion and field goal.
Here's where Thorpe came in. Despite leg
injuries he carried the ball nine straight
times, ripping
across the bigger and
heavier Harvard line on his last posses
sion to tie the score at 15-15. Another drive
he engineered took Carlisle to the Har
vard 43 in the late minutes of the fourth
quarter. With just seconds left and three
field goals already to his credit, Thorpe
booted a 49-yard ace that clinched an
18-15 Carlisle victory. Thorpe had scored
all the points for the Indians.
Not content with Harvard, Thorpe went
on the next year to capture the Army team
of 1912, a squad which included a cadet
named Dwight D. Eisenhower. Army had
heard of Thorpe by that time and, in the
parlance of the game, were "laying for
him." It didn't help. At the start of the sec
ond half the grandson of infantry fighter
and leader Chief BlackHawk took the kic koff and returned 90 yards for what ap
peared to be a touchdown. The run, how
ever, was nullified by a penalty against
Carlisle, giving Army the ball for another
kickoff. Unfazed, Thorpe did it all again,
this time running back 95 yards through a
hapless Wfest Point club to touch the ball
down again in the end zone. Total run for
a single touchdown: 185 yards. Final
score: Carlisle 27, Army 7.
Carlisle (Thorpe was captain) went
12-1-1 that year with Thorpe scoring 25 of
his team's 60 touchdowns and kicking
goals for a total ofl98 points. Several years
later, when asked about his greatest foot
ball thrills, Thorpe was to say: "Thrills
were mostly hard work for me. That's
what Iremember most about them. But I
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Thorpe was an all-around great athlete.
did get a kick out of running back two
straight kickoffs for touchdowns against
Army in 1912 and kicking those four field
goals against Harvard to win, 18-15, in
1911."
If there was ever any criticism of
Thorpe the football player, it was proba
bly his alleged laziness that drew the
most fire. An absolute natural, he tended
to put out only when he had to, drawing
screams sometimes when his loping,
easygoing manner cost points. Still he
was the most versatile athlete of his era,
passing well when the forward pass was
young, sweeping off the ends, slashing off
tackles or splintering the center of the
line and kicking with the accuracy of a
nine-iron.
After leaving his alma mater, Thorpe
played professional football with the Can
ton Bulldogs before making his entry into
pro baseball, beginning with the New York
Giants, then the Cincinnati Reds and the
Boston Braves before winding up in 1928
in Akron, Ohio, at the age of 40. Thorpe
could have been a great baseball player
too, if not for a problem hitting the curve
and a persistent clash of wills with the
Giants' manager, John McGraw.
Thorpe liked baseball (although he
never overwhelmed the game, he was a
spectacularly flashy performer), but foot
ball was his first love. While he was still
battling with McGraw and the Giants,
Thorpe in 1915 accepted an offer of $500 a
game to coach and play for the Canton
Bulldogs. In 1920 the American Football
Association was organized and Thorpe
was appointed president. The league in

cluded such teams as the Bulldogs, the
Staleys, the Akron Professionals, the Massillon Tigers and the Chicago Cardinals.
Thorpe played for most of them at one
time or another until 1929, when at the
age of 41, he finally played his last football
in a game between the Cardinals and the
Bears.
Thorpe's decline hadbeen going on for
years—almost since the day he left Car
lisle. Never prudent with his money and
with a second wife and four children to
support, Thorpe wandered through a va
riety of depression jobs, finally winding
up as a feature photo in the papers, work
ing a shovel for $4 a day.
Aside from occasional "what's he doing
now" stories and a moment of glory in the
vice-presidential box at the Los Angeles
1932 Olympics, Thorpe disappeared, res
urrected for his last hurrah in 1950 when
the Associated Press conducted a poll of
the nation's sportswriters, naming him
the greatest athlete and football player of
the first half of the twentieth century.
Thorpe is dead now, gone in 1953 of a
heart attack at the age of 64. But he is still
a legend, known as the greatest allaround athlete his country had ever
known.
So in quite another way, Jim Thorpe is
still very much alive. He won't die until
someone can honestly claim he can punt
a football 90 yards, or has kicked a 79-yard
field goal or run 185 yards for a
touchdown on two consecutive plays.
Until then Bright Path of the Sac and the
Fox, the Indian of the bushy hair and the
perfect body, is staying with us.

Great days
seem to happen
more often
when you're
wearing Brut4
by Faberge.
After shave,
after shower,
after anything?

by John Mooney,
Salt Lake TRIBUNE
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inebacking looms as the glamor
position defensively in college foot3 ball for 1981.
There are more linebackers returning
with established credentials than at any
other position, with Notre Dame's Bob
Crable heading the list as a returning AllAmerica.
Crable, the two-time Irish captain, was
voted most valuable player by his team
mates last season and his 354 career
tackles rank him fourth on the all-time
Irish list.
But at least a baker's dozen line
backers have close to the statistics and
the "rep" of the Irish captain.
Chip Banks of USC was All-Pac-10 and
third team All-America last year, with 10
pass deflections, 107 tackles (15 for
losses), two fumble recoveries, and an
incredible steal of Notre Dame quarter
back Mike Courey's attempted pass
which was returned 49 yards to clinch
the victory over Notre Dame.
Robert Thompson of Michigan is
named the most underrated linebacker,
but Coach Bo Schembechler calls him "A
definite honors candidate."
A big-play type, Thompson's 84 total
tackles included 15 for 60 yards in losses.
As a junior, Alabama's Thomas Boyd
won some second and third team AllAmerica honors after leading the Tide
with 72 solo and 48 assisted tackles. His
big game was against Notre Dame when
he had 14 solo tackles and five assists
including one tackle for a three-yard
loss.
Noted for his "agilityrhostility and mo
bility," Robert Abraham of North Carolina
State was a ringleader in holding Duke to
minus 13 yards rushing, William and
Mary to just three yards and two other
continued

Defensive end Larry Kubin is a standout for Penn State.

• T*
Cornerback Dana McLemore
was All-WAC in '80.

Hawaii

Stuart Anderson is an outstanding linebacker for Virginia.
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WE BUILD EAGLES FOR
THE WORLD'S QUICKEST
RACING CARS.

_ FOR
YOUR CAR,TOO.
EAGLE NCT.

Goodyear
builds an entire family of
high-performance Eagle street
radials. For quick-handling
imported road machines we
build the Flexten-belted Eagle
NCT radial. (Flexten is made
with a man-made aramid fiber
that, pound-for-pound, is
stronger than steel.) Eagle
NCT carries black-on-black
styling, and a tread pattern
derived from Goodyear's
Formula One racing rain tires.

Corvette. Eagle GT is a steelbelted radial, with a nylon
overlay. It has raised outline
white-letter styling, and a
tread pattern similar to the
Eagle NCT.

EAGLE ST.

EAGLE GT.

This Eagle
is the optional original equip
ment radial chosen for the 1981

For heavily
muscled street cars, choose th<
fiberglass-belted Eagle ST
radial. With a tread pattern
derived from Goodyear's twotime IMSA RS Championship
tire. And featuring raised
white-letter styling, reversible
to black. Find the Eagle you
need in the Eagle's Nest — at
your Goodyear Service Store
or Dealer.
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opponents to less than 100 yards rush
ing, with a season's total of 130 tackles.
They are classing Marcus Marek with
the great Ohio State linebackers. A twoyear starter for the Buckeyes, Marek to
taled 140 tackles last year in winning AllBig Ten honors, as well as Academic AllAmerica recognition.
A year ago Calvin Daniels of North Car
olina was over-shadowed by consensus
All-America star Lawrence Taylor, but
still totaled 32 solo tackles and 18 assists,
including 10 tackles for losses.
Darrell Nicholson of North Carolina
teams with Daniels in a fine unit. He was
leading tackier on the 11-1 ACC cham
pionship team.
California is high on Rich Dixon, a se
nior who set a Pac-10 record as a soph
with an interception return of 78 yards
for a score against Washington State. He
earned All-Pac-10 and All-Coast as a ju
nior.
Alabama looks for lots of action from War
Another outstanding linebacker is Stu ren Lyles.
art Anderson of Virginia, who has a
punt and recovered for a touchdown, re
three-year tackle total of 341, including covered a fumble, intercepted a pass,
39 for losses.
sacked the quarterback twice and had 16
Always-tough Auburn selects Danny tackles.
Skutack, who played the entire second
Steve Damkroger is another in a long
half of the North Carolina State game line of players from his family on the
with a broken leg in 1978, "because
Cornhusker roster. His best game was 17
the team needed me." He had his best
tackles against Oklahoma.
games last year against Alabama, Georgia
Johnie Cooks of Mississippi State, a
and LSU, with 13, 11 and 12 tackles 6-5, 240-pound middle linebacker, was a
respectively.
prime force in victories over Miami and
With the Most Valuable Defensive Play Alabama. He is credited with being a
er trophy from the Liberty Bowl game main reason for the turn-around from a
against Purdue, Missouri's Van Darkow 3-8 to a 9-3 season in two years.
returns as the No. 2 tackier as well as a
Washington's Mark Stewart's creden
top student, with a 3.72 grade point in tials include 17 tackles against Oregon,
pre-med.
15 against Oklahoma State and 11 against
Another big-play man is Vernon Max Arizona.
well of Arizona State, who led the team in
Two other linebackers certain to re
defensive points. Maxwell had his best ceive top consideration for honors are
game against Arizona when he blocked a Grady Turner of Houston and Sal Sunseri
of Pitt, the latter with five interceptions
Temple's Steve Con jar is known as the "In
credible Hulk."
to go with his 81 tackles and the former
honored as the AP's National Defensive
Player of the Week for his stand against
Arkansas.
Other linebackers who have good cre
dentials, but are not as well-known, in
clude Mike Johnson of Nevada-Las Vegas
and teammate Reggie Williams, a redshirt transfer from Oregon State; John
Schachter from Northern Arizona; Kirk
Harmon of Pacific; Jeff Rohrer of Yale;
Steve Conjar of Temple, called the "In
credible Hulk" at 5-10 and 231; Joe Skladany of Lafayette, a brother of the Ohio
State punter of a few years ago; and Kevin
Sheesley of Colorado State, three-time
Western Athletic Conference wrestling
champ at 190 pounds.
Brad Reese of Akron, Craig Shaffer of
Indiana State, Jim Budness of Boston
College, Steve Lehor of Hawaii, Danny
Rich of Weber State and Joe Wilkins of
Maryland are others to watch.

Baylor's Vann McElroy tied for the nation's
lead in interceptions.
Chris Cosgrove of Oregon is coming off
an injury which gave him another year of
eligibility, while Ricky Hunley of Arizona
is ranked the best Wildcat player in the
last 10 years, with 14 tackles against
UCLA.
Darrell Patterson of Texas Christian;
Jeff Davis of Clemson; Vanderbilt's
"Secretary of Defense," Andrew Coleman;
Texas A & Ms Mike Little (who claims to
be the smallest player at his position);
Mike L. Cofer, a junior switched from end
to linebacker in the spring at Tennessee;
and the twin tigers at Oklahoma State,
Ricky Young and Mike Green, also will
challenge for honors.
There should be several wide-open
battles for the defensive end honors this
year.
Among the headliners are Jimmy Will
iams of Nebraska, outstanding defensive
player in the Sun Bowl and a 4.34 speed
ster at 6-3, 217 pounds and Larry Kubin
of Penn State, granted a fifth year after a
practice injury last year, and called by
Joe Paterno "as good as any end we have
had."
Grambling may have the tallest end in
6-8, 235-pound Robert Smith, a former
tight end switched to defense, while Ar
kansas is high on Billy Ray Smith, the
only player who started every game for
Coach Lou Holtz as a freshman and who
was defensive player of the game in the
Hall of Fame Bowl. Smith was a two-year
starter at tackle but moved to end to get
more action in the spring.
Keith Baldwin of Texas A &, M was a
key figure in the Aggie victory over Ole
Miss as he twice sacked the quarterback
in the fourth quarter to save the game
23-20.
Jarvis Coursey was most valuable
player on defense for Florida State in a
continued
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televised game.
Mississippi is backing James Otis, the
second leading tackier on the squad,
who will be a junior. He had 13 un
assisted tackles against Tennessee as a
frosh.
Iowa's Andre Tippett led his team in
sacks with 20 for minus 153 yards, while
Virginia Tech's Robert Brown is highly
rated.
Among other defensive ends are Eu
gene Williams of Tulsa; John Harper of
Southern Illinois; Don Fielder of Ken
tucky; and Mark Bradley of Georgia Tech,
who came off a 1980 injury to "totally
dominate the line of scrimmage,1' ac
cording to Coach Bill Curry in the spring.
Jimmie Carter of New Mexico was the
team's second leading tackier as a fresh
man last year and BYU's Brad Anae had
nine sacks and returned one intercepted
pass 45 yards for a touchdown.
Tony Hayes of Florida A & M has 12
sacks among his 88 tackles while Tim
Ford of Western Kentucky was named a
first team Division I-AA All-America on
the basis of his two-year total of 184
tackles.
Rusty Guilbeau of McNeese State
weighs 255 and runs a 4.9 in the 40, as
well as bench pressing more than 400
pounds. Arthur King of Grambling State
is coming off injuries which hampered
him a year ago. Steve Raquet of Holy
Cross was ECAC co-rookie of the year as
a frosh in 1980 and will be a future star.
And Glenn Jones of Murry State was sec
ond team College Division All-America
and two-time All-Ohio Valley star.
The tackles are led by Kenneth Sims of
Texas, a consensus All-America from a
year ago. At 6-6 and 265, he was second
in team tackles with 131, with 100 un
assisted, and registered 13 sacks.
UCLA's Irv Eatman is a junior, at 6-7

and 270, but he has 4.8 speed and a
26-inch vertical jump. He was outstand
ing in UCLA's 17-0 shutout of Ohio State,
sacking Art Schlichter four times to earn
Player of the Game honors.
In Texas they call Texas Tech's Gabriel
Rivera "Sefior Sack" and despite his 280
pounds on a 6-3 frame, he runs the 40 in
4.77. He started the past two years as a
noseguard and led the club in tackles for
a down lineman both years. Rivera is at
defensive tackle this season.
Edmund Nelson of Auburn is 6-4 and
252. He played defensive end a year ago
and noseguard and tackle in 1979. He is
a top scholar whose parents almost
made him drop football when his grades
slacked off early in his career.
Fletcher Jenkins of Washington earned
lineman of the week honors for his
12-tackle performance against USC.
Henry Waechter is rated the best pass
rusher on the Nebraska squad, at 6-6 and
275. He has great quickness for his size.
Houston's Bill Yeoman claims tackle
Terry Monroe is as good at the point of
attack as any player he has had at that
position, while Reggie White, a 6-5 soph
at Tennessee, was the sensation of the
spring practice.
Steve Clark of Utah may be the best
lineman in the Western Athletic Confer
ence. He came off knee surgery a year
ago to earn all-conference and AllAmerica honorable mention.
Minnesota has a pair of junior tackles
who will bear watching in Kevin Kellin,
6-6 and 240, and Steve Bisch, 6-5 and 258.
Shamus McDonough came on fast in
the last five games for Iowa State, includ
ing a 12-tackle performance against
Oklahoma.
Mark Bortz of Iowa had 82 stops, with
his best game 14 tackles against Nebras
ka. Dennis Edwards of USC has 34 tack-

Pitt's Sal Sunseri had 81 tackles last year.

Johnie Cooks of Mississippi State is a ma
jor force.

Billy Ray Smith of Arkansas started every
game as a frosh.

les for a loss in three years and has been
an All-Pac-10 pick.
Andrew Provence of South Carolina
had 11 tackles against Southern Califor
nia in 1980, playing over Trojan AllAmerica Keith Van Home.
Despite the fact that teams ran away
from his position, Jerome Foster of Ohio
State had 83 tackles and was considered
the most underrated player on the
defense.
Among the other top tackles are David
Galloway, outstanding defensive player
for Florida in the Tangerine Bowl; the
twin tackles at LSU, Bill Elko and Ramsey
Dardar; Jimmy Payne of Georgia, All-SEC
last year; Clenzie Pierson of Rice, a 6-7
junior and Rutgers' Mike Rustemeyer
and Bill Pickel.
Princeton nominates Jono Helmerich,
a 6-5 co-captain with good mobility,
while Wyoming's best defensive lineman
is Rick Farnsworth.
Among the others to watch are Dave
Scheller of Ball State; Sedrick Brown of
The Citadel; Randy Trautman of I-AA
champion Boise State; Mark Seale of
Richmond; Dave Davis of Wichita State;
Max Gill of Northern Illinois; Mike Perko
of Utah State; and Pat Curry of Montana.
At the middle noseguard posts, War
ren Lyles of Alabama is tabbed "quicker
than a hiccup." The outstanding player
in the 1981 Cotton Bowl, he has great
speed and sets up tackles for 'Bama line
backers.
Mark Jerue was Washington's most
valuable defensive player in the Rose
Bowl and was credited with 16 tackles
against Oklahoma and with 14 stops in
three other games.
Michael Carter, 6-2 and 265, of SMU,
was defensive MVP in the Holiday Bowl.
continued
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"Clothing by Higgins
... It has to be good."
For more information call
toll tree 1-800-633-2422; in
Alabama call 1-800-762-2496
or write Higgins Company,
Lineville, Alabama 36266.

He was the NCAA indoor shot put cham
pion two years running and won the out
door title as a freshman and sophomore.
Oklahoma's Johnnie Lewis was named
AP National Lineman of the Week for his
play against Nebraska when he had 14
unassisted tackles.
Navy's Tim Jordan didn't start playing
football until his junior year in high
school; he had been in the band. Jordan
came on strong last year and Coach
George Welsh admits, "I didn't see any
one as good as he was last year at noseguard. He probably is the best we've had
at that position in recent years."
Wisconsin's Tim Krumrie made All-Big
Ten last year as a soph as the Badgers
jumped from 105th nationally in defense
against the rush to No. 11, giving up only
117.5 yards a game. Krumrie also is a
heavyweight wrestler.
Eddie Weaver of Georgia was voted AllSEC last year and defensive lineman of
the game for his performance against
Georgia Tech. He's 6-0 and weighs 270
and is also a top man in the shot.
Other candidates for the position in
clude Falaniko (Niko) Noga of Hawaii, a
soph; Elvin Keller of West Texas State;
Fred Nordgren of Portland State; Willis
Carolina of Tulsa and Greg Azar of New
Mexico.
Underclassmen seem to dominate the
cornerbacks, with Lupe Sanchez of
UCLA rated outstanding.
He was second to Kenny Easley in
tackles with 71, including seven behind
the line, along with three interceptions.
He has started 19 straight games for the
Bruins and led the team with 13 passes
broken up.
Perry Williams of North Carolina State
is another junior who is rated as poten
tially one of the finest to come out of the
ACC.
Three other juniors to watch are Steve
Brown of Oregon, whose 36-yard return
contributed to victory over Washington;
Tommy Wilcox of Alabama, who had
nine solo tackles and 10 assists and a
pass deflected in the loss to Notre Dame;
and Ray Horton of Washington, who also
was fourth, nationally in punt returns,
with a 73-yarder against USC, a key to the
victory.
A senior, Dennis Tabron of Duke, is
well-respected—he intercepted five
passes for 132 yards and was a top kick
return man.
Other cornerbacks with good statistics
are Dana McLemore of Hawaii, who was
all-conference as a return specialist in
'79 and AU-WAC last season; Larry
Hogue, a senior at Utah State; and Jeff
Gradinger, rated the best defensive back
at Brown in the last 10 years.
Washington State was impressed last
year with Paul Sorensen, who had trans
ferred from junior college, and started,

while Louisville is touting Leon Williams,
a three-year starter with 11 interceptions.
South Carolina State is boosting Thomas
Tutson, who came back to start the last
two seasons after a back injury, and San
Diego State is counting on Mike Fox, who
led the NCAA in kickoff returns in 1980
with a 32.8 yard average.
Louisiana State is expecting James
Britt to reach his potential as a senior
after starting every game since Indiana
in 1978 (except three missed games as a
soph due to injury); Gill Byrd of San Jose
State totaled 85 tackles, one fumble re
covery, 15 pass deflections and seven in
terceptions last year in winning PCAA
honors; and Oklahoma junior Darrell
Songy may be the best player of the crop.
New Mexico State's James Ferebee will
be in the record books for blocking 19
kicks (eight field goals, six PATs and five
punts). Houston's Donnie Love is a veter
an who hasn't had enough recognition.
Baylor's Vann McElroy intercepted
eight passes to tie for the nation's lead
and stamp himself as an honors safety
candidate. He also had 12 tackles against
Alabama in the Cotton Bowl.
Tim Seneff of Purdue, 6-2 and 210, may
be the biggest safety in major college
football, but he's the No. 2 returning tack
ier, with his best showing against Notre
Dame (nine solo tackles, eight assists
and a fumble recovery). He was first
team Academic All-America, too.
Johnny Jackson of the Air Force had 99
tackles, 15 passes deflected, two inter
ceptions, four fumbles recovered and
one bobble caused, with 18 tackles
against Notre Dame as his busiest day.
He's the best the Falcons have had, may
be ever.
Freddie Marion of University of Miami
already holds the school career record
for tackles by a defensive back and he
needs just three more interceptions for a
school interception record.
In his first year (after transferring from
J.C.) at Michigan State, Thomas Morris
became the first Spartan back in history
to lead his team in tackles with 114. He's
also a great punt return specialist, 26 for
185 yards.
Stanford's soph sensation, Vaughn
Williams, won freshman
All-America
honors as a starter last year, while Ari
zona State's Mike Richardson was voted
All-Pac-10 as a soph last year with his
eight interceptions.
Wyoming has a top tackier in John Salley. Tulane likes Lionel Washington.
Mike Robb of Minnesota was named to
All-Big Ten second team as a soph and
was on the conference's first Academic
team.
Among the other safeties to watch are
Mike Haynes of Grambling State; Rick
Woods of Boise State; George Schmitt of
Delaware; and Toledo's Mike Kennedy.
<«<
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PLAYING COLLEGE FOOTBALL?
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Joe Kline(23) and the Roger Williams College football team made national headlines.
by Jack Clary
'— —1 he stars of college football in 1960 still are recognizable
names ... quarterbacks Roman Gabriel of N.C. State and
-I
John Hadl of Kansas ... tailback Billv Kilmer of UCLA ...
running back Joe Bellino of Navy, who won the Heisman Trophy
... tight end Mike Ditka of Pitt... and defensive linemen Merlin
Olsen of Utah State and Bob Lilly of Texas Christian.
That was 21years ago and those players all were 20 or 21years
of age. At Paul Smith College, in upstate New tork, there was
another 20-year-old player in 1960 named Joe Kline, whose
name never made any national headlines and who was just as
interested in forestry as he was in football.
TWenty years afterward, it's 1980 and Gabriel, Hadl, Kilmer,
Bellino et. al„ are long gone from the gridiron—but not Joe
Kline. He had one more year of football left in his 40-year-old
bones, and he gave it willingly for Roger Williams College, a
small four-year school in Bristol, R.I., and only a short punt from
Narragansett Bay, whose gridiron program began in 1979 on a
club level.
Joe Kline in real life is Lt. Col. Joseph Kline, a much-

decorated 20-year Marine who flew over 600 missions as a
helicopter pilot in Viet Nam, and who last year was allowed to
finish an education interrupted in 1961 by military duty, as part
of the Marine Corps' College Degree Program. Of course, there
was nothing in the program that said a man also had to play
intercollegiate football.
It certainly isn't in the thinking of those who might worship
at the altar of eternal youth (by today's standards, that seems to
be 19 to 29), so it is little wonder that he has been peppered by
one question: Why did you do it?
"I felt I wanted to do it," he says. "I felt 1 could physically
handle it and it seemed like the thing to do at the time. Most of
all, I did it because I enjoyed it."
So, it seems, did his teammates and his coach, Ed Marapesse,
who was two years Kline's junior, and more than a bit amazed
when he showed up at fall practice a year ago, saying that he
wanted to make the team as a defensive back.
"I didn't know what to think," Marapesse recalls."Some of the
continued
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Jack Clary has been a full-time freelance writer specializing in sports since 1972. Prior to that he spent 15 years as a sportswritercolumnist for the AP, the New York World Telegraph & Sun and the Boston Herald Traveler. Clary has written eight books on football, including a collaboration
with Paul Brown on Brown's autobiography.

kids had told me there was a 40-year-old
Marine Corps colonel coming out for
football, and I guess I was a bit uneasy.
When I first saw him, I was surprised—
yes and no—that he would try to make
the team.
"I guess it was natural to be surprised
when someone 40 years old says he wants
to play college football. But when I looked
at him, I wasn't that surprised because he
was in top physical condition. And as the
first week of practice went on, I wasn't
surprised either, that he had trouble
keeping up with the young guys after
doing eight of our prescribed 15 40-yard
wind sprints. But after one week, he held
his own."
Perhaps anyone would have been sur
prised when a 40-year-old player shows
up and says he wants to be a cornerback
or safety. In today's football—at every
level because all talent is relative—speed
and great athletic ability are two of the
primary requisites for corners and safties.
But Kline had played those positions
before, first in high school in Merrick,
Long Island, then at Paul Smith College,
and through a series of Marine Corps
post teams, the most recent having been
only five years before. It was obvious,
Marapesse recalls, that he did have some
football schooling.
"His pass defense wasn't that bad," the
coach says. "We played club teams and
there wasn't the overall sophistication
you find in higher competition. He made
up for his lack of foot speed by the way he
played against a receiver—the timehonored speed of the head vs. the speed
of the legs, and he had it pretty well
figured out."
His fellow players, all of whom were old
enough to have Joe Kline as their father
(indeed, his oldest son was a senior player
at Portsmouth, R.I. High School), didn't
quite know how to cope at first.
"Should we go all out against him?"
several asked Marapesse before indi
vidual drills.
'Absolutely," the coach replied. "He's a
player like everyone else."
Marapesse remembers one of the
young players telling Kline before a block
ing drill that he'd prefer not to go oneon-one "because I don't want to hurt you."
"Joe got mad," the coach recalls.
"'Coach,' he said, 'I'll go if you want me to,
but I want to go against him.' The two of
them really went at it, and the kid kept
blowing Joe away but he kept coming
back. That one drill set an example for
every player on our squad about the value
of never giving up. There wasn't a player
26t

Kline's determination was an inspiration to
the whole team.
who didn't have the utmost respect for
him after that day."
The entire saga of Joe Kline's one-year
varsity career at Roger Williams was
wrapped up in inspiration. The team
didn't win any of its eight games, but as
the season wore on, instead of becoming
discouraged, everyone became more in
tense, more determined to succeed. It
seemed that every second half was played
harder than the first half, and Marapesse
lays much of the credit on Kline.
"He brought in some Marine Corps slo
gans and gave each of the players a copy.
They were principles he lived by,"
Marapesse remembers, "and they began
to mean something to the players, too."
Some of the world's cynics might smirk
at hearing "... Courage is a moral qual
ity—not a gift of nature like an aptitude
for playing this game. It is a cold, calculat
ing choice ... a fixed reaction not to quit
... an act of dedication made many times
over by the will ..."
His teammates made it their code too,
and it is one of the legacies which Kline
has left behind for future teams.
"I really loved the experience," Kline
says today. "I'm sure they were a bit wary
of me, but they never showed it. I didn't
try to impose my values on them and we
got along fine. I think it will be something
all of us will treasure, and even after the

season ended, we stayed close. We'd meet
in the cafeteria for coffee or play racquetball."
But how did they take to someone
twice their age trying to compete against
them?
"Most of them let me know, at one time
or another, that I was old enough to be
their father," Kline says, laughing. "But
there were no problems. I think the feel
ing was, 'Why are you doing this, you old
geezer?' and then they went after me on
the practice field just as hard as they
went after each other. And when I was
tired and winded, someone would come
along, give me a pat on the fanny and say,
'C'mon you old fool. You can do it.'"
Sometimes during practice, instead of
making a blindside tackle or block, the
younger players would wrestle him to the
ground with their arms, and the blocks
would be aimed higher up on the body. "I
guess they didn't want to hurt the old
man when nothing was at stake," he says,
laughing again.
In the games, there was no such de
ference. In the opener against Stonehill
College while covering a kickoff, Joe went
flying one way, his helmet another. "It
didn't bother me," he says, "because it
was just great being on the field."
He played on all special teams, and his
playing time as a defensive back varied
from seven to eight minutes, to 15 or 20
minutes and finally, against Bentley, he
played the entire game, made eight tack
les and was beaten for a touchdown on a
hook-and-go pass pattern. "I went for the
hook, and the receiver went," he recalls. "I
was 10 yards away when he caught the
ball and I was furious."
Against Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, he made a dozen tackles and
admits he enjoyed the times when he had
to play close to the line of scrimmage and
stop the run.
It wasn't too long before New England
was aware of the 40-year-old college
player wearing jersey No. 23.
"It never meant anything during a
game," he says. "Afterwards, all the
coaches congratulated me, and so did
many of the players. At the end of the sea
son, I got a plaque for demonstrating de
termination from the New England Club
Football Conference. I'll always cherish
it."
His teammates say they'll always
cherish their association with him, too,
and there is a special meaning for Ed
Marapesse.
"I benefited by coaching him," he says.
" He was someone you don 't run into twice
in a coaching career."

The new Mazda RX-7 Just one look
and you 11 see its incredible value
versus Porsche 924 or Datsun 280ZX.
Think for a moment of all
you expect in a fine sports car.
Then compare your expecta
tions with all you get in the
new Mazda RX-7.
The sleek style you expect
is all there. Including many
new exterior refinements. The
look is clean and functional. In
fact, the RX-7's aerodynamics
have never been better. Inside,
there's a new instrument
cluster and more-convenient
gear-shift lever.

is superb, too. The compact
rotary engine is placed behind
the front axle, for ideal weight
distribution.
'80 07] EST. MPG.

The RX-7 GS comes with all
this. And more.

• 2-speaker AM/FM stereo
radio • Power antenna • 5speed overdrive transmission
• Steel-belted radials • Dual remote-control sideview mirrors
• Halogen headlights • Front
and rear stabilizer bars • Ana
logue quartz clock • Tachometer
• Remote-control fuel filler
door release • Electric remote
hatch release • Power-assisted
front disc, self-adjusting rear
drum brakes

1981Mazda
RX-7 GS
You expect good mileage.
Instead, the front, mid-engine
RX-7 offers great mileage. 24%
better than last year.
EST. <inESTmpg
hwy mpg
Of course, you also expect
a lot of features. And our long
list won't disappoint you in
the least.
The new RX-7 does, how
ever, come with one thing most
people don't expect. A price
that makes it an absolutely
astonishing value.

*EPA estimates for comparison purposes.
Your mileage may vary with trip length,
speed and weather. The actual highway
mileage will probably be less. California,
1201 Est. mpg., 30 Est. hwy. mpg.
25% better than '80.
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The performance you expect
is also there. 0 to 60 happens in
a quick 8.6 seconds. Handling

The more you look,
the more you like.

PCAA TTODAY
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FINAL 1980 STANDINGS
Conference

Long Beach State
Utah State
San Jose State
Fresno State
Cal State Fullerton
Pacific

W
5
4
3
1
1
1

L
0
1
2
4
4
4

T
0
0
0
0
0
0

PF
122
134
146
75
113
77

W
8
6
7
5
4
4

PA
79
90
115
116
148
119

Overall
L
3
5
4
6
7
8

T
0
0
0
0
0
0

PF
249
290
294
192
230
211

PA
220
255
259
245
283
230

TODAY'S GAMES
Central Michigan at Pacific
Utah State at Utah
Brigham Young at Long Beach State

I

UTAH STATE
at Utah
What a way to kick off the
season. This fierce interstate rivalry
will pit two teams bent on re
bounding from sub-par seasons.
Utah State was just 6-5 last year,
after
posting
9-2
and
7-4
campaigns. Utah finished 5-5-1 in
1980 after being touted as a
legitimate WAC title contender.
The Utes
won
last
year's
struggle, 23-19, in Logan and will
have the home field advantage
today. Both clubs have been
traditional
offensive
powers.
The Utes should again be an
offense-oriented team with running
back Del Rogers and an excellent
offensive line on hand.
USU's forte seems to have become
defense, with eight starters back,
including All-PCAA picks Mike
Perko, David Bluford and Larry
Hogue among the vets. Also back is
ace punter Guy McClure.
The Aggies, picked for second in
the PCAA, look a bit stronger in '81
but with the game in Salt Lake City
it's a true toss-up.

Brigham Young
at LONG BEACH STATE

Taste is all it takes to switch to Jim Beam
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY. 80 PROOF DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY IAMES B. BEAM DISTILLING CO.. CLERMONT. BEAM. KY.

The defending PCAA champion
49ers will have their hands full
tonight at Anaheim Stadium when
they take on the high-flying BYU
Cougars and Heisman Trophy
candidate Jim McMahon.
McMahon, who set a number of

•
•
•
•
•
—
W
M
NCAA records and led BYU to a
Holiday Bowt victory in 1980, has
lost some key members of his
supporting cast but the Cougars
are still considered the class of the
WAC.
Coach Dave Currey's 49ers,
meanwhile have lost all but five
starters from last season's club and
look to be in a rebuilding year. Still
Long Beach has always played BYU
tough — just not tough enough.
The 49ers will have to grow up
awful quick to match the Cougars
tonight.

Oregon
at FRESNO STATE
Fresno State kicks off its first
full season in the new 30,000-seat
Fresno Stadium against Oregon,
considered a dark horse contender
for the Pac-10 crown and UOP's foe
in two weeks.
On paper, Coach Jim Sweeney's
Bulldogs look
improved,
with
several top defensive players back
and a very talented group of skilled
people
returning
on
offense,
including
quarterback
Sergio
Toscano and all-purpose back Ted
Torosian.
But that improvement probably
won't be enough to beat to up-andcoming Ducks, a team that beat
both Washington and UCLA last
year and tied USC. Still, the game
will be a big event in Fresno. It will
be the first time a PCAA school has
hosted a Pac-10 team since San
13

Oregon at Fresno State
Cal State Fullerton at Wyoming
Nevada-Las Vegas at San Jose State

Diego State left the conference.

CAL STATE FULLERTON
at Wyoming
Picked for last by the PCAA
media in the pre-season, Coach
Gene Murphy's Fullerton squad has
landed a tough assignment in the
opener. Wyoming, under first-year
head coach Al Kincaid, is picked in
the upper portion of the WAC and
with the game being played in
Laramie is a solid favorite over the
young Titans.
Murphy does boast two fine
quarterbacks in Tom St. Jacques
and sophomore Bob Caffrey but
must find a way to replace 15
graduated starters.

Nevada-Las Vegas
at SAN JOSE STATE
This could be considered a PCAA
exhibition since UNLV is reportedly
ready to come into the PCAA next
year. It also figures to be a very
hard-fought contest. Led by the
1980 PCAA Offense Player-of-theYear
tailback
Gerald
Willhite,
quarterback Steve Clarkson and
wide receiver Stacy Bailey, the
Spartans will again have an
explosive offense. The defense, led
by All-PCAA pick Gill Byrd at
corner, is considered much improved.
Coach Tony Knap's Rebels, 7-4
last
year, have an excellent
foundation defensively and a strong
quarterback—Sam King—directing
the offense.

THE HEAD COACH . . .
Continued from page 7

TIGERS RETURN
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during his head coaching reign and ence as a senior and setting eight
won two California Collegiate NCAA Division II records (six still
Athletic
Association champion stand).
ships. In each of the three years,
He was second team All-America
Riverside was ranked in the Top 10 Div. II), NorCal Back-of-the-Year,
nationally in total offense (Division first team AII-FWC and led the
II).
country in total offense. He passed
The
outgoing,
pass-minded for over 4,000 yards in two seasons
Toledo earned a shot at the college at S.F. State.
ranks after compiling a 26-5-1
Earlier in his playing career,
record in three seasons at Riordan
Toledo was a JC All-American at
High School (San Francisco) and
San Jose City College and started
capturing a pair of West Catholic
for three seasons at Lincoln High in
Athletic League titles. He was an
San Jose.
assistant at Riordan in 1969.
Toledo also enjoyed a standout
Toledo is married (wife Elaine)
playing career. He starred for San and has three girls (Demetra 12,
Francisco State in 1966 and 1967, Christa 11, and Alissa, 5). He
quarterbacking the Gators to first graduated from San Francisco
place in the Far Western Confer State in 1968.

After playing three consecutive
Pac-10 teams—Washington, Ore
gon and Washington State—on
the road, UOP will return to Pa
cific Memorial Stadium Sat., Oct.
10, to open the 1981 PCAA sched
ule against the Aggies of Utah
State.
Coach Bruce Snyder's club
finished second in the PCAA last
fall after winning it the two pre
vious seasons. They were again
picked for second by the PCAA
media in the conference's annual
pre-season poll.
Get your tickets now for UOP
and Utah State. See the Tigers
open their drive to the California
Bowl. For ticket information, call
946-2474.

DATSON'S EXCLUSIVE
KINO CAB4 x 4

TIGER PROFILE
Quiet Merriweather Speaks Loudly on Field
University of the Pacific outside
linebacker Mike Merriweather was a
hot topic of conversation in the Tiger
football camp during pre-season drills.
"Some
people
are
good,
consistent players and there are
others that can make things
happen," said outside linebackers
coach Gary Scott. "Mike is one of
those big play guys and as a result,
he's a real key to our defense."
"Merriweather's a great player,
he's super-intense and a hard
worker," said fellow linebacker Kirk
Harmon. "Seriously, he's got all the
tools."
"He's totally dedicated to being a
good football player and is very
serious
on
the
field,"
said
sophomore
linebacker
Thomas
Cowling, a Merriweather under
study and roommate last year.
"Strength is his biggest asset, but
he can make plays using his great
speed and finesse too."
"He's got great quickness and
instinct and just does some of
those things you can't coach," said
UOP head coach Bob Toledo. "In
my opinion he's one of the great
linebackers in the country."
It
seems
like
just
about
everybody has a good word to say
about
the
6-foot-3, 215-pound
senior. Everybody, that is, except
Merriweather himself.
An introvert to the highest
degree when he is the subject,

Merriweather shuns interviews the
way most players do extra running
after practice.
"Mike doesn't look for any
recognition, but he sure deserves
it," said Toledo. "He's so quiet off
the field, but when he puts the
helmet on . . ." Merriweather has
always preferred to do his talking
on the field. But even there, he was
silenced for the last six games of
1980.
In UOP's big, 24-22, upset of
Washington State, he suffered a
severe thigh bruise and was
subsequently knocked out of action
during the following Saturday's
Long Beach State game.
The injury turned out to be far
more serious than it first appeared.
Fluid built
up in the right
quadricep, followed by calcium
deposits, which called for a
prolonged period of rest for the
talented Vallejo native. He missed
the remainder of the season and
sat out spring practice. But now,
after a summer of work and
therapy, Merriweather is back and
ready to perform at peak level,
which is a notch above your
average player.
The only sophomore on the AliPCAA first team in 1979, "Mac" had
61 tackles, four sacks, threw 10
runners for a loss, caused three
fumbles, had one recovery and
intercepted a pass before being

sidelined in 1980. The year before,
he had 87 tackles, six sacks and an
interception. He was the PCAA and
Northern
California
Defensive
Player of the Week last fall for his
effort against Washington State.
And he doesn't rest on his laurels.
"One of the great things about
Mike is that he practices with so
much intensity," said Toledo. "He
wants to be the best linebacker in
the country." And according to the
third-year Tiger coach, he's not too
far from reaching that goal.
"When Merriweather's healthy,
he's the prototype of the player we
want at weakside linebacker,"
continued Toledo, who spent three
years at USC before coming to
UOP. "He could play his position
for anybody in the country."
Merriweather is best known for
his ability to come up with the big
play—running down a back from
nowhere, intercepting a pass or
sacking the quarterback. Already
nominated for the annual East-West
Shrine All-Star Game, he is highlyregarded by pro scouts.
Luckily, the pros are interested in
what he can do on the field and not
his personality away from it. On the
field, Mike Merriweather has a
language all his own. But nobody
has any trouble understanding him

Take our
shortcut to class.

.DATSUN
WE ARE DRIVEN

Command Performance

MANTECA DATSUN
1515 No. Main Street
Manteca, California 95336
Phone (209) 823-7651

HAIRSTYLINCFORMENAND WOMEN
SHERWOOD MALL • 5308 PACIFIC AVENUE
STOCKTON, CA 95207
PHONE (209) 477-3175
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"The Country
Store That Does More'
OUTSIDE LINEBACKER MIKE MERRIWEA THER—a big play man for UOP's defense,
the spectacular senior is returning full speed from last year's injury.
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DOWNTOWN WILL SOON BE THE MOST PRESTIGEOUS
BUSINESS ADDRESS IN STOCKTON

Right in the heart of Downtown. The Waterfront, a totally
planned community will soon be rising, and turn one of our
city's most neglected areas into a splendid new center of
offices, shops, restaurants, promenades, homes, apart
ments and more.
In this very location of Stockton's colorful beginning, the
roots of our history will soon blend with the new in
one of the country's most spectacular urban
redevelopments.
Office Towers: In a park-like setting. 4 five-story
glass towers will give new homes to modern offices
and shops, all surrounded by ample, convenient
parking, and only a 5-minute-walk away from the
court house.

The Warehouse: An open plaza will link the office
towers with the historic Grocers Warehouse, situated along
the Deep Water Channel with its new marina. Once pain
stakingly restored, this landmark building will come alive
again with shops, restaurants and unique office space.
To work and live in this vibrant, new. yet historic center
will be the aim of many. We at Schmitz Development,
Inc. are proud to be able to make The Waterfront a
reality.
We invite your inquiry. For information concern
ing The Waterfront Office Towers and the Grocer's
Warehouse, please contact Mr. John Dubois. Schmitz
Development. Inc.. 1545 St. Mark's Plaza. Stockton.
California 95207. (209) 477-2671.

THE WATERFRONT

Quail Lakes fithletic Club
We're in great shape

i

Quail Lake Athletic Club offers you
the finest fitness facility in the area:
Racquetball
Aerobic Dance & Suuim
Individualized fitness Programs
Aerobics Fitness Center
Outdoor Pool . Suntan Center
Steam, Spas, Saunas . Restaurant
Corporate Memberships Available
2303 W. March Lane (off 1-5) Stockton, Cfl 95207 (209)951-3795
16
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Harmon The Working Man's All-America
Sometimes it's difficult to get a
grasp on just how good UOP inside
linebacker Kirk Harmon is without
watching game films. Others may
be flashier, but Harmon simply gets
All-America-type
results—in
a
workmanlike fashion.
"Sometimes you don't recognize
him out there because he does
everything so easily, so fluidly,"
said Head Coach Bob Toledo, who
recruited Harmon out of Glendale
Junior College. "He's got speed
and quickness, and plays very
intelligently."
In 1980, Harmon led UOP in
tackles, intercepted three passes
and was a first team All-PCAA pick.
He was also recognized as an
honorable mention All-America by
the Associated Press. Things didn't
always look so bright for the 6-foot3, 235-pound senior.
Although his likeness adorns the
1981 UOP Football Media Guide,
his enclosed biography has the
briefest high school summary of
any player on the squad. That's
because Harmon's prep career was
not that of your typical major
college star.
In fact, his senior season only
lasted a few games. Prior to the
annual game between Harmon's
school, Burbank, and arch rival

Burroughs,
he
and
several
teammates, including the coach's
son, were caught taking part in
some typical high school pranks.
The result was suspension from the
team.
"I'd never had an attitude
problem, but being kicked off the
team obviously ruined any chance I
had for a scholarship," recalled
Harmon, a two-way starter at
fullback and linebacker. "I'd always
hoped I would be able to play
college ball, but at that point, I
didn't know if I could.

"He has such great tools and works
very hard to improve himself."
Harmon has more that lived up to
Toledo's expectations. This year as
a returning all-leaguer and potential
All-America, he will be counted on
heavily by his own club and at the
same time receive added attention
from opponents. The extra pressure
hasn't had an effect.

"I found myself debating if I
wanted to play or not. The whole
thing left a bad taste in my mouth
for football." But ever since, It's
been Harmon who's been leaving
opponents feeling bad, first at
Glendale JC and last year at
Pacific.

"I'm sure there will be more
pressure, but pressure's something
you put on yourself," philosophized
Harmon. "I feel confident in what I
can do and want to try to live up to
everyone's expectations." Harmon's
contributions do not end when he
leaves the field.
"Kirk's the kind of guy you really
enjoy having around," said Toledo.
"He's a great example for our young
er kids and I look at him like a friend.
He's a real man."

He twice earned All-Western
States Conference honors, first as
a fullback and then as a linebacker,
gained JC All-America accolades as
a sophomore and led Glendale to
two WSC crowns. Toledo felt early
on that he had something special
on his hands.
"Yeah, we thought he was a
super player and could be an out-

Next year, Harmon hopes to take
his talents a step further—into the
NFL. "Pro football is something I've
been working up to," admitted
Harmon, who bench presses 430
pounds and runs 4.8 for 40 yards. "I
want to give it a try and we'll just
have to see what happens."
If his track record is any
indication, it should be good things

OU NAME IT...
WE LEASE IT!

TIGERS

v_

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
P0S.

NO. NAME
13 ANNICHARIC0, Trent
65 AVRIETT, Mike
95 BANN0WSKY, Jim
48 BATISTE, Don
29 BURGIN, Cliff
44 BLACKWELL, Gary
32 BROWN, David
85 CAMP, Tony
61 CARTER, Jeff

PAUL HAMILTON

54 CHULICK, David
8 COUNCIL, Jett
37 COWLING, Thomas

DON MANN

President

Secretary

62 DAVIS, Mark

Hansel & Ortman Leasing
WE LEASE ALL MAKES OF
AUTOMOBILES, TRUCKS, EQUIPMENT & MORE

Stockton 946-0309

715 N. Hunter Street

r

STAY WITH THE WINNER!
We're Stockton's newest convention center.
With the addition of our brand new Holidome
Indoor Recreation Center, we're Stockton's
recreation center as well!

QB
0T
DT
DB
RB
RB
RB
TE
0G
0G-C
PK
0LB
0G
DT
NG
ILB

83 DeSHANO, Ken
64 DUNLAP, George

38 EINCK, Kevin
0LB
89 FARHAT, Richard
53 FREUDENTHAL, Kevin C
ILB
58 GRAODY, Scott
DB
28 GREENE, Kevin
DT
99 HARDY, Kereshawn
ILB
52 HARMON, Kirk
WR
7 HARRISON, George
C-0G
WR

55 HEARN, Jim
1 HEINRICH, Kurt
98 HILL, Jonathon
68 HOLT, Nick
86 H0R0DECKY, Bob
67 H0UT, Kurt
30 JOHNSON, Antoine
19 KINNEY, Scott
59 K0CHMAN, Bob
92 LANDIS, Mike
24 LANE, Brad
26 LANG, Tony
79 LAYHER, Floyd
25 LIGHTNER, Walt

NG
ILB
WR
C
RB
P-PK
0LB
0LB
DB

HT.
6-2
6-4
6-2
5-11

WT.

YR.

EXP.

180
244
221
180

Fr.
So.
Fr.

HS
1V
HS
1V
HS
2V

170

5-8
5-11 205
6-2
210
6-5 240
240
6-4
6-4
229
5-10 167
6-2
200
241
6-2

So.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
So.
So.
Jr.
So.
So.

236
235
228
210

So.
Jr.

210
6-1 211
5-11 185
6-4
230
236
6-3
6-1 189
238
6-2
5-9 160

Fr.
Jr.

6-2

Jr.
Fr.

6-3
6-2
6-2
6-3
6-4

6-2
6-2
6-4
6-1
6-1
6-2
6-1

236
228
189
255
205
204
210
201

RB
0T

5-11 170
5-10 174
6-8 285

DB

5-10 170

So.
Fr.

So.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.

So.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.

9-4-60
5-9-62
2-7-61

SQ

6-10-61
9-3-61
2-27-62
10-17-62

SQ
2V
1V

2-11-61
2-4-61
9-9-61

HS
HS

8-10-63
4-13-63

2V
1V
JC
1V

5-23-61
4-7-62
4-17-60

2V
1V
HS
SQ
HS
SQ
3V
HS
SQ
JC
SQ
HS
1V
SQ
HS

YR.

EXP.

B/DATE

164

So.

RS

2-12-61

Rialto

RB
QB

6-1
6-4

210
210

Fr.
So.

6-2
6-0
6-3

233
190
213

17 MILLER, Harley
63 M0LLETT, Jeff
15 O'ROJRKE, Bob

QB
DT
0LB

5-10 178
6-4
225
6-3
205

Jr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.

3-25-63
5-10-61
3-14-60
5-11-62

Santa Barbara
Sunnyvale

66 McGAHAN, Dan
0G
34 MclNTOSH, Tony
RB
57 MERRIWEATHER, Mike 0LB

HS
1V
3V
SQ

Piano, Texas
Downey

73 PAC0S, Greg
21 PARCELLS, Garry

0G
WR

6-3
235
5-11 176

Sacramento
Grass Valley

77 PENN, Rick
87 PERR0, Marcus
20 RAGLAND, Darryl
16 ROGERS, Grayson
88 ROGERS, Mark
74 ROSS, Neil
84 SCHREINER, Paul
9 SH0LLIN, Bob

0T
DT
DB
QB
TE
NG
TE
DB

6-6
6-4
6-1
6-4
6-6
6-3
6-2
6-0

261
260
184
213
225
238
234
170

11-26-60
12-18-58
8-12-63
3-11-60
6-4-63
2-19-62
2-23-61
5-30-61

12 SHIBATA, Stan
71 SIB0LE, wes
75 SMITH, Cary

DB
0T
0T

6-0
6-5
6-6

185
250
242

Sr.

42 SMITH, Kevin
76 SMITH, Steve
93 STEWART, Kelly
78 SUTR0, Tim

WR
0T
DT
0LB

6-0
6-8
6-4
6-2

176
260
210
215

Jr.

43 THOMAS, Terry
47 THOMPSON, Paul

DB
DB

6-0
6-2

180
178

70 TRIPLETT, Craig

DT

6-5

233

Sr.
Sr.
Fr.

49 WAGGONER, Bill
4 WAGNER, Kenny

DB
DB

5-10 175
5-10 180

27 WARREN, Klrby
51 WEIMERS, Stuart
60 WESTERN, Rick

RB
C
DT

82 WOODS, Ron
35 W0LSKY, Bill

WR
RB

6-1
6-7
6-3
5-10

186
251
235
190

3V
1V
HS
SQ
HS
1V
2V
2V
3V
1V
SQ
SQ
3V
HS
3V
HS
1V
SQ
SQ
HS
HS
1V
1V
RS
HS
HS
1V

6-2

72 YAGUES, Eduardo

0T

6-4

Ramona
Lomita
Stockton
Compton
Stockton
Norwalk
Duarte

RS
1V
SQ
2V
1V
SQ

HT.
6-0

HOMETOWN

4-8-63
5-23-61
9-23-62
4-5-62
1-3-61
2-15-61

NO. NAME
6 LOVE, Mike
31 MacKENZIE, Sheldon
14 MARKEL, Sander

Costa Mesa
Villa Park

Orange
Pleasant Hill
Anaheim
Gait
Modesto
San Rafael
Ventura

San Jose
Burbank
10-22-58
Auburn
9-9-60
Simi Valley
10-10-60
Saratoga
4-6-62
1-15-62 Woodside, N.Y.
San Jose
10-15-62
10-4-62
7-6-60
4-2-63
10-4-61
3-15-61
3-16-61
3-17-63
7-6-60
7-30-62
3-24-63

Van Nuys
Concord
Fairfield
Pleasanton
Azusa
Napa
Long Beach
Antioch
Jackson
San Rafael

WT.

Jr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
So.
Fr.
Fr.

Fr.
Fr.
So.
So.
Sr.

SQ
1V

8-5-60
11-7-58
12-30-60
9-25-62

7-19-63
2-10-63
4-25-59

San Jose
Richmond

11-13-59 Rancho Cordova
Loomis
11-6-60
Los Altos
3-8-63
Riverside
I-24-63
3-1-62
II-21-61

12-8-59
12-19-62

202

So.

SQ

4-6-62

Boulder, CO

245

Fr.

HS

3-7-63

Imperial Beach

Unusual breakfast items, daily luncheon specials, steak & sea
food dinners...and all our menu items are available for room
service!

•Stephanies
Stockton's lively night spot! It's all new & full of action!

•194 Luxurious Guest Rooms
Newly redecorated and designed for your comfort. Suites & king rooms are available.
/

•Boat Dock

L

18

STOCKTON 221 N. Center
Ph. [2091 466 3993

HOUOOMC
INOOOft RCCftEATIOM CENTER

1980 Offense
Rainey Meszaros

1980 Defense
Kirk Harmon
19

Long Beach

HS

•The Grocer Restaurant

CV.
<
=>VU*-

Las Vegas, NV
Manteca
Yuba City

Fr.

•The Holidome Center

J)_,.

El Dorado Hills
Bakersfield
Sebastopol

Walnut Creek
Daly City
Modesto
Manteca

5-7-62
9-14-61
1-2-62

A 1 5,000 sq. ft. Indoor Tropical Paradise with all types of recrea
tion! Indoor/Outdoor swimming pool, sauna, whirlpool.

1/

Canoga Park
Anaheim
Compton

Costa Mesa
Napa
7-26-63 Newport Beach
9-6-60 Fountain Valley
Lodi
7-19-63

Meeting & Banquet facilities for groups of 12 to 600!

We're built on San Joaquin Delta Channel, fed from San Francisco Bay.

Sacramento
Benecia
Vallejo
Moraga
Modesto
Manteca
El Toro

10-20-60

Players of the Year

•Expanded Convention Capacity

HOMETOWN

P0S.
WR

B/DATE

1980 Special Teams
Harley Miller

1981 UOP
NUMERICAL ROSTER
1 Kurt Heinrich, WR
4 Kenny Wagner. DB
6 Mike Love, WR
7 George Harrison. WR
8 Jeff Council. PK
9 Bob Shollin, DB
12 Stan Shibata, DB
13 Trent Annacharico. QB
14 Sander Markel. QB
15 Bob O'Rourke. OLB
16 Grayson Rogers, QB
17 Harley Miller, QB
19 Scott Kinney, P/PK
20 Darryl Ragland, DB
21 Garry Parcells, WR
24 Brad Lane, DB
25 Walt Lightner. DB
26 Tony Lang, RB
27 Kirby Warren. RB
28 Kevin Greene, DB
29 Cliff Burgin, RB
30 Antoine Johnson, RB
31 Sheldon Mackenzie, RB
32 David Brown, RB
34 Tony Mcintosh. RB
35 Bill Wolsky, RB
37 Thomas Cowling, OLB
38 Kevin Einck. ILB
42 Kevin Smith, WR
43 Terry Thomas, DB
44 Gary Blackwell, RB
47 Paul Thompson, DB
48 Don Batiste, DB
49 Bill Waggoner. RB
51 Stuart Weimers, C
52 Kirk Harmon, ILB
53 Kevin Freudenthal, C
54 David Chulick. OG/C
55 Jim Hearn, C/OG
57 Mike Merriweather, OLB
58 Scott Graddy. ILB
59 Bob Kochman, OLB
60 Rick Western, OG
61 Jeff Carter, OG
62 Mark Davis, OG
63 Jeff Mollett, DT
64 George Dunlap. NG
65 Mike Avriett, OT
66 Dan McGahan, OG
67 Kurt Hout. C
68 Nick Holt, ILB
70 Craig Triplett, DT
71 Wes Sibole, OT
72 Ed Yagiies, OT
73 Greg Pacos, OG
74 Neil Ross, NG
75 Cary Smith, DT
76 Steve Smith, OT
77 Rick Penn, OT
78 Tim Sutro, OLB
79 Floyd Layher, OT
82 Ron Woods, WR
83 Ken DeShano. DT
84 Paul Schreiner, TE
85 Tony Camp. TE
86 Bob Horodecky, WR
87 Marcus Perro, DT
88 Mark Rogers. TE
89 Richard Farhat, LB
92 Mike Landis, OLB
93 Kelly Stewart, DT
95 Jim Bannoswky, DT
98 Jonathon Hill, NG
99 Kereshawn Hardy, DT

TIGER OFFENSE
85 TONY CAMf
75 CARY
62 MARK
67 KURT I
66 DAN M
76

TE
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
SE
QB
FB
TB
FL

1

17
44
27

HARLEY
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1981 CHIPPEWAS
NUMERICAL ROSTER

when the Chippewas have the ball

when the Tigers have the ball
CHIPPEWA DEFENSE
89 MIKE FITZSIMMONS
82 MIKE MILLS
52 DAVE LEWIS
96 MIKE GODFREY
92 KURT DOBRONSKI
57 RAY BENTLEY
55 BRET HYBLE
21 BRIAN BILLOPS
40 ROSS ROCHELEAU
27 BRUCE BROWNIE
19 RAY BOWLES

SE
LT
MG
RT
WE
SLB
WLB
SCB
MB
FS
WC8

CHIPPEWA OFFENSE
83 MIKE HIRN
72 MARK POLENZ
64 JOE MAIORANA
50 TIM COSGROVE
SO CHRIS McKAY
7 TONY VITALE
1 CRAIG FIELDS
7 STEPHEN JONES
1 WILLIE TODD
4 REGGIE MITCHELL
5 WILLIE HEARD

TE
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
SE
QB
FB
TB
SB

TIGER DEFENSE
59 BOB KOCHMAN
87 MARCUS PERRO
64 GEORGE DUNLAP
83 KEN DeSHANO
57 MIKE MERRIWEATHER
52 KIRK HARMON
38 KEVIN EINCK
43 TERRY THOMAS
20 DARRYL RAGLAND
28 KEVIN GREENE
12 STAN SHIBATA

1 Darryl Goodwin, SB

SLB
LT
NG
RT
WLB
ILB
ILB
LCB
ROV
FS
RCB

5 Willie Heard, SB
6 Bob DeMarco, QB
7 Stephen Jones, QB
8 Kermit Pitts, QB
10 Rod Armstrong, DB
11 Craig Fields, SE
12 Jaime Jackson, SB
13 Novo Bojovic, KS
14 Greg Rentschler, P
15 Pat Clifford, SE
17 Brian Krys, DB
18 Charles Brountie, DB
19 Ray Bowles, DB
20 Eric Franklin, DB

TODAY'S OFFICIALS

REFEREE .
UMPIRE. . .
LINESMAN

. . . . Don Tipton
Richard Leavell
Al Pereira

FIS D JUDGE
B/ K JUDGE
LH JUDGE

Dwight Martin
Joe Compese
Gene Martin

21 Brian Billops, DB
22 Curtis Adams, RB
24 Dave Weisenburger, SB
27 Bruce Brownie. DB
28 Mike McElrath, MB

, Freshman Jeff Mollett. born Aug. 12. 1963. 2. Gary Blackwell. 73 yards against Hawaii,

•

3. Linebacker Kirk Harmon. 4

Eddie LeBaron. 10 in 1949

31 Willie Todd, FB
32 Greg Asken, LB
33 Dale Bennis, LB
34 Mark Skrocki, MB
35 Tim Squires, MB
38 Jim Burnor. FB

NOVEMBER 14 and 15
IN UOP'S NEW
A.G. SPANOS CENTER
CALIFORNIA'S MOST PRESTIGIOUS
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
3PM & 5PM EACH DAY

39 Mark Birnbaum. FB
40 Ross Rocheleau, DB
41 Calvin Robinson, TB
42 Mike Kenealy, DB
44 Reggie Mitchell, TB
45 Labron Oldham, TB
46 Mike Bevier, LB
49 Dan O'Brien, DE
50 Tim Cosgrove, C
51 Mike Strzelecki, C
52 Dave Lewis, MG
54 John Johnson, MG
55 Bret Hyble, LB

THE 3rd ANNUAL

56 Jon Kitts, LB
57 Ray Bentley, LB
58 Pat Bracked, MG
59 Paul Fate, C
60 Chris McKay, OG

Featuring our new
Breast of Filet Chicken Sandwich
and the best
Saiad Bar in town...!

64 Joe Maiorana, OG
65 Terry Goodell, OG
66 Keith Kanicki, OG
67 Tony Vitale. OT
70 Dean Darby, OT
72 Mark Polenz, OT
75 Steve Koller, OT
76 Greg Rehmann, DT

Visit us in two Stockton locations!

7407 Pacific Avenue
2439 W. March Lane

78 Mike Pepin, OT
80 James Caper, DT

FEATURING THE NATION'S
TOP FOUR TEAMS:

82 Mike Mills, DT
83 Mike Hirn, TE
84 Pat Bonk, TE

UOP, use, UCLA & HAWAII

88 Rich Baskins, TE
89 Mike Fitzsimmons, DE

For Ticket Information Call (209) 946-2475

91 Dennis Svoboda, DE
92 Kurt Dobronski, LB
93 Larry Epple, DT
95 Ron Kraft, DT

20

21

CENTRAL MIX CONCRETE

READY MIX CONCRETE

E.F*MitchlerCo.—Lodi Ready Mix

CHIPPEWAS

MATERIALS FOR:

CENTRAL MICHIGAN

BUILDINGS
PATIOS
DRIVEWAYS
BASEMENTS
SIDEWALKS, ETC.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NO. NAME

Concrete
Concrete Aggregates
Plaster - Cement
Brick - Block
Metal Lath - Stucco Wire
Reinforcing Steel
Fireplace Materials

'We'reproud to have helped build the A.G. Spanos Center
851 E. LODI AVE.

1000 N. UNION

LODI, CA. 95240

STOCKTON, CA 95205
F. W. "BILL" KLEIN

466-8941

R. W. "BOB" KLEIN

368-2794

WE'RE
WINNINGTHE WEST
WITH OUR STYLE.

B
SINCE 1946
EXPERIENCED ESTIMATORS TO HELP
YOU SELECT THE RIGHT FLOOR

22 ADAMS, Curtis
10 ARMSTRONG, Rod
32 ASKEN, Greg
88 BASKINS, Rich
33 BENNIS, Dale
57 BENTLEY, Ray
46 BEVIER, Mike
21 BILL0PS, Brian
39 BIRNBAUM, Mark
13 B0J0VIC, Novo
84 BONK, Pat
19 BOWLES, Ray
58 BRACKETT, Pat
18 BR0UNTIE, Charles
27 BROWNIE, Bruce
38 BURNOR, Jim
80 CAPER, James
15 CLIFFORD, Pat
50 C0SGR0VE, Tim
70 DARBY, Dean
6 DEMARC0, Bob
92 D0BR0NSKI, Kurt
93 EPPLE, Larry
59 FATE, Paul
11 FIELDS, Craig
39 FITZSIMM0NS, Mike
20 FRANKLIN, Eric
96 GODFREY, Mike
65 G00DELL, Terry
1 GOODWIN, Darryl
5 HEARD, Willie
83 HIRN, Mike

POS.

HT.

WT.

YR.

HOMETOWN

RB
DB
LB
TE
LB
LB
LB
DB
FB
KS
TE
DB
MG
DB
DB
FB
DT
SE
C
OT
QB
LB
DT
C
SE
DE
DB
DT
OG
SB
SB
TE

6-1
6-2
6-2
6-4
6-2
6-2
6-1
5-9
6-2
5-10
6-3
6-1
6-2
6-0
6-1
6-2
6-4
6-1
6-3
6-5
6-1
6-2
6-1
6-2
6-1
6-1
5-10
6-4
6-5
5-8
5-11
6-3

185
180
205
215
200
220
215
170
245
170
225
180
225
175
175
230
230
175
225
245
190
215
235
235
180
210
170
225
235
175
180
230

Fr.
So.
So.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
So.
Sr.
So.
So.
Sr.
Sr.

Muskegon
Dearborn
Portage
Saginaw
Flint
Hudsonville
Grosse Pointe
Detroit
Saginaw
Warren
Dundee
Ovid
Dearborn
Highland Park
Royal Oak
Bay City
Kalamazoo
Grand Rapids
Jackson
Hemlock
Monroe
Dearborn
Laingsburg
Ionia
Flint
Detroit
Flint
Lathrup Village
Traverse City
Detroit
Detroit
Escabana

NO. NAME

55 HYBLE, Bret
12 JACKSON, Jaime
54 JOHNSON, John
7 JONES, Stephen
66 KANICKI, Keith
42 KENEALY, Mike
56 KITTS, Jon
75 K0LLER, Steve
95 KRAFT, Ron
17 KRYS, Brian
52 LEWIS, Dave
64 MAI0RANA, Joe
28 McELRATH, Mike
60 McKAY, Chris
82 MILLS. Mike
44 MITCHELL, Reggie
49 O'BRIEN, Dan
45 OLDHAM, Labron
78 PEPIN, Mike
8 PITTS, Kermit
72 POLENZ, Mark
76 REHAMANN, Gregg
14 RENTSCHLER, Greg
41 ROBINSON, Calvin
40 ROCHELEAU, Ross
34 SKROCKI, Mark
35 SQUIRES, Tim
51 STREZELECKI, Mike
91 SV0B00A, Dennis
31 TODD, Willie
67 VITALE, Tony
24 WEISENBURGER, Dave

POS.

LB
SB
MG
OB
OG
DB
LB
OT
DT
DB
MG
OG
MB
OG
DT
TB
DE
TB
OT
QB
OT
DT
P
TB
DB
MB
MB
C
DE
FB
OT
SB

HT.

WT.

YR.

HOMETOWN

6-2
5-11
5-10
6-0
6-3
6-1
6-3
6-5
6-3
5-11
6-2
6-1
6-1
5-11
6-3
5-8
6-1
5-10
6-3
6-1
6-5
6-3
6-0
5-8
6-1
6-0
6-0
6-2
6-2
6-0
6-3
5-9

220
165
200
180
245
185
220
255
235
165
215
240
205
240
225
170
215
175
245
200
235
230
180
180
185
200
205
235
220
230
260
170

' Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
So.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
So.
So.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
So.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Berkeley
Troy
Flint
Flint
Bay City
Royal Oak
Marysville
Sault Ste. Marie
Alpena
Saginaw
Riverview
Livonia
Kalamazoo
Royal Oak
Mt. Pleasant
Flint
Westland
Ferndale
Muskegon
Flint
Taylor
Chesaning
Grand Rapids
Grand Rapids
St. Clair Shores
Bay City
Traverse City
Milford
Menominee
Mt. Morris
Canton
Mt. Pleasant

,—TJEATTLET
\ * TACOMA

If you fly a lot,
you've seen it a million
PORTLAND
times.The airline that
takes you for granted.
\
At AirCal, that's
RENO/
not our style.
• LAKE TAHOE
We're out to win
SACRAMENTO
I
SAN FRANCISCO
^5/
the West with friendly
OAKLAND
SAN JO'
people, low fares,
• FRESNO » LAS .VEGAS
MON
seat selection and
C.
more convenient
LOS ANGEfiECES*
D
,,3
NGE COUNTY"
schedules.
IEYLAND
^
We're going to
win you over by doing the little things that make
flying comfortable and fun.
The bottom line is we're going to get you
there in style.
So call yourTravel Agent or AirCal.

TRAINED INSTALLERS
LINOLEUM - DRAPERIES - TILE

)

FREE PARKING • SHOP DAILY TILL 5:30 PM
SAT. TILL 1:00 PM

Diokl Mi

Players to Watch

^IR&IL

FREE ESTIMATES

You'll like OUT jtyle

'FOR THE FINEST IN FLOOR COVERINGS"

PHONE 948-3501

"The Official Airline of the PCAA"

CONT. LIC. 258611
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Mike Hirn
Tight End

Bret Hyble
Linebacker

Willie Todd
Running Back

23

Stephen Jones
Quarterback

TIMS WEEK'S ©ffTOMEMT

College Nicknames

CENTRAL MICHIGAN

It's All in a Name
Ever wonder which nickname is the
most popular in college football? Of
course you have. The winnah—by a wide
margin-is Tigers. There are 27 NCAA
football teams with that nicknameranging from Auburn to Wittenberg.
You probably guessed that one, but
can you name No. 2? It's the Bears, 17-16
over the Bulldogs. Then come the Eagles
(13), Wildcats (11) and Indians (9).
Twenty-one other nicknames are list
ed by at least five teams—the Cardinals,
Rams and Panthers eight each; Huskies,
Pioneers, Raiders and Vikings seven
each; Aggies, Bisons, Bobcats, Devils,
Lions, Scots and Yellow Jackets six each;
and Broncos, Colonels, Crusaders,
Dutchmen, Knights, Spartans and War
riors five each.
The funniest or most unusual? That's
strictly in the eye of the beholder—if
you're a fan of that team it probably isn't
either funny or unusual to you. You can
do the picking in this category—and
answer the irate fan letters.
If you're looking to tune up your voice

AGGIES
Cal-Davis
Delaware Valley
New Mexico State
North Carolina A&T
Texas A&M
Utah State
BEARS
Baylor
Brown
(Polar) Bowdoin
Bridgewater State (Mass.)
(Golden) California
Coast Guard
(Golden) Kutztown State
(Fighting) Livingstone
(Black) Maine-Orono
Miles
Morgan State
New York Tech
Northern Colorado
(Polar) Ohio Northern
SW Missouri State
Ursinus
(Battling) Washington (Mo.)
BULLDOGS
Adrian
Alabama A&M
Bowie State
Butler
Drake

and diction, though, the P's provide
precise practice — Pacers-Paladins-Pea
cocks-Penguins -Pioneers - Pipers - Pi
rates -Plainsmen - Poets - PresidentsProfs-Pumas-Purple Aces. Try those at
high speed.

Ferris State
Fisk
Fresno State
Georgia
Knoxville
Louisiana Tech
Minnesota-Duluth
Mississippi State
NE Missouri State
South Carolina State
Yale
C AT AMOUNTS
Western Carolina
EAGLES
Ashland
Boston College
Bridgewater Col. (Va.)
(Golden) Brockport State
(Golden) Clarion State
Eastern Washington
Illinois Benedictine
(Bald) Lock Haven State
Morehead State
North Carolina Central
North Texas State
(Golden) Southern Miss.
(Golden) Tennessee Tech
FALCONS
Air Force

Bowling Green
Wis.-River Falls

How many different nicknames a r e
there among the country's 487 NCAA
football teams? That's a good question,
and there's no perfect answer. By our
system, probably not a bit better than
yours, there are 223, counting as one
each those with slight variations (Hurri
cane singular and plural, Wolfpack one
word and two and Bison-Bisons). So
many different nicknames start with
"Fighting," "Golden" and various other
colors that we decided to list them under
the second part of the name, as in Bears
(Golden), Irish (Fighting), Tigers (Blue),
Devils (Red), Eagles (Bald) and so on.
But it would never do to list the Ragin
Cajuns of Southwestern Louisiana as the
"Cajuns (Ragin')," and the one and only
Battling Bishops of Ohio Wesleyan as
the "Bishops (Battling)"-would it? Of
course not. And in case you're wonder
ing why the Sun Devils of Arizona State
aren't listed with the various other
Devils, well, the Sun Devils are just too
hot (102 in the shade is a cool day there).
Here is a sampling of the nicknames:

PANTHERS

Georgetown (D.C.)

Clark (Ga.)
Eastern Illinois
Middlebury
Northern Iowa
Pittsburgh
Plymouth State
Prairie View A&M
Virginia Union

INDIANS

SPIDERS

Arkansas State
Indiana (Pa.)
Juniata
Montclair State
NE Louisiana
Principia
SE Missouri 5tate
Southern Colorado
William & Mary

Richmond

GRIFFINS
(Golden) Canisius
HOYAS

IUMBOS
Tufts
LORD IEFFS
Amherst
MULES
Central Missouri State
(White) Colby
Muhlenberg
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THE HEAD COACH

STUDENT PRINCES
Heidelberg

Morehouse
Occidental
Pacific
Princeton
St. Paul's
Savannah State
Sewanee
Tennessee State
Texas Southern
Towson State
Trinity (Tex.)
(Golden) Tuskegee
Wittenberg
WASPS
Emory & Henry
WILDCATS

TIGERS
Auburn
Bishop
Clemson
Colorado Col.
DePauw
Georgetown (Ky.)
Grambling State
Hampden-Sydney
Jackson State
(Blue) Lincoln (Mo.)
Livingston
(Fighting) Louisiana State
Memphis State
Missouri

Arizona
Bethune-Cookman
Chico State
Davidson
Ft. Valley State
Kansas State
Kentucky
New Hampshire
Northern Michigan
Northwestern
Weber State
ZIPS
Akron

In less than 30 months Herb
Deromedi established himself as
one of the outstanding football
coaches in the Midwest, if not the
nation.
The
enthusiastic
Central
Michigan mentor, who on Aug. 7,
1978, became the 16th man
entrusted with the CMU football
program, by December of 1980 had
taken the Chippewas to their first
two
Mid-American
Conference
titles.
Along the way he directed them
to 14 consecutive victories, a 10-0-1
undefeated season in 1979 and a
school record 23 consecutive games
without a loss at the end of 1979.
Deromedi gained votes in the MAC
Media Coach-of-the-Year balloting in
both 1978 and 1979, finishing as the
runner-up each time, and received
the honor in 1980.
A graduate of Royal Oak High
School (1956) and the University of
Michigan (BS, 1960; MA, 1961),
Deromedi joined the CMU coaching
and physical education staffs in
1967.
The intense taskmaster became the
Chippewas' defensive coordinator in
1969; and despite the increasing diffi
culty of the schedule with CMU's ad
mittance to the NCAA's Division I and
Central's becoming eligible for the
Mid-Am title, Deromedi directed na
tionally-ranked defenses in 1974, 1975
and 1977.

Deromedi is no stranger to the
offensive phase of the game. In
addition to directing the high
school programs at Byron and Ann
Arbor University high schools for
three years, he coached the
offensive line during his first two
seasons at CMU.
Deromedi came to Central after
six years of successful high school
coaching. He spent 1961-62 as the
football and basketball mentor at
Byron. During the 1962-63 and '6364 campaigns he was the football
coach, golf coach and junior varisty
basketball coach at Ann Arbor
University HS; and then returned to
his hometown to direct Royal Oak
Kimball HS's baseball for three years
(1964-65, '65-66 and '66-67). His varsi
ty football coaching record at Byron
and Ann Arbor was 14-10-1; and Kim
ball produced a 23-3-1 mark during
his time on its staff.
Central hasn't had a losing
record since he joined its staff in
1967. As the University toughened
its football schedule and began
attracting more quality players, he
coordinated with switch to the
angle defense (1972). It is a
defensive philosophy that played a
major role in CMU's drive to the
NCAA Division II national title in
1974, and produced three runner-up
finishes and two league titles in the
school's first six years of Mid
American Conference membership.

HERB DEROMEDI

It's a quick, aggressive style that
relies upon agile, hard-hitting
linebackers.
Deromedi's first two seasons as
CMU's coach saw him produce the
top offensive scoring unit in the
MAC and break the league total
offense mark. The Chippewas' 1979
passing efficiency was second best
nationally and their rushing attack
also was among the top ten as well
as their total defense and rushing
defense.

FACTS ABOUT
CENTRAL MICHIGAN
Location: Mt. Pleasant, Ml
Enrollment: 16,800
Conference: Mid-American
Colors: Chippewas
Stadium: Perry Shorts (20,000)

REGGIE MITCHELL
Running Back

JOE MAI0RANA
Offensive Guard

KURT D0BR0NSKI
Linebacker

ROSS R0CHLEAU
Defensive Back

MIKE GODFREY
Defensive Tackle

JON KITTS
Linebacker

Record vs. U0P: 0-0
All-time FB Record: 397-204-27
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WILLIE HEARD
Slot Back

GAME RECORDS

Code of Officials' Signals
fa

Ball ready lor play

Start clock

3

N

X-

4

Time-out
Discretionary or injury time
out (tollow by tapping
hands on chest)

#

UOP
Attempts
Net Yards
Touchdowns

Touchdown!
Field goal
Point(s) alter touchdown

Safety

First down

Loss of down

39, Bruce Gibson vs. San Jose State, 1977
*36, Mitchell True vs. UC Davis, 1972
*310, Mitchell True vs. UC Davis, 1972
5, Dick Bass vs. San Diego State, 1958

35, Ollie Brown (San Diego State), 1976
264, Mercury Morris (West Texas State), 1967
4, Herb Lusk (Long Beach State), 1975

PASSING
Attempts

11

Incomplete forward pass
Penalty declined
No play
No score

OPPONENT

RUSHING

TV time-out

Gil

Ball dead
Touchback (move
side to side)

INDIVIDUAL

/t

49, Grayson Rogers vs. Long Beach State, 1980

Completions
Yards

30, Harley Miller vs. Cai State Fullerton, 1980
328, Bob Gatiss vs. Washington State, 1959

Touchdowns

4, John Read vs. Santa Clara, 1970
Harley Miller vs. Cal State Fullerton, 1980

61, Dan Pastorini (Santa Clara), 1969
*59, Ed Luther (San Jose State), 1968
*38, Ed Luther (San Jose State), 1978
463, Dennis Shaw (San Diego State), 1969
*404, Steve DeBerg (San Jose State), 1976
7, Dennis Shaw (San Diego State), 1969
*5, Hank Washington (West Texas State), 1966

TOTAL OFFENSE
Plays
Legal touching of forward
pass or scrimmage kick

Inadvertent whistle
(Face Press Box)

Yards

60, Grayson Rogers vs. Long Beach State, 1980
330, Bob Gatiss vs. Washington State, 1959

68, Dan Pastorini (Santa Clara), 1969
*62, Ed Luther (San Jose State), 1978
450, Dennis Shaw (San Diego State), 1969
*401, Hank Washington (West Texas State), 1966

PASS RECEIVING
Receptions
Yards
Touchdowns

14, Gary Woznick vs. New Mexico State, 1965
182, Gary Woznick vs. New Mexico State, 1965
*3, Joe Conron vs. Cal State Fullerton, 1977

Points

38, Dick Bass vs. San Diego State, 1958
*30, Eddie Macon vs. Denver, 1951
6, Dick Bass vs. San Diego State, 1958
*5, Eddie Macon vs. Denver,. 1951

*15, Lloyd Madden (Fresno State), 1967
*219, Dave Szymakowski (West Texas State), 1966
*3, Held by several (last at UOP, Rick Parma,
San Jose State, 1978)

SCORING

Touchdowns

24, By several,
last Richard Hersey (Arizona), 1980

KICKINGf RETURNS
Punt Rtn. Yds.
KO Rtn. Yds.
PAT's Made
Failure to wear required
equipment

Substitution infraction

Unsportsmanlike conduct
Noncontact foul

Roughing kicker
Illegal participation

Sideline interference

or holder

Field Goals

164, Mike Noack vs. San Jose State, 1965
*136, Herman Urenda vs. San Jose State, 1960
147, Bill Cornman vs. Washington State, 1969
*147, Eddie Macon vs. Boston, 1950
9, Bill McFarland vs. Cal Poly-SLO, 1949
Bill McFarland vs. Portland, 1949
*7, Wes Mitchell vs. Boston, 1950
*4, Frank Alegre vs. Hawaii, 1977

148, Kent Oborn (Brigham Young), 1966
No Record Available
10, Pete Smolanovich (New Mexico State), 1961

4, Steve Steinke (Utah State), 1978

TEAM
UOP

OPPONENT

RUSHING
Attempts
Net Yards

*83, vs. Hardin-Simmons, 1951
527, vs. Cal Poly-SLO, 1949
*459, vs. San Jose State, 1958

72, Miami (Fla.), 1974
503, Miami (Fla.), 1974

PASSING
Ball illegally kicked,
batted or touched

Invalid fair catch signal
Illegal fair catch signal

Forward pass interference
Kick catching interference

Attempts

Intentional grounding

Completions
Percentage
Yards

50, vs. Long Beach State, 1980
30, vs.
731, vs.
396, vs.
328, vs.

Cal State Fullerton, 1980
San Jose State (19-26), 1956
Arizona, 1980
Washington State, 1959

61, Santa Clara, 1969
*61, San Jose State, 1978
*35, San Jose State, 1978
*734, San Diego State (29-39), 1975
*523, San Jose State, 1976

TOTAL OFFENSE
Plays
Yards
Holding or obstructing

47

,<n

Points
Points/Qtr.

Most TDs

Illegal use of hands or arms

Grasping face mask or
helmet opening

First Downs
Tripping '

NOTE: Signals number 15, 16. 17, 24. 25 and 26 are for future expansion.
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*106, Loyola, 1950
*611, San Jose State, 1976

SCORING

Points/Half

Helping runner
Interlocked interference

96, vs. Iowa State, 1979
96, vs. Hardin-Simmons, 1951
679, vs. San Diego State, 1958
88, vs.
*55, vs.
38, vs.
*21, vs.

Cal Poly-SLO, 1949
Boston, 1950
San Diego State, 1958
Boston, 1950
Cal State Fullerton, 1977
54, vs. San Diego State, 1958
*31, vs. Los Angeles State, 1973
*13, vs. Cal Poly-SLO, 1949
*8, vs. Boston College, 1950
*31, vs. Denver, 1950

132, Nevada-Reno, 1919
No Record Available
No Record Available
10, New Mexico State, 1961
27, Miami (Fla.), 1974
Arizona, 1980

Player disqualification

(* Indicates Pacific Memorial Stadium Record)
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TOP FOOTBALL OflnSTOSY
THE SEASON-BY-SEASON RECORD
YEAR
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951

COACH
Sperry
McCoy
Righter
Righter
Righter
Righter
Righter
Righter
Righter
Righter
Righter
Righter
Righter
Righter
Stagg
Stagg
Stagg
Stagg
Stagg
Stagg
Stagg
Stagg
Stagg
Stagg
Stagg
Stagg
Stagg
Stagg
Siemering
Siemering
Siemering
Siemering
Jorge

.
.
.
.

W
. 1
1
. 3
. 6
. 7
. 6
. 5
. 5
. 2
. 5
. 3
. 3
5
. 4
.. 5
.. 4
.. 5
.. 5
.. 3
.. 7
.. 6
.. 4
.. 4
.. 2
.. 7
.. 3
.. 0
.. 5
. 10
... 7
. n
... 7
.. 6

T
0

L
4

2

1

1
1
0
3
2
3

0
0
0
0
0

6
6

0
0
1
0

2

2

4
5
5
4
4
5
3

0
0
0

2
4

6
5
7

1

1
1
2
0
1
0
0

6

1

2
8
10

0
0

7

0
0

1

1

1

2

0
3
5

0
1
0

FINISH
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent
FWC-4th
FWC-T 3rd
FWC-6th
FWC-4th
FWC-4th
FWC-3rd
FWC-T 3rd
FWC-4th
FWC-3rd
FWC-4th
FWC-2nd
FWC-1st
FWC-2nd
FWC-1st
FWC-2nd
FWC-1st
FWC-1st
FWC-1st
Independent
Independent
Independent
CCAA-T 2nd
CCAA-1st
CCAA-2nd
Independent
Independent
Independent

YEAR COACH
1952 Jorge..
1953 Myers..
1954 Myers..
1955 Myers..
1956 Myers.
1957 Myers.
1958 Myers .
1959 Myers .
1960 Myers .
*1961 Rohde.
1962 Rohde.
1963 Rohde .
*1964 Campor
*1965 Campor
1966 Scovil .
*1967 Scovil .
*1968 Scovil .
1969 Scovil .
1970 Smith .
1971 Smith .
1972 Caddas
1973 Caddas
1974 Caddas
1975 Caddas
1976 Caddas
1977 Caddas
1978 Caddas
1979 Toledo
1980 Toledo
Totals 62 Years
13 Coaches
597 Games

W
7
4
4
5
6
5
6
5
4
5
5
2
1
1
4
4
6
7
5
3
8
7
6
5
2
6
4
. 3
. 4
291

L
3
4
5
4
3
3
4
4
6
4
5
8
9
8
7
5
4
3
6
8
3
2
5
6
9
5
8
7
8
283

T
1
2
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
23

•Division II

THE STARS - QUARTERBACKS

EDDIE LeBARON
1946-49

BOB LEE
1966-67

TOM FLORES
1956-57

JOHN READ
1969-70

BOB GATISS
1959-60

TOM STRAIN
1963-65

CARLOS BROWN
1971-74

BRUCE PARKER
1977-78

FINISH
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent
PCAA-3rd
PCAA-4th
PCAA-6th
PCAA-2nd
PCAA-3rd
PCAA-T 2nd
PCAA-4th
PCAA-5th
PCAA-2nd
PCAA-3rd
PCAA-6th
PCAA-T 4th

The winning team
from America's most enterta* * ~
couple... Mr and Mrs "T"

When the final score goes up, you'll always
find the cocktail mixes from Mr and Mrs "T" the
winner—that's because they make the perfect
drink everytime!
So, at home or away, always pick one from
the "winning team" and you'll be amazed at
how easy it is to entertain with Mr and Mrs "T"

Where would awise investor seek
sound advice, attentive service,
unbeatable information, and
unmatched financial strength.

Merrill Lynch says,
close to home.
Don't misunderstand. There's
nothing wrong with searching far
and wide for investment ideas. It s
not easy to get rich these days.
But to search on your own is a
full-time job-and-a-half. You have to
read everything, digest it all, ana
lyze the information, act on it...and
do it fast, because opportunities
become ancient history in precious
little time.
Meanwhile, some of the best
investment ideas are sitting practi
cally on your doorstep, at a nearby
office of Merrill Lynch.
We have the resources and
the people to know, really know,
investment opportunities as diverse
as oil drilling partnerships and
Treasury Bill futures, options and
retirement plans.
Our research team is the best
on Wall Street—in Wall Street's
own opinion. And we make it easy
to use that unrivaled resource: com
puter terminals at every Merrill
Lynch office can instantly print out

Abreed apart
up-to-the-minute opinions on more
than 1200 stocks.
Best of all is the way we tailor
our advice to your requirements.
Before offering a single suggestion,
your Merrill Lynch Account Exec
utive will spend a long while listen
ing. Finding out what you really
need. Because the smartest invest
ment plans—the plans most likely
to succeed—start with a clear
definition of where they want to go.
Are you looking for security or the

opportunity to speculate? For cur
rent income or capital growth?
What you tell us determines in
large part what we tell you.
So we make a point of develop
ing, for each customer, a sound
long-term investment strategy, and
we encourage you to stick with it
and not be sidetracked by invest
ment fads or temporary market
aberrations. And we give you the
security of knowing that we're
going to stick with you and see you
through to your goals. Merrill
Lynch has more than $800 million
in capital resources working for
you, and we plan to be advising you
long after all those fad investments
have been written off.
So drop in at a nearby Merrill
Lynch office and look over some of
the brochures that explain our phi
losophy and way of doing things.
Don't worry...we won't ask you to
buy anything. In fact, we probably
won't even let you, until we get to
know you better.

Merrill Lynch
) 1980 Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner & Smith Incorporated. Member, S1PC.

There are plenty of women who enjoy watching football these days.

F©@TBALL
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©@®@ SF®
by Mary Schmitt,
The Milwaukee JOURNAL

t was halftime, and the two women
headed for the rest room. As usual
there was a crowd in line, so they
made their way to a row of mirrors
across the front of the room.
"You know," one said to the other, "I
couldn't belive that they kept running
the option against the stunts that the de
fensive ends were using. When I saw
those, I thought the only thing they
could run was misdirection plays to
counteract that defense. Say, do you have
a comb with you?"
Her friend nodded and began to rum
mage through her purse for the comb
and some lipstick. "Here you go," she
said, handing over the comb and step
ping up to the mirror. "You could be right
about the misdirection plays. But I've al
ways felt that influence blocks work
much better against a team that stunts a
lot. But you've got to have a good block
ing back for the influence blocking
scheme to be effective."
An exaggeration? Probably. Most wom
en football fans, or men football fans, for
that matter, are not well-versed enough
in the intricacies of football to conduct
such a discussion. They leave those
kinds of comments to coaches and play-

But there is no question that the wom
an football fan today does—to answer
the question in the title of this story—
understand the game. And there are any
number of reasons for this.
With the fitness boom in this country,
women are taking part in more sports
than ever. In high schools and colleges,
women are taking physical education
courses and participating in interscholastic and intramural competition.
Sometimes, those courses and com
petitions include football.
In addition, with the increasing popu
larity of college and professional football,
and its increasing exposure on tele
vision, women can tune into a game al
most any day of the week during the fall.
Monday night, Thursday night, all day
Saturday and Sunday.
And with all the play-by-play, color
commentary, analysis and in-depth in
terviews, it would be almost impossible
not to learn something from the broad
casts.
Of course, there are women who
would not turn the game on themselves,
but who have it turned on by boyfriends,
husbands or other members of the fami
ly. They find that they need some knowlcontinued
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continued

edge of the game just to carry on a con
versation witli the aforementioned persons.
.
Women faced with that problem in
KnoxviUe, Tenn., were fortunate enough
to have a class entitled. All You Need to
Know to Understand and Like Football
available to them The noncredit course
was offered by the University of Tennes
see evening division and was taught by
Gene MoeUer. a former linebacker who
played on Tennessee's 1951 national
championship team
According to Moeller. the class was his
wife's idea Like anybody who gets in
volved in football, I didn't ever take the
time to explain the finer points of the
game to my wife She came up with the
idea for the class and really talked me
into it.
"I gave the class with the under
standing that I didn't want anybody who
knew something about football It was
designed to be very basic. I had a full
house—50
students
for
the
two
sessions—and about 85 percent of them
were women.
"The first night of the class,I stood up
and introduced myself and told them
that we would start on the bottom with
the very basics of football.Then I held up
a jock'strap. That broke everybody up,
and we went on from then- We went
through the history, basic rules, basic
plays, positions, officials, the uniform,
jus't everything. We had questions like
What is a first down?' and What are
those dashes on the field?
"People really enjoyed it, and we had a
big response for another class. I think
that women are definitely more knowi-

edgeable about football, especially with I
all the exposure on television. 1 think
that there will lie more and more de
mands by women, and the public in gen
eral, for more information
At the University of Wisconsin, differ
ent types of classes were offered and at
least five women are much more knowl
edgeable about football after taking Dr.
John Olson's courses in football fund
amentals and theory. The classes were
offered for credit in the Department ol
Physical Education and were geared tor
students majoring in physical education
or coaching. The fundamentals course
was held on the field, and the theory
course combined lecture and simu
lation. Both were taught by Olson, a
former high school football coach.
"1 have found that women get involved
in and become knowledgeable about
football as much as there is opportunity
to do so," Olson said. "They came into
the class with a basic orientation, but
after they got into it anil got serious
about it, when they were asked to pro
duce they really went after it
"Women's participation and interest In
sports is no longer frowned upon. Now it
is just a question of making sports avail
able to them. There is increased incen
tive to participate in sports or to know
about sports if you can't participate
There are lots of women involved in
sports in many different areas. And 1
think that's a very healthy sign
Many different areas, indeed Women
now are not only fans, but also cheer
leaders, pompon girls, trainers, report
ers, sports information directors and
assistants and, on occasion, officials,

Perhaps...
After a summer of cross-country houseguests, you need a
special vacation... cross-town,
or
You've driven from Lubbock to Laredo; tonight the kids want
to stop somewhere "different."
or
You made thirty-seven business trips this year; every hotel
room looked the same.
. . .whatever.

Woman are participating In the sporta
scana In all capacltlea.

coaches and players And men coaches
are noticing their Increased involvement
in and knowledge of the sport
"I don't think there is any doubt that
women have become more knowledge
able about football and athletics in gen
eral." said the coach of a perennial foot
ball power. "I think one of the main rea
sons is the increased opportunity for
women as competitive athletes. No
longer are women just spectators,
they're active competitors. We have seen
an increase in women attending our
Qurterback Club and our football games
And we've seen an increase of women
in the sports media covering football and

1

Best Western knows what you're up against, America. And we're ready to
help you turn in. With a variety of delightfully different motor inns, hotels and
resorts throughout the United States, Canada ... and the world!
Each Best Western has its own character. Its own special charm. They're all
pictured for you in full color in our Road Atlas & Travel Guide. Pick up your
free copy and make advance reservations at the Best Western nearest you.
Then, when you're traveling on business, planning a family vacation or just
looking for a friendly place to get away... you can turn in someplace
special, America. Turn in at a one-of-a-kind Best Western.
Make reservations at any Best Western; see your travel agent or con
sult your Yellow Pages for a listing of our 24-hour toll-free numbers.

Places to stay, people you'll like!

other athletics."
Another coach said that his personal
contact with women fans and media is
rather limited, but that he has noticed
an increase in the number of women
who call in to his radio show.
And judging from their questions,
those ladies am very knowledgeable, he
said. "But 1 have no idea how wide

Turn in,
America!

spread this is
One Big Ten coach thinks the trend is
pretty widespread.
"I think women are becoming better
and better football fans all the time. 1
think television is making more knowl
edgeable football fans out of them. 1 sus
pect they found out that if they're not
fans, they're likely to become widows for
four or five months out of the year
"I find women eager to learn more
about football You'd be surprised at the
number of speaking engagementsI have
with women's groups—secretaries, so
rorities, clubs, that sort of thing And
they ask some really intelligent ques
tions. Sometimes too intelligent.
As intelligent as the first two women in
this article? Probably not. Not yet, anyI way. But it's only a matter of time.
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People and placet you'll I ike...world wide!

2,734 places in 1,947 cities worldwide
Andorra. Aruba, Australia, Austria. Belgium.
Canada. Denmark. Finland, France. Great
Britain, Guadeloupe, Ireland, Liechtenstein.

Luxembourg, Mexico. New Zealand. F»uerto
Rico, Spam. Sweden. Switzerland. United
States. Virgin Islands. West Germany

Would a bunch of guys
really go at it this hard
just for a beer?
^

Well, consider.
they're playing for Michelob I
a rich, smooth taste you can
compare to any beer you like

The Importance
of the
Holder
by John Jones, New Orleans TIMES-PICAYUNE

q t is the most underrated starting
assignment in college football. The
J Siberia of glamour. A non-stop flight
to anonymity.
The holder on placekicks has the kind
of job that gets noticed only when it
isn't done well. His successes are rarely
remembered. His mistakes are rarely
forgotten.
During the course of any football sea
son the holder is involved in as many

scoring plays as a quarterback, running
back or receiver. But the holder gets little
credit and no respect, no respect at all.
If Rodney Dangerfield showed up at
practice one day, he wouldn't have to be
told where to line up. He'd stumble over
to a kicking tee, drop to his knees and
wait for a snap.
It is always the kicker, never the hold
er, whose name gets etched in the record
books. There's never been a category for
holders, never a hint of an award. Why
can't there be a "He Didn't Foul Up Of
ten" holder's trophy the way there are
Heisman and Outland Trophies?
Even at colleges and universities re
nowned for their kicking games, sports
information directors—a breed who
earn their keep by being part historian,
part publicist and full-time data bank—
have trouble recalling who it was that
held the ball for Roger Rocketfoot's
record 67-yard field goal.
Fortunately, football coaches perceive
the role and importance of the holder in
an entirely different light.
To gridiron tacticians, the holder can
influence the outcome of a game like few
other players because any time he comes

in it is a "pressure" situation.
The holder must be someone with
quick hands, soft hands, hands that can
massage the pin out of hand grenade
without the hand grenade knowing it.
But the holder must also be a leader,
someone who resolutely makes the big
play, not the big mistake.
He may be a receiver or a defensive
back, but he is most often a backup quar
terback. He must be mobile. And, he
must have a good, accurate throwing
arm inside of 15 yards.
"The first thing I definitely want is a
quarterback," says a Pac-10 coach who in
the national coaching fraternity is re
vered as a guru of special teams play. "A
lot of teams go with receivers or guys
with good hands, but Jf believe you need
a quarterback for two reasons.
"One: fake field goal passes. You want
the guy who's going to throw that ball to
be passing every day in practice. T\vo:
bad snaps. If we get a bad snap, our
holder yells 'Fire!' and we automatically
turn it into a pass play."
Because holders are invariably drafted
from other positions, it is rare to have a
scholarship athlete who does nothing
but hold for kicks. College football is
increasingly specialized, but not that
specialized.
Holders and kickers first meet up in
spring practice. Holders are rotated
through a number of kickers, and it is
not unusual in the spring for a kicker to
request a certain holder because the
"feeling" is right.
Once fall practice starts, however, the
coaching staff makes a decision before
the first game on who holds for placekicks. The decision is often influenced
by the desire to get a young quarterback
immediate game experience. A backup
holder, who isn't necessarily a quarter
continued
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Holder
continued

back, and backup center for placekicks
are also named.
Holders, kickers and kick snappers
form a unique, three-man unit that must
accomplish its mission flawlessly within
1.1 to 1.5 seconds.
"If the ball's not in the air by then,"
says a young Southeastern Conference
head coach who once had a backup
holder save a game for him, "you're going
to have it blocked."
The kicking unit works on its own time
up to 10 minutes before practice and up
to a half hour after practice. Timing, con
fidence and a sixth sense about the mis-

All right! Pontiac's new specially equipped J2000
Hiqh Mileage Coupe is here. And with its standard
four-cylinder engine and manual transmission, and
without air conditioning
A
HWY. /O
T and power steering, it
MPG offers you the kind of
•fr # EST'
economy that makes road work a sheer pleasure.
Use the estimated mpg for comparison. Your
mileage may differ depending on speed, distance,
weather. Actual highway mileage lower This coupe
is not available in California, where the best J20°L>
highway estimate is 43, and EPA estimated mpg is (29).
Now the joy of our new J2000 Coupe doesn t end
with good mileage. Once you ease into the cockpit,
you'll know exactly what we mean. The standard
fully reclining front bucket seats, striking instrument
panel and floor-mounted 4-speed manual trans
mission with overdrive make it a driver s delight.
There's also standard side window defoggers, a
Delco-GM AM radio with integral digital clock [may

%

be deleted for credit) and multi-function lever
awaitinq your every command,
,,
Suddenly, driving is fun again. Standard frontwheel drive, rack and pinion steering and a taut
suspension system help our J2000 Coupe uncurl
corners and smooth out rough spots.
Of course, we knew you'd want a car that
as
good as it feels. So we gave this sporty new J2000
a wedge-shaped design that not only helps make it
aerodynamic, but stylish as well. It adds up to one
high mileage car you won't ever want to park.
So come on. Treat yourself to the new Pontiac
J2000 High Mileage Coupe. Or any of our other
exciting new J Generation models-2-door coupe,
3-door hatch, 4-door sedan, and 4-door wagon
J2000. A neat new way to hit the street. At your
Pontiac dealer now.
Pontiacs are equipped with GM-built engines
produced by various divisions. See your dealer
for details.

NEW PONTIAC J2000

ground about six inches behind the
point where the ball will be spotted.
Right knee for left-footed kickers and
vice versa. The holder's stance is simi
lar for soccer-style and straight-ahead
kickers.
Once positioned, the holder checks to
make sure the kicker is ready. He then
turns to face the line of scrimmage,
reaching out to the center as he calls the
snap.
The stopwatch begins ticking. Half a
second . . . the ball leaves the center in a
tight, low spiral and smacks into the
holder's hands. Half a second . . . the

The holder pulls the ball down to the tee, spinning the laces on the ball forward to
intersect the plane of the crossbar.

sion evolve with each practice day.
Every placekick demands that three
singular assignments be coordinated
into one uninterrupted blur. The snap:
which must be accomplished within .5
to .6 seconds. The hold: which takes no
more than .5 to .6 seconds. And the kick:
which goes off in .2 seconds or less.
At ground zero, the holder is coordi
nating the attack.
In many instances he will call the play
in the pre-kick huddle away from the
kicker, who is positioning the tee. He will
also count to make sure 11 players are on
the field—no more, no less. If there is a
problem, he will call time out.
Usually the holder is positioned with
the knee nearest the kicker on the

holder pulls the ball down to the tee,
spinning the laces forward to intersect
the plane of the crossbar as the kicker
moves in. Fifth of a second . . . the ball is
upright, the holder's index finger on the
point, as the kicker's foot moves cleanly
across ground zero as the ball takes
flight.
Chip shot field goals and points after
touchdowns are often considered "auto
matics" by football fans. But ifyou stop to
analyze the complicated jobs involved,
it's a wonder any kick gets off before a
defensive behemoth defuses the play.
If all goes smoothly, the holder rarely
winds up on the injured list. When's the
last time you saw a penalty called for
roughing the holder?

The kicker winds up his motion in
front
of the holder, so any defensive
charge will be met initially by the kicker.
This is wholly justifiable. If the kicker's
name is going in the record books, he
might as well be the first one hit.
But coaches who are short on quarterbacking talent will worry about some Liliputian kicker getting bounced onto the
knee of a backup quarterback-holder.
Not only is the kicker seeing stars, but
the coach has also lost a player at a skill
position.
Coaches have tried everything to keep
the holder from getting hurt. Both knees
down. Both knees up. Forward knee
down. Squatting holds.
Yet the odds remain great that the
holder who plays at another position is
more likely to be injured between first
down and third down than he is on
fourth down.
Great plays made by holders are often
unearthed days after a game is won or
lost when coaches review game films.
There on the movie screen the brain
trust can pick apart each muscle twinge
in slow motion and stop action replay.
Once in a great while, a holder stands
tall before a crowded football stadium
and carries the home team to victory.
It was on just that kind of night in the
1980 collegiate football season when
John Falgout, a little-used sophomore
flanker and backup holder, was thrust
into the breach at Tiger Stadium in Baton
Rouge. Falgout, who had been involved
in only one other play that season,
proved he could make the big play
for Louisiana State in a blood feud with
Colorado.
Colorado had nuked a 20-0 LSU lead
late in the fourth quarter to tie the game
20-all. LSU intercepted a pass in the wan
ing minutes and bulldozed into field
goal range. But the regular kick holder, a
backup quarterback named Robbie Mahfouz, had been injured.
With the game hanging in the balance,
Falgout trotted out for the most signifi
cant play of his young career in Tigertown. He checked the kicker, called the
snap, spotted the ball and watched the
pigskin split the uprights for a 23-20 LSU
victory.
Holders, you see, can be heroes, too.
They just have to be given a chance.
Now look up from
the pages of this
program and locate the guy on the field
who is holding for placekicks. Admire
him. Encourage him.
Wait for the next successful field goal
or point after touchdown and yell for
him.
Make him feel it.
Yell something like, "Way to handle the
ball, sure hands!" Or, "You're the best
holder ever!"
Go on. Yell it.
<••
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NAME THAT
PLAY QUIZ
formation, the fullback lines up behind the
1. In the
quarterback and two tailbacks line up behind the FB.

M
U

o

2 When the running back with the ball circles out of the back' field and runs toward one of the outside holes near the side
line, he is carrying out a
pattern.
3. When defensive players change position as the ball is snapped
in order to confuse the offense, they are
•
4. A quick handofff running play over tackle is called a

•

5. The pass defense plan in which defensive backs cover re
ceivers wherever they go is called the
•
6. When the QB makes a sweeping run instead of dropping
straight back upon getting the ball, he is

•i

en
o

7. The pass defense plan in which areas rather than individuals
are covered is called

o
U
O

•

8. When a defensive player tries to crash through the offensive
line into the opponent's backf ield before the play has a c anc
to develop, he is performing a

_ •

9. The play in which the quarterback fakes a handoff, then takes
off around end alone with the ball concealed against his hip is
called the

JSi

•

•

play permits a defensive player to penetrate a
10. The
hole quickly, only to be blocked from the side by pulling guard
or tackle.

EST. RETAIL VALUE

formation, the QB starts the play several
11. In the
yards behind the center and receives the ball from him on the
fly, after which the QB drops back a couple more yards, sets up
and shoots a pass downfield to the receivers.
set has the fullback lined up directly behind
12. The
the QB, and the halfback set up behind the strong side tackle.
GRADE YOURSELF:
10 —12 Correct
You could be a coach!
7 — 9 Correct
How about an assistant
coach?
4 - 6 Correct
Cheerleader?
1 - 3 Correct
You might enjoy ping-pong.
Answers:
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COLLEGE SPORTCAP OFFER

Order your Sport Cap with choice of college emblem
from the list below.
• High-shaped smooth front with nylon mesh for
comfortable fit • Adjustable, allowing for proper
headsize • Perspiration-absorbent, colorfast
Here's how to order your College
Sport Cap:
For each cap ordered send $3.25 (check or money
order) and two labels from any size "V-8" Cocktail
Vegetable Juice or "V-8" Spicy-Hot Vegetable
Juice (Wisconsin residents send $3.25 and label
facsimile only) along with your name, address and
zip code to:
V-8 COLLEGE CAP
P.O. Box 9720, Clinton, IA 52736
Offer expires 3/31/82, or while supplies last. Please allow
8 weeks for delivery. Offer good only in U.S.A. Void where taxed,
restricted or prohibited by iaw. Wisconsin residents send facsimiles
plus money required. Do not mail to Campbell Soup Company.
Camden, NJ 08101.

• Alabama
• Air Force
• Arizona
• Arizona State
• Arkansas
• Army
• Boston College
• B.Y.U.
• California
• Cincinnati
• Colorado State
• Delaware
• Duke
• Florida State
• Georgia
• Georgia Tech
• Harvard
• Idaho

V-8 Cocktail Vege
table Juice...a deli
cious, healthful way
to cap off your tail
gate party...or "V-8"
Spicy-Hot Vegetable
Juice with a special
spicy sizzle that puts
more spirit in the
spirits.

PLEASE CHECK COLLEGE(S) DESIRED
• New Mexico State
• Idaho State
• North Carolina
• Illinois
• Northwestern
• Indiana
• Iowa
• Notre Dame
• Iowa State
• Ohio State
• Kansas State
• Oklahoma
• Kentucky
• Oregon
• L.S.U.
• Oregon State
• Maryland
• Penn
• Memphis State
• Penn State
• Miami
• Pittsburgh
• Michigan
• Princeton
• Michigan State
• Purdue
• Minnesota
• Rice
• Mississippi State
• Rutgers
• Missouri
• Slippery Rock
• Navy
• Stanford
• Nebraska
• Syracuse

• T.C.U.
• Temple
• Tennessee
• Texas
• Texas A & M
• Tulane
• U.C.L.A.
• U.S.C.
• Utah
• Utah State
• Vanderbilt
• Virginia
• Wake Forest
• Washington
• Washington State
• Wisconsin
• Yale

Game plan for a game room.

Charmglow
grills up a
great season
The Charmglow
Bantam Gas Grill
is perfect for
QMfflkA . tailgate parties.
No wonder. It's
so light, it goes
anywhere as
easily as a picnic
basket. Great
for fishing and
camping, too.
It gives great outdoor flavor
to any food with the greatest
convenience. Instant starts. No
warm-up wait. No charcoal
mess. Plus, its large cooking
surface cooks up a tasty party
for a huddle of sports fans. And
to ensure a winning party,
there's a free Charmglow Tail
gate Recipe Booklet included
in each Bantam.
So, this season and every
season, go for the taste of victory.
Go with the * 1 name in gas grills.
Charmglow.

We put the best in your backyard.
Charmglow Products. Division of
Beatrice Foods Co., P.O. Box 127, Bristol,
Wl 53104

omething about college football
seems to demand a special kind of
pageantry—perhaps it s the pride
in their team that students, families and
alums feel when they attend a game.
During the pre-game and halftime
shows and during the game itself color
ful sights and sounds fill the air: The
drum major struts: baton twirlers toss
their batons: flag bearers present their
colors; marching bands parade; and
cheerleaders and school mascots rouse
the crowds. All of these things really add
to the excitement of college games, and
the fans love it. They come not only to
see two teams match brains and brawn
on the field, but also to enjoy the spec
tacle surrounding the game.
Pageantry is part of the just plain
good time that is had at college games.
It helps to create an atmosphere in
which fans are eager to participate in
cheers, card stunts, hat tossing, singing
the alma mater, or whatever expresses
their enthusiasm for the team they sup
port. From the youngest child to the
oldest adult, everyone gets involved.
The definition of pageantry is "color
ful, rich or splendid display"—and col
lege football just wouldn't be the same
without it. <•>

Don't just sit there. In a matter of a few
lours, you could turn your attic or spare room
lto a beautiful new game room.
Try some real wood paneling. A few
helves. Or maybe a whole new room.
Your Georgia-Pacific Registered Dealer has
verything you need to do the job yourself,
lans and tools. Building materials. And even
word or two of advice.

So put your game plan to work in your
game room. We'll help. Wherever you see
the familiar blue and white Georgia-Pacific
Registered Dealer sign in your community.
Georgia fbcific

A

REGISTERED DEALER

For everything you need to know
about paneling, send for our free
paneling kit. It's filled with paneling
ideas, installation details and
decorating tips. For your copy,
write: Georgia-Pacific, Department
TI-1081, 900 S.W. Fifth Avenue,
Portland, Oregon 97204.

You can do it. We'll help.

The
Shotgun-

pfMOOIL FOR Cms UH
JOHNNY'S. AND BCTTY S.

The Formation of Ac Future?
by David Bush, San Francisco CHRONICLE

Betty uses Pennzoil too. But
Johnny Rutherford and his
she
gets her engine protection
wife Betty.
with
Pennzoil's regular-priced
Pennzoil users.
gas-saving multi-weight oil.
The three-time Indy 500
Pennzoil. For cars like
winner runs with Pennzoil
Johnny's. And Betty's. And
for top engine protection at
blazing speeds. (After all, that's yours.
Ask for it. Gas-saving
a $40,000 Cosworth engine
Pennzoil. Quality in every extra
powering Jim Hall's Pennzoil
mile.
Chaparral.)

t was once strictly a tool of the
desperate, used only in the
-I most dire of circumstances.
But recently the shotgun for
mation has been increasing in
popularity in college football, ev
ery year gaining new devotees as
coaches look for more ways to im
prove their offenses.
A great many teams now rely on
it as an integral part of their arse
nal. "We are into a shotgun trend,"
said a Pacific-10 coach. "I don't
know how far it's going to go, but
I'm seeing a lot more of it."

Some coaches use it only on ob
vious passing downs, and fewer
than five times during a game, but
others will line up in it as much as
half the time.
Not every coach is enamored of
the offense, and even those who
use it concede it has some weak
nesses. "So what?" says an
eastern coach. "No formation is
perfect. I can pick apart any one
you name. But if we didn't experi
ment and try different things,

we'd all still be using the Notre
Dame box."
In the shotgun, the quarterback
stands five yards behind the line
of scrimmage and takes a direct
long snap, rather than posi
tioning himself immediately be
hind the center. Pour, and some
times all five eligible pass
receivers line up on or near the
line of scrimmage. At the snap
they scatter in their various pat
terns like a load of buckshot, thus
giving the formation its name.
continued

Shotgun
continued

work the quarterback must be only two
As with all football formations, vari
or three steps behind the line of scrim
ations of the shotgun have been around
mage. And routes that rely on splitsince the earliest days of the game. But it
second timing are extremely difficult to
was not until the 1960s that the shotgun
execute in the shotgun: they are in
received the legitimacy of a name and a
stinctive and predicated on the pass
role. Strangely, it was in the staid world
drop.
of professional football, where inno
The most common shotgun pass pat
vation is usually regarded with con
terns rely on the receiver maneuvering to
tempt, that the shotgun surfaced.
get open. The quarterback sees the de
The San Francisco 49ers, with quarter
fenders during the entire play, and can
back Y.A. Tittle and star running back
choose exactly the right moment to de
Hugh McElhenny both injured, were
liver the ball.
16-point underdogs to the Baltimore
Screen passes, too, work extremely
Colts in November, 1960. But the 49ers
well in the shotgun. "The key to a suc
came out in a new formation and upset
cessful screen is the quarterback drop The shotgun quarterback can choose
the Colts, 30-22. Writers covering the
ping way back and throwing just as he is
exactly the right moment to deliver the ball.
game, as confused as was the Baltimore
about to get hit," said a Rocky Mountain
defense, groped for a way to describe the
who abandoned an experiment with it.
coach. "That's a lot easier in the shotgun.
new 49er offense. They referred to it as a
"It tells the defense you are going to pass,
The
quarterback
is
already
back
there,
"spread," a "double wing" and a "short
and their linemen say, 'to heck with the
and the defensive linemen are storming
punt." It was left to 49ers' coach Red
run' and just blow in at you. They get
up
the
field,
playing
pass
all
the
way.
It
is
Hickev, who had designed the thing, to
into a sprinter's stance and come, which
an ideal screen situation.
give it a name. "We call it our shotgun
makes it tough on the offensive line.
Teams that want to use their quarter
offense," he said after the game.
Other coaches feel that doesn t matter.
back as a runner, but don't want to get
It quickly fell into disfavor and has
If it's third and 20, a pass is in order
since been used by only the most in involved in the high-risk ball handling of
anyway, so what's the difference? The
an option offense are turning to the shot
ventive of pro teams. College coaches
shotgun isn't giving away any secrets in
gun. A small, fast quarterback who has
continued to dabble in it. At Northern
those situations.
trouble seeing over the linemen, for ex
Illinois in the mid-1960s, quarterback
"I just like keeping the idea of a run,
ample, can set up in the shotgun, run
George Bork set several passing records
persisted the coach. "There is no play
around and give the defense fits.
using the shotgun, but coaches usually
action possible in a shotgun. It isnt de
One very effective play with a mobile
went to it only if their quarterback's mo
ceptive. The quarterback can't fake a
shotgun quarterback is the flush pattern,
bility was impaired.
handoff because all the backs are in front
"Ifyour quarterback has a bad ankle or in which the quarterback deliberately
of him and the defense can see the ball.
gets
himself
flushed
out
of
the
pocket,
something it is a good way to protect
The threat of a run, however remote,
and, once on the loose, can run or throw, j
him," said a Midwest coach. "He doesn't
holds the defense up just a little. Some
In the dropback situation, the direction
have to drop back, which can be a big
times that is enough."
the quarterback is flushed is called in
strain on a tender foot. And even if your
Other coaches have had some success
the huddle. He has to go that way regard
quarterback is healthy, it can help. Once
running a delay draw play from
the
less of the pressure. But in the shotgun,
we played a game in the South, and it
I
shotgun.
.
the quarterback has his druthers be
was 100 degrees. Our quarterback had to
Against a dropback offense, the inside
cause
he has time to watch the pass
drop back 50 times. If I had known it was
linebacker has to watch for the diaw
rush. Then when he starts moving, the
going to be that hot, I would have used
only until the quarterback drops behind
the shotgun. All that moving took its toll, linebackers are in trouble. If the line
the fullback. Once the fullback passes
backers don't come up, a good running
and by the end of the game, he was ex
that point, there will be no more draw,
quarterback might get 20 yards. If they
and the linebacker can go into his pass
hausted."
But coaches and passers are discov do, there's a hole in the coverage. If the
coverage. But in the shotgun, the full
ering that the shotgun has some advan linebackers just freeze, the receiver has
back is there all the time. The quarter
tages for healthy quarterbacks. "I like it an easy time making a hole for himself.
back can count to three or five or what
In the shotgun, offensive linemen have
because you can see the patterns devel
ever. The point is that he can hand the
oping all the way,' said an East Coast responsibilities identical to a normal set. j ball off at any time and it can drive the
The blocking schemes are the same.
quarterback who has used the shotgun
linebacker crazy.
There is an obvious difference, how
Some coaches feel the shotgun takes
since his high school days. "And you can
ever, for the center. He must snap the ball
awav one of a quarterbacks big advan
read the coverages and see the rush
five yards rather than just hand it to the
tages—the ability to change the play at
coming much more easily. You arent
quarterback. Surprisingly, that isn't
the line of scrimmage. With the shotgun,
looking away, and then having to pick
much of a problem.
the play that is called in the huddle is
everything up all over again. It s all right
Because it 's only five yards, and not 15
in front of you from start to finish.
the one that is run.
like for a punt, the center can do it with
Another plus is that the quarterback
Regardless of its drawbacks, the shot
his head up, looking forward. And snap
gun is being used more regularly by
gains a lot of confidence using the shot
ping in the shotgun doesn't require the
gun. He doesn't have to worry about any
teams around the country. Even schools
same accuracy that is needed for a field
known strictly for their running offenses
of the variables associated with the dropgoal try, where the location of the snap
back pass: taking the snap, footwork, set
are trying it." Maybe the reason is that
has to be perfect. As long as the ball is
ting up. All of that is eliminated, and he
passing is such a radical departure for
close and not on the ground or up in the
can just concentrate on throwing.
them, that they would rather do it in a
stands, the quarterback can catch it.
The shotgun limits the types of pass
radical formation. Or maybe it is be
Despite its advantages, the shotgun is
patterns a team can run, but makes
cause the shotgun is the offense of the
not without its detractors. "It's a 95 per
some of them more effective. The quick
1980s.
«*'
cent passing formation, said one coach
pass is eliminated, because to make it
44t

BIC:10 BEARDS:0
Lyle Alzado. Giorgio
Chinaglia. Conrad Dobler. Fred
Dryer. L.C. Greenwood. Ed "Too
Tall" Jones. D.D. Lewis. Greg
Luzinski. Jack Reynolds. Otis
Sistrunk.
Ten of the roughest, toughest,

meanest beards Bic could
assemble.
And one Bic Shaver
shaved them all. For just
pennies a shave.
Ftow many shaves can you
get from one Bic Shaver?

University Division
FIRST TEAM OFFENSE
Pos.
Player and School
VVR
Chris Coll insworth, Florida
VVR
Ken Toler, Mississippi
TE
Jeff Finn, Nebraska
OT
Jim Ford, Northwestern
OT
Timothy Irwin, Tennessee
OG
Randy Schleusener, Nebraska
OG
Bob Burger, Notre Dame
C
Kevin Speer, Indiana
QB
Oliver Luck, West Virginia
RB
Scott Phillips, Brigham Young
RB
Ed Rogusky, Lafayette
PK
Andy Graham, Akron

Kevin Speer, Indiana umversnv

Ted Dumbauld
U.S. Naval Academy |

Greg Meisner, Pittsburgh
—

F
EB
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FIRST TEAM DEFENSE
DL
Greg Meisner, Pittsburgh
DL
Jeff Hembrough, Illinois State
DL
Dan Gregus, Illinois
DL
John McClean, TCU
LB
Ted Dumbauld, Navy
LB
Sheldon Fox, Georgia lech
LB
Marcus Marek, Ohio State
DB
William Keith Jones, Florida State
DB
Tim Seneff, Purdue
DB
Tom Gibbons, Notre Dame
DB
Jay Jimerson, Oklahoma
d
ralvin Warren, North Carolina State

"Snerdley appears to be
a step or two behind in the
pursuit of excellence'.'
"You'll never catch that on
Firemanb Rind Flashbacks;

SECOND TEAM OFFENSE
Pos.
Player and School
WR
Ken Margerum, Stanford
WR
Tim Clary, Ball State
TE
Norm Betts, Michigan
OT
Jay Patterson, East Tennessee
OT
Bubba Paris, Michigan
OG
Kevin Dennis, West Texas
OG
James Thomas Skuthan, Auburn
C
Rich Donnalley, North Carolina
QB
John Wangler, Michigan
RB
Dave Mohapp, Wisconsin
RB
Steve Curtin, Brown
PK
Chuck Nelson, Washington
SECOND TEAM DEFENSE
DL
Samuel Dapper, Stanford
DL
Kevin Czinger, Yale
DL
Bengv Thibodeaux, Louisiana State
DL
David Hibbard, Bucknell
LB
Lamont Jefferson, Rice
LB
Jeff McKinney, Texas Tech
LB
Milton McColl, Stanford
DB
John Walsh, Penn State
DB
Greg Wright, Texas-Arlington
DB
John Brown, Colgate
DB
Ric Lindquist, Nebraska
p
Maury Buford, Texas Tech
*nn ^ H sralp
**on 6.0 scale

They're replays of the best in college football, NCAA halftime on ABC-TV. And they're brought to
you on behalf of your local independent insurance agents. The veiy independent men and women
who don't work for Fireman's Fluid- or any other insurance company-but call their own signals
to give you the verybest insurance at the very best price. If it happens to be ours, that's even better.

Fireman's Fund Insurance Companies. Home Office: San Francisco,

by John Owen) Seattle POST-INTELLIGENCER

Technics
The science of sound

an extra year
to mature...

etween the innocence of boyhood
and the dignity of man, we find a
sturdy creature called a football
player," a sports information director at Yale,
Charles Loftus, once observed. "Football play
ers come in assorted weights, heights, jersey
colors and numbers. They are found
everywhere—underneath, on top of, running
around, jumping over, passing by, twisting
from or driving through the enemy. Team
mates rib them, officials penalize them, stu
dents cheer them, lad brothers idolize them,
coaches criticize them, college girls adore
them, alumni tolerate them and mothers wor
ry about them.
"A football player is Courage in cleats, Hope
in a helmet, Pride in pads and the best of
young Manhood in moleskins.
continued
49t
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Stress can rob you of vitamins
Ulhat is stress?

Severe injury or infection, physical
overwork, too many martini^ches,
fad dieting-any condition that places
an unusual demand upon your body
constitutes stress and may cause
C vitamin depletion, if the diet is
inadequate.

Vitamins the body can't store.

Your body absorbs two kinds of
vitamins from the food you ©at: tat-soluble and water-soluble. Substantial
.es of the fat-soluble vitamins^re
accumulated in body tissues. But this is
not true of most of the water-soluble
vitamins, B-complex and O. hey
should be replaced every day.

Seb

When your vitamin needs are in
creased by stress, your body may use up
more B and C vitamins than your usual
diet can provide. When that stress is pro
longed, a vitamin deficiency can develop.

STRESSTHBS 600 High Patency Stress
Formula Vitamins can help.

STRESSTABS® 600 has a single
purpose: to help you avoid a B-complex
and C vitamin deficiency. With 600 mg
of vitamin C, and B-complex vitamins,
high potency STRESSTABS® 600 can
help restore your daily supply ot

Tlie Redshjirt
continued

these important vitamins.
STRFSSTABS® 600 also contains the
U.S. Recommended Daily Allowance of
vitamin E.

R stress formula to meet a uiomans
need for iron.

STRESSTABS® 600 with Eon
combirFs the basic STRESSTABS
formula with 150% of the
Daily Allowance of iron, plus folic acid
and more Be, to help satisfy the special
nutritional needs of many young
women.

STRESSTHBS' EDO with line.

Because zinc requirements have
also been found to increase during
various forms of stress, it has recently
been concluded that there are hmes
when your body may need more zinc.

STRESSTHBS by liederle. The Stress
Formula Vitamins preferred by physicians.

Doctors have relied upon the quality
of Lederle medicines, vaccines and
research for over 70 years
Today, that same quality goes into
FTRFSSTABSf recommended by doctors
more often than any other stress formulas.
Look for the Lederle mark on every
STRESSTABS®
^
Lederle, its not STRESblAbb.

333-1
© 1981, Lederle Laboratories

"A football player is a wonderful crea
ture. You can criticize him, but you can't
discourage him. You can defeat his team,
but you can't make him quit. You can get
him out of a game, but you can't get him
out of football."
Yup, as Loftus observed, they come in
all sizes, shapes and hues. And if one
proves to be too small or slightly bent in
the wrong place, you don't necessarily
throw him away. You can just change the
color of his jersey.
Sooner or later every coach will get
some players who look like they are
pretty good prospects. But they are just
not ready to play. At the best, they are
going to be the fifth tackle or maybe the
sixth linebacker.
Maybe they're too small. Possibly they
lack emotional maturity. In a lot of in
stances they have been hampered by in
jury. They are candidates for a redshirt.
The term might have been coined, and
the symbol adopted, by a coach unable
to bear the sight of blood. Possibly the
coach was preparing his team to meet
The Big Red of Nebraska, Ohio State or
Stanford, because the type of players de
scribed above can spend an entire sea
son on the "scout team," wearing the jer
sey and running the offense of the next
opponent on the schedule.
"When you talk about the redshirt rule
you are really referring to the 'five-yearrule' explains Western Athletic Conference Commissioner Joe Kearney. "If a
player does not participate in any games
for a year, his eligibility continues for five
seasons, instead of four years from the
time he enrolls."
He is, in the lexicon of collegiate foot
ball, a "redshirt."
At one time their ntrmbers were legion.
Schools might have had as many as
155 players on football grants-in aid. If 40
new players were brought in a year, the
coach might decide that 10 of them
would be ready to play as sophomores.
The other 30 would be redshirted.
Today, schools may offer no more than
95 football scholarships.
"That puts a little different aspect on
redshirting," admits one coach who has
had tremendous success redshirting his
quarterbacks. "You can't do it too often."
Normally, a decision on redshirting is
made by the player, and his coach, just
before the start of his sophomore sea
son. He is told just about how much
playing time, if any, he can anticipate at
his present level of development.
The player may decide to take his
chances on the bench, or on the special
teams. Or he may elect to sit out that
season, on the chance that his value to
the squad will be enhanced with another
year of practice-field experience and
maturity.
Most coaches don't hide the fact that

selfish motives sometimes influence
their inclinations toward redshirting
athletes.
"We had a player in our secondary
who could have played last year," a Mid
west coach admits. "But we redshirted
him so we wouldn't lose all our talent
at that position in the same season."
There is hardly a coach who does not
embrace the redshirt philosophy, and
occasionally uses it to strengthen his
team. One area of disagreement which
did arise, however, questioned whether
coaches should be allowed to redshirt
freshmen.

-m

psychologically."
OK, there is an obvious argument
within the coaching fraternity on this
issue.
But how do the coaches feel about the
practice of redshirting athletes in, say,
the seventh grade?
Well, coaches from the Pee Wee level
on up have been mimicking successful
college coaches in strategy, motivation,
equipment. Why shouldn't they ajso de
cide that some athletes might extend
their stay in junior or senior high for a
year, for the eventual benefit of the foot
ball team?

? :

The redshirt may spend an entire season on the scout team.

This practice was allowed in 1978,
but was greeted with varying degrees of
enthusiasm.
"We didn't redshirt any freshmen that
year," a southern coach recalled. I
wanted my kids to play and we had
about four junior varsity games sched
uled. I think the transition from high
school to college is tough enough. If a
young player is motivated to study, he
will study. And he is so much more mo
tivated if he is playing, than he would be
sitting out that first season."
"I disagree," responded a Southwest
Conference coach. "We redshirted 10 to
12 freshmen that year and I think with
out exception they are going to be better
players because of it. I thought the fresh
man rule was a good one and I was sorry
to see it discontinued after one year. The
psychological and physical maturity of
youngsters differs. The ones who mature
earlier play earlier. I have not found it to
be detrimental to them academically or

"I know they had a segment on the
practice of redshirting seventh graders
on Sixty Minutes'," recalls one coach. "I
haven't really found anything wrong
with it. I see youngsters coming into col
lege now at 16 or 17 years of age. That is
very young."
Another coach echoes this view. "I see
nothing objectionable about a family de
ciding a boy should be held back a year.
I would be absolutely against anybody
else making that decision for him. I had
an extra year in high school and I think
it definitely changed my life for the
better.
"You know," he confided, "I wanted to
hold all four of my sons back, but my
wife wouldn't go for it."
Unlike the executive director of the
NCAA or the commissioner of the Big
Ten or Atlantic Coast Conference, moth
ers are still able to exercise a unilateral
veto vote regarding the redshirt rule.
51t

n magine, if you will, a Hall of Fame de
void of musty little rooms where
LJ memories hang heavily along drably
painted walls and trophies lose their
glitter in dim-lit shadow boxes.
Visualize, instead, a football Hall of
Fame which honors its great players,
coaches and personalities in bright at
titudes of achievement. Picture tele
screens bringing men and matter to life,
where the late Knute Rockne "talks" of
legends and "Red" Grange gallops again.
See yourself matching wits with history's
most successful coaches or testing your
knowledge of the game in a computer
quiz.
These experiences are reality at the
National Football Foundation's College
Football Hall of Fame at Kings Island, the
1600-acre family entertainment center,
situated along Interstate-71 north of Cin
cinnati. The facility promises more than
a past-tense presentation of gridiron
glory. To the contrary, you will discover
football excitement in a modern mood,
blending multimedia concepts in a
unique, fun-filled learning process.
Aligned with the National Football
Foundations' dedication to educate and
inspire Americans through the prin
ciples of football, the building, dedicated
on August 3,1978, has been hailed as the
Hall of Fame of the future.
Jaques Cattell Press, in its recently
released The Big Book Of Halls Of Fame,
foresees the visitor getting "to know the
game of college football intimately
within 2-3 hours" or attaining "in 10
minutes a first-name kind of friendship
with a famous college football star of
the past."

Indeed, this personalized approach is
an integral part of the Hall. Exhibits bring
the total college football experience to
life via action-oriented attractions
which invite your participation. Within a
campus-like framework
of GeorgianColonial architecture, the building
houses a wonderland of fact and fun cer
tain to appeal to each member of the
family—male and female, young and old.
For example, a touch of the telescreen
keyboard conjures up the legends of Jim
Thorpe, Tom Harmon, Bronko Nagurski,
"Whizzer" White, Pop Warner or any of
the 453 players and coaches enshrined
in the Hall. The computer gives you
ready access to information on the Hall
of Famers, according to name, school,
state or season.
You may want to meander through the
"Time Tunnel," which traces the history
of football from its earliest beginning as a
Greek game called Harpaston, played in
478 B.C., to its modern version. Walk
along the cobblestones of Merry Old Eng
land and learn how King Henry II out
lawed the sport when his archers spent
more time kicking a ball than drawing
their bows. Leave the ancient days of
football's development, passing through
a Civil War tent and into the blossoming
evolution of the game as a uniquely
American sport.
Four theatres provide cinematic in
sight into great teams and individuals,
classic contests, bowl highlights and ribtickling football follies. Wide-eyed
youngsters can enjoy Hanna-Barbera's
Fred Flintstone in an "explanation" of
football rules: A 250-seat Grandstand
Theatre records the game's Golden and

Modern eras in film and slides.
And, yes you will witness Notre Dame's
legendary Knute Rockne—in a speciallyproduced animated form—deliver his
famous pep talks in the "Locker Room,"
sponsored by Chevrolet. The rein
carnated Rockne urges you to "Win One
For The Gipper" or "Fight, Fight, Fight,"
recalling some of the most inspirational
moments in football. That's not all! Many
other coaches are featured in Locker
Room screenings.
The computerized "Strategy Room" is
set to offer exciting games to test your
skill and judgment in situations familiar
to the nation's coaches. Tackle a comput
er quiz and "make the team," moving
from Recruit to Coach, all based upon
your knowledge of football and its
history.
Or, for some real fun, step up to the tee
and kick a "game-winning" field goal. Be
careful, though! There are cheers if you
make it, boos if you miss.
The new Hall of Fame offers college
football's color, excitement and pageant
ry as an extension of the already popular
family entertainment theme of Kings Is
land. Taft Broadcasting Company, owner
of Kings Island, is managing the Hall of
Fame under the direction of the National
Football Foundation.
The traveling gourmet can enjoy the
Island's International Restaurant; the
golfer, a tour of the Jack Nicklaus Golf
Center, site of the 1978 Ladies Profes
sional Golf Association Championship.
Overnight guests can relax amid the
Swiss chalet charm of the 300-room
Kings Island Inn or use the Kings Island
Campground •
<g,
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Academic All-Americas

continued from 46t

FIRST TEAM OFFENSE
Pos.

Player and School
Jay True, DePauw
Bill Dannehl, Augustana
Mark Bockelman, Detiance
Jim Bailey, Defiance
Arthur Scavone, Muhlenberg
John Weisensell, Wooster
Paul Janke, Missouri-Rolla
Doug Groebner, St. Thomas
Dave Alfaro, Santa Clara
Jay Wessler, Illinois College
Tim Finn, University of Dubuque
Greg Bekius, Hope

FIRST TEAM DEFENSE
DL

Tom Sager, Eastern New Mexico University

Neal Kurtti, Iona College
Scott Lindner, Rose-Hulman
Jim Eaton, Illinois Wesleyan
Tom Sager, Eastern New Mexico
Rick Hanna, Illinois Wesleyan
Dan Distasio, Susquehanna
Dave Najarian, Gustavus Adolphus
Dale Fortner, Wooster
Mike Watson, Illinois Wesleyan
Mike Zeihan, Wisconsin-Eau Claire
Bill Beach, Wittenberg
Jim Novacek, Rose-Holman

The movie buff's guide to
flicking your Bic.

GPA
3.18
3.65
3.93
3.7
3.65
3.2
3.96
3.75
3.2
3.39
3.6
3.4

3.9
3.99
4.0
3.9
3.8
3.83
3.86
3.52
3.94
3.71
3.72
3.49

SECOND TEAM OFFENSE
Pos.

Player and School
Jerry Turner, Delta State
John Lutz, Wittenberg
Paul Damon, Hope
Vic Trecha, Ferris State
Justin Cross, Western Colorado
Greg Gilcrease, Southwest Texas
Jeff Dohn, Jamestown
Kelly Monk, Southwest Texas
Mark Spencer, Hope
Bill Gower, Southern Colorado
Ron Straka, Gustavus Adolphus
Terry Whitman, Southwest Texas

SECOND TEAM DEFENSE
DL
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Fred Battaglia, North Park
Joe Johnson, DePauw
Kenneth Pimpton, Howard
Owen Docktor, Northern Iowa
Paul Fiore, Thiel
Joe Menendez, Western Maryland
Arriel Gray. North Park
Rav Sperger, Northern Colorado
Paul Kippley, South Dakota State
Paul DeJoseph, Lycoming
Bryan Burney, Elon

The Saturday Night Fever flick.

• TTIHing n§ PACIFIC
PROUD TRADITION, BRIGHT FUTURE
Founded in 1851 as California's first chartered university, University
of the Pacific has developed a reputation as one of the finest
academic institutions in the West.
The only private school in the Pacific Coast Athletic Association,
Pacific offers a diversity of programs that would normally be
associated with a much larger university than the 6,000 students
currently attending classes at the main campus in Stockton,
Sacramento and San Francisco.
Pacific is now comprised of 10 schools and colleges, including a
dental school in San Francisco and McGeorge School of Law in
Sacramento. On the main campus in Stockton are two liberal arts
colleges and schools of music, engineering, education, pharmacy,
business and public administration and a graduate school.
The liberal arts colleges include College of the Pacific, the largest
arts and sciences college with more than 50 major programs and
Elbert Covell College, the only Spanish-speaking college in the United
States.
Throughout Pacific, the emphasis is on teaching, although research
is recognized as having a need in the various disciplines.
The students at the university are represented on nearly all policy
making committees and the Associated Students play an active role in
campus life through social and cultural programs for the community.
The Stockton metropolitan area, with a population of more than
175,000, is also the scene of many programs that take the students off
campus in a multitude of community involvement and work experience
activities.
The university athletic program has excelled in conjunction with its
proud academic heritage. Such names as Amos Alonzo Stagg, Eddie
LeBaron, Dick Bass, Tom Flores, John Gianelli and Ron Cornelius have
graced the UOP athletic fields and courts.
In 1981, Pacific will dedicate the 6,000-seat Alex G. Spanos Center.
This on-campus facility, named for UOP regent and benefactor Alex G.
Spanos, will be the home of several Tiger athletic teams as well as
other university and community functions.
The University has been directed by President Stanley E. McCaffrey
for the past 10 years. McCaffrey is currently on a one-year leave of
absence as President of Rotary International. Serving as acting
president will be Dr. Clifford Hand.
Stockton, renowned for its inland, deep water port, is located in the
Central Valley of California, 75 miles east of San Francisco and 50
miles south of Sacramento. It is within easy driving distance of Lake
Tahoe, the scenic national parks of the Sierra Nevada, the picturesque
wine country of Napa and Sonoma Valleys and the Bay Area.
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Right now you are wishing you didn t
eat so many hot dogs and drink that 'ast
can of beer. But you re home nov\A^,^^^
And right there,
between the cotton balls
and the bandages, you
V
find your Alka-Seltzer.®
X p
As you listen to the
\ \
familiar fizz of those

relief-laden

f®P >

tablets, you smile through
your discomfort.
You know that for upset
stomach with headache,
nothing works better,
nothing is more soothing
i
than Alka-Seltzer
No wonder it's
America's Home Remedy.
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President Stanley E. McCaffrey

Morris Chapel
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married (wife Edith), has a son (Ron) and a daughter (Sue).

The Pacific Coast Athletic Association is moving all right. It's moving
up. With each passing year, the young PCAA continues to increase its
prestige in the world of intercollegiate athletics.
In just its 13th year of existence, the PCAA includes six member
schools in football —University of the Pacific, Long Beach State, San Jose
State, Utah State, Fresno State and Cal State Fullerton. The competitive
balance of this lineup is amply demonstrated by the fact that during the
past four years, four different schools have won or shared the conference
crown in football.
In addition to being competitive on the gridiron, the PCAA is also one of
the most exciting conferences in the nation. Known nationwide for the
pass-oriented philosophies of its teams, the PCAA ranks among the best
in the country at throwing the football, year-in and year-out.
The league has developed some impressive credentials in a number of
areas. Its teams and individual stars consistently show up in the NCAA's
Statistical Rankings, during the past two seasons teams such as Iowa
State, Washington State, Baylor, Utah and Oregon State have fallen to
LEW CRYER
PCAA teams and over that same span, 19 PCAA players have been drafted
PCAA COMMISSIONER
by the NFL clubs.
Under the dynamic guidance of Commissioner Lew Cryer, the conference has earned a reputation of
excellence on the field and innovative thinking off it. In Cryer's term, the PCAA has expanded to its current eight
schools (UC Irvine and UC Santa Barbara do not play football), became the first conference in the West to play a
postseason basketball tournament to pick its representative to the NCAA Playoffs and seen its teams win two
NCAA championships (UCSB in water polo and Cal State Fullerton in baseball).

. . .and in 1981 the California Bowl
I*
BILL BENTLER
Business Manager

DONNA CROSS
PAF Administrative Asst.

MIKE MILHAUPT
PAF Executive Director

KEN GROSSE
Sports Information Director

TOM STUBBS
Asst. Athletic Director

TOM McBRATNEY
Equipment Manager

STAN VOLBRECHT
Athletic Representative

PETE McFADDEN
Graduate Asst. Coach

DR. JOHN BLINN, JR.
Team Physician

BARBARA PARKER
Ticket Manager

For the first time, in 1981, the Pacific Coast Athletic Association champion will go to a postseason bowl game.
On Dec. 19, at 1:00 P.M. (tentative kick-off), the PCAA titlist will face the champion of the Mid-American
Conference in the inaugural California Bowl in Fresno.
The contest, the newest of the nation's 16 bowl games will be played in the new, 30,000-seat Fresno State
Stadium and will be televised by the Mizlou Television Network out of New York.
The new facility was funded by community donations and features natural turf, a computer-operated
scoreboard and a field 37-feet below ground level, insuring a good view from all seats.
Sponsoring the California Bowl is the Greater San Joaquin Valley Sports Association. Retired Congressman
B.F. "Bernie" Sisk is the organization's President, Ron Metzler serves as Executive Vice-President and Winslow
"Wink" Chase is the Executive Director (Chase was formerly Assistant to the Commissioner for the PCAA).
The Valley Children's Hospital and Guidance Clinic has been designated the game's official charitable
beneficiary and will receive any profit derived from the game.
The winning team will receive a sculpted trophy designed especially for the California Bowl.

PCAA

MAC

Pacific

Central Michigan

Long Beach State

Toledo

San Jose State

Bowling Green

Utah State

Western Michigan

Fresno State

Miami (Oh.)

Cal State Fullerton

Ohio U.
Northern Illinois
Kent State
Ball State
Eastern Michigan

BUD WATKINS
Promotions Director

MIKE WILBORN
Trainer

JAN WILLIAMS
Asst. SID
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ROB WILSON
Graduate Asst. Coach

DICK WOODDELL
Equipment Manager
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PACIFIC MEMORIAL STADIUM
BOX OFFICE

BOX OFFICE

LU

3
Z

LU

>
<

3
Z

X

CO
DC

FOOT TRAFFIC
FOOT TRAFFIC

"e^e^TfclSfoffice in the athletic department
building on campus is open from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday—Friday, and from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. on game
Saturdays (8:30 a.m.—11:00 a.m. on day games)^ The
ticket booth southwest of the stadium on Persh g
Avenue is open two hours befor® ^°*f. on 9ame
days. Ticket Office phone number is 946-2474.

LOST AND FOUND

x

..

Lost and found items should be given to a sodium
usher or brought to the pressbox on thewests'deof
the stadium. During the week, check with UOP
Security.

LOST CHILDREN

u

_ ..

Lost children should be brought to the pressbox on the
west side of the stadium.

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM

All announcements must be approved by the Sports
Information Director. No special announcements will
be made except in case of gravest emergency. Any
other announcements should be cleared with sports

information office (946-2472) the week pnortojhe
name Those expecting emergency calls should leave
word with the SID or at the pressbox during the game.

REST ROOMS / CONCESSION STANDS

Rest rooms and concession stands are located on the
rim of the stadium behind sections O, H. and ZZ.
ripCT AID

,
A trained nurse is present throughout the game at: the

;,SS on the west side of the stadium.
the UOP team physician is present on the field
mobile life support unit in cases of severe medical
problems.
Th^Pacm^b, a 1972 gift to the University by
alumnus and regent Alex Spanos, is on the east side of
fie stadium and is one of the finest stadium club
facilities in the country. Club privileges, as well as
theatre-seating below the club, are reserved for
members of the Pacific Athletic Foundation. For
information, contact PAF Executive Director Mike
Milhaupt, 946-2472.
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Volleyball Team to Open Spanos Center
During the past five years, under
the guidance of Head Coach Taras
Liskevych, the University of the
Pacific women's volleyball team
has made a habit of breaking new
ground. Year after year, Liskevych's
club has erased past winning marks
and last December became the first
UOP team to ever play for national
title.
The Tigers will accomplish yet
another first, Sept. 14, when they
open the 1981 season against
University of Oregon. They will be
the first Pacific athletic team to
play in the spacious, new, 6,000seat A.G. Spanos Center.
Liskevych, the NorCal Coach-ofthe-Year the last two seasons,
believes that the Spanos Center
will benefit his squad not only in
terms of fan interest, but also in
preparing for its NCAA title quest.
"Obviously, having a better
facility on campus will spark
student and community interest,"
said Liskevych, "but it will also
help us in regional and national
competition. We will get the type of
experience playing in a big arena
that
we'll
encounter
in
the
nationals."
And while the UOP players will
be getting their first taste of a new
home court, Tiger volleyball fans
will be seeing a new style of play
from the team, which finished No. 2
in the nation in 1980.
Gone are heavy-hitting front row
players Patty Berg, the 1981
Broderick Award winner as the
nation's top volleyball player, Kim
McDonald and Judy Lee. Also
missing is four-time team MVP
Nancy Lancaster who has traded
her role as setter for that of an
assistant coach. But the Tigers will
continue to be of national caliber.
"We'll be smaller and quicker
than in the past." said Liskevych. "I
expect us to play smart, error-free
volleyball and have an excellent
backcourt. The fans will see more
quickness and finesse on the floor
and more defensive plays." But
Liskevych has not lost all of his
power up front.

Leading the returnees is 6-foot-1,
All-America middle blocker Jayne
Gibson, an AII-NorCal first team
choice the last two years and a
member of the U.S.A. team that
played at the World University
Games in Romania this past
summer. Also back are two talented
sophomores—Lodi's Chris Bertsch
and Cathy Lumb. Both started as
freshmen and should be fixtures in
this year's lineup.
Other frontcourt returnees are
seniors Anna Lamb and Ann
Connolly, junior Karen Jacobsen
and sophomore Jody Schauer.
Liskevych may have had his finest
recruiting year ever at Pacific and
nowhere will the fruits of that labor
be felt more than at the setter
position. Although both Lumb and
Connolly have the ability to play the
position, it will more than likely fall
on the shoulders of a first-year
player. Leading candidates are Jan
Saunders, a prep All-American from
Manhattan
Beach
and
Linda
Vaughn, "the best high school
player in Northern California,"
according to Liskevych. Both could
start in UOP's new 6-2 offense.
Although the newcomers may be
most vital at setter, their presence
will be felt at the net also. Robin
Burns from Cypress and Eileen
Dempster from Manhattan Beach
may be good enough to dislodge
their veteran competition. Burns
was Liskevych's choice as the best
high school player available last
year and Dempster won alltournament honors at the Junior
Nationals during the summer.
"With five seniors, one junior,
three
sophomores
and
five
freshmen, this team will have a
good mixture
of
youth
and
experience," commented Liskevych.
"It may take us a little while to jell,
but by the second half of the season,
we should be a very, very good team."
They'll need to to be, because
the schedule is no joy ride. After
the Oregon opener, UOP will host
midwpstern power Northwestern
and then entertain the Wildcats
again, along with Arizona State and
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New
Mexico,
in
the
UOP
Invitational (Sept. 19-20).
Also, on the home slate are single
matches with nationally-ranked Cal
Poly-SLO, San Diego State and UC
Santa Barbara, as well as the third
annual Wendy's Classic, which
promises to live up to its reputation
as the most prestigious tournament
in California.
Entered in this year's Wendy's to
challenge UOP are USC (No. 1 in
the nation last year), Hawaii (No. 3)
and UCLA (No. 4). The four teams
could quite likely be ranked as the
country's top four again when tourn
ament time rolls around, Nov. 15-16,
this year.
Two years ago, the Tigers placed
fourth in the national championships
and last year they were runner-ups.
How will they fare in 1981?
"I predict that by the end of the
season, we will be better than last
year's
team," said
Liskevych.
Which would be yet another first.

ANNA LAMB

JAYNE GIBSON

These People Keep UOP's Tiger Roaring

FALL SIPOIBTS gCQQElIOTILES'
WATER POLO

VOLLEYBALL
SEPTEMBER
14
17
19
20
24

Monday
Thursday
Saturday
Sunday
Thursday

25 Friday
26 Saturday

OCTOBER
5 Monday
7 Wednesday
9 Friday
10 Saturday
13 Tuesday

16 Friday
20 Tuesday

22 Thursday
25 Sunday
26 Monday

Oregon
Northwestern
UOP Invitational
UOP Invitational
Cal Poly-SLO

at San Jose State Invitational
at San Jose State Invitational

'at Santa Clara
'at Fresno State
at UC Santa Barbara
at Cal Poly-SLO
'San Jose State

"at Stantord
"Cal

"at USF
San Diego State
"Santa Clara

30 Friday
31 Saturday

NOVEMBER
2

Monday

4 Wednesday
6 Friday
7 Saturday
10 Tuesday
12 Thursday
14 Saturday
14 Sunday

19 Thursday

at Portland St.-Tachikara Invitational
at Portland St.-Tachikara Invitational

"Fresno State

"at San Jose State
at UCLA-NIVT
at UCLA-NIVT
"USF
"Stanford
Wendy's Classic
Wendy's Classic

"at Cal

21 Saturday

DECEMBER
4 Friday
5 Saturday
11 Friday
12 Saturday
18 Friday
19 Saturday

UC Santa Barbara

at UCLA
at USC
NCAA Regionals
NCAA Regionals
NCAA Finals
NCAA Finals

SEPTEMBER
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
5 & 7 PM
5 & 7 PM
7:30 PM

All Day
All Day
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM

7:30 PM
7:30 PM

7:30 PM
4:00 PM
7:30 PM

TBA
TBA
7:30 PM

7:30 PM
All Day
All Day
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
3 & 5 PM
3 & 5 PM

OCTOBER

20 Friday
21 Saturday
28 Saturday
29 Sunday

19 Saturday

at NorCal Pre-Season Scrimmage
at NorCal Pre-Season Scrimmage
at UC Davis
'Stanford

OCTOBER
2 Friday
3 Saturday
7 Wednesday
7 Wednesday

7:00 PM
7:00 PM
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

13 Tuesday
17 Saturday

23 Friday
24 Saturday
28 Wednesday

at Stanford
"San Jose State

at Cal Invitational
at Cal Invitational
"UC Davis

NOVEMBER
3 Tuesday
7 Saturday
14 Saturday
14 Saturday
15 Saturday

"at Cal
L.A. Assn. (Exhib at Long Beaach)
NCAA Sectionals
NCAA Sectionals
NCAA Sectionals

PCAA Championships (Long Beach)
PCAA Championships
NCAA Championships (Long Beach)
NCAA Championships

All Day
All Day
All Day
All Day

SOCCER

SEPTEMBER

9 Wednesday
11 Friday

14 Monday
19 Saturday
22 Tuesday
25 Friday

4 Sunday

All Day
All Day
4:00 PM
11.00 AM

at Colorado Invitational
at Colorado Invitational
'•at Chico State
Butte College (Exhib. at Chico)
Yuba College (Exhibition)

Air Force
Cal
UC Davis

UC Davis
"San Jose State

at Fresno Pacific
Cal State Northridge
Sacramento State
"Cal

"at USF
at Sonoma State
at San Francisco State

3 Saturday

All Day
All Day
2:00 PM
3:30 PM

Ohlone College (Exhibition)

'Long Beach State
Modesto JC (Exhibition)

OCTOBER

4:00 PM
All Day
All Day

9 Friday
10 Saturday

3:00 PM
3:00 PM
1:00 PM
10:00 AM
2:00 PM

7:30 PM

at American River College (Exhibition)
at Long Beach State Invitational
at Long Beach State Invitational

22 Tuesday
25 Friday
26 Saturday

2:30 PM

San Francisco State

7:30 PM

FIELD HOCKEY
11 Friday
12 Saturday
15 Tuesday

3:00 PM
11:00 AM
5:00 PM
11:00 AM
4:00 PM

"at Pepperdine
"at Cal State Fullerton
at Cal Poly-SLO
"at Fresno State
at Flayward State

NOVEMBER
Thursday
Friday
Friday
Saturday
Saturday

10:00 AM
3:00 PM

UOP Alumni (Exhibition)
"UC Irvine

30 Friday
5
6
13
14
14

All Day
All Day
2:00 PM

at NorCal Tournament (Palo Alto)
at NorCal Tournament
at UC Davis

2 Friday
3 Saturday
9 Friday
16 Friday
17 Saturday
23 Friday
24 Saturday
27 Tuesday

11.00 AM

UC Santa Barbara

1 Thursday

10 Saturday
10 Saturday

All Day
All Day
All Day
All Day

at Cal Scrimmage Tournament
at Cal Scrimmage Tournament
at Fresno State Tournament
at Fresno State Tournament

12 Saturday
13 Sunday
26 Saturday
27 Sunday

27 Sun.
30 Wednesday

SEPTEMBER

Pacific Athletic Foundation

7 Wednesday

Cal Poly-SLO

"at Fresno State

10 Saturday
12 Monday

17 Saturday
21 Wednesday
25 Sunday

LaVerne
UC Santa Barbara

"at Stanford
"at Santa Clara
at Humboldt State

NOVEMBER
1 Sunday

4 Wednesday
11 Wednesday
14 Saturday

2:00 PM
3:00 PM

4:00 PM
1.00 PM
3.00 PM
3:00 PM

2:00 PM
4:00 PM
2:00 PM
2:00 PM

7:30 PM
2:30 PM
2:00 PM

11:30 AM
7:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:00 PM

USC

at Stanislaus State
"at St. Mary's
UOP Alumni (Exhibition)

3:00 PM
2:00 PM
2:00 PM

3:30 PM
11:00 AM

4:00 PM
11:00 AM

All Day
All Day

"Denotes conference game

2:30 PM

SP0RT

Volleyball
Field Hockey
Water Polo

3:00 PM
1:00 PM
TBA
TBA
TBA

Soccer
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CONFERENCE

NorCal
NorCal
PCAA
Pacific Soccer Conf.

HOME FIELD/COURT

A.G. Spanos Center
Brookside Field
Kjeldsen Pool
Brookside Field

Mike Milhaupt. Executive Director
Donna Cross, Administrative Assistant
A-Plus Electric
Williams Aaron, D.D.S.
Abbey Rents
Dr. Howard Abrams
Accent With Plants 8 Flowers
Alpine Drugs
Alustiza's
American Graphics
American International Rent-A-Car
Mike Andritch
Arctic Ice Company
John Atwood Graphics
Aurora Body Works
B & J Travel
Babka Distributing Co.
Babka Liquor Co.
Harry Bader, D.D.S.
Bank of Stockton—Bob Eberhardt
Mike Barkett's Liquors
Darold Barnes
Barnett-Range Corp.
Ted. F. Baun
Beck Construction
Bob Beckham
Norm Beckham
Neil Betenbaugh
Bill 8 Betty Bianchi
Big Valley Cablevision
Blair Lumber Company
Blincoe Trucking Co.
John Blinn, Jr., M.D.
Bob's Country Club Service
Bockmon 8 Womble Electric
Boersma Brothers
Boulevard Auto Service
Ronald Brackney
Brea Agricultural Service
Leslie Anne Brewer
Mort Brown
Dr. Harry Browne
Bruzzone 8 Hatch Investments
Joe Bryson Heating & Air
Jerry Cabral
California Auto Sales
California First Bank
Cal-Sierra Pipe, Inc.
Campbell's in the Village
Tom Campora
Canepa's Car Wash
Carando Machine Works
Dr. Robert Carloni
Carmen's Restaurant
Ed Case
Tim Cashin
Castle Upholstery
Robert Cecchini
Centurion Communities Bldrs.
Dr. & Mrs. Wes Chalmers
Pat & Mike Charles
Chef's
Chicago Title Company
Fritz Chin Photography
Dan Ciabatteri
Stanley Clark, M.D.
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
Willard Collins, D.D.S.
Howard D. Conn, Attorney
Connell Motor Truck Co.
Contract Carpets
Jack Cope
Copy Quick
Bill Cossette
Wayne & Elsie Courtright
Creative Additions
D & D Exxon
D & V Steel Company
Dalonzo 8 Johnson Paint Co.
Bob Dalton
Ronald A. Daniel
Charles D'Arcy
Jim Davidson

Steven L. Head
Heather, Sanguinetti, et al
H.J. Heinz Co.
Mr. 8 Mrs. Ken Heinz
Dr. George Herron
Hickinbotham Bros.. Ltd.
The Hobin Company
Holiday Inn—Mario Masia
Holt Bros.
Holt Motors—Bryan Wood
Hump's Bar 8 Grill
Interstate Int'l.
J 8 F. Stockton Plumbing
Carlin Jardine Productions
Donald Jessee
Mr. 8 Mrs. Richard Johnsen
Dan Johnson
Dr. Dale Jost
KFIV Radio
KGMS Radio
KHOP Radio
KJAX Radio
KJOY Radio
KQKK Stereo
KSTN Radio
KWG Radio
KWIN Radio
Mr. 8 Mrs. Joseph Kaeslin
Clarence Kamps
Katzakian Associates
Keith's Trophy Supplies
Kendall's, Inc.
Jerry Kirsten
Roy Kirsten
Bill & Bob Klein
Klein Bros., Inc.
Bud Klein
Oscar Budd Kleinfeld
Knapp Ford—Jerry Knapp
Yale Kroloff
Dale Kuill
George Lagorio
Buz Lalley
Larimore's Catering
Jeffrey Larson
Robert L. Lee
Walter Lennox
Joe Lents Company
Howard Lenz
Art J. Lewis
Lift Truck Service Corp.
Dennis I. Lloyd
Lloyd Copy Equipment
Hayden Logan
William Low, D.D.S.
Lucchesi & Boscacci Lndscp.
Clarence A. Luckey, M.D.
Thos. Luckey Construction
Dr. Gordon Luke
Capt. William Lynch
Dave McCann
McClean's Carpets & Draperies
Dwayne McClendon
Ralph McClure
Bill McCormack
Mrs. Beth McGaw
Manteca Bulletin
Manteca Carpets 8 Drapes
Manteca Datsun—Walter Koenig
Manteca Glass
Manteca Leasing—David Knapp
Manteca News
March's Liquors
Darrow Marcus
Paul Mariani
Justin Marshall
Mazzera, Snyder 8 DeMartini
John Mendosa
Merit Sanitary Supply
Vic Meyer
Dr. Carlos Meza
Mid-Cal Tractor
J. Milano Company

DaVinci's—Tracy
Dr. Michael Davis
Robert Dean
Delicato Vineyards
Delta Agencies—Nick Chiarchianis
Delta Container Corporation
Delta Office Systems
Delta Paints
Delta Pontiac—John Miles
Delta Safety Supplies
Delta Tree Farms
Delta Views
Steve DeParsia
DeVinci's Delicatessan
De Young Memorial Chapel
James DiSerio
Michael DiSerio
Jim Dobbins
Lee Dodson
Dohrman-King Company
Dominion Enterprises
J.F. Donaldson & Sons Tires
Robert Eakin, D.D.S.
Dick Eichenberger
Elkhorn Golf 8 Country Club
Empire Glass Company
Errardi Properties
John Errecart
Richard F. Evans
Wesley Evans. M D.
Evergood Meat Company
Exchange Realtors
F & H Construction
Fairway Ford—Terry Reese
John Falls' Men's Shop
Robert Ferguson
Allen Fetters
George Fields
Richard Filice
Fine Wines of Stockton
Fish Market/Oyster & the Duck
John Fitzgerald
Cheryl Flumiani
Florin Box & Lumber Co.
Foletta Brothers
Ken Fong
Ford & Ricks Attorneys
Fox & Company
Gary Frasier
Freeman & Rishwain, Attorneys
Frey Distributing
Fry Properties, Inc.
The Furniture Store
Gaia-Delucchi Co.
Bill Gaines
Frank Garavano
Geiger Manufacturing
David Gerber
Geweke Ford—Daryl Geweke
Richard J. Gibson
Gil's Heating & Air Conditioning
Glantz-Oeimler-Doran
Walter Gleason
Gold 8 Son
Golden State Steel
Dr. Harvey Goodman
Bob 8 Wendy Graham
Tom Graham
Granite Construction Co.
Great Western Real Estate
Chris & Barbara Greene
Fred Gremel
The Grocer/Holiday Inn
Fritz Grupe
Loyal Hall
Hank & Tony's Fence Co.
Hansel 8 Ortman Leasing
Hansel 8 Ortman—Don Mann
Norm Harris
Hatchcover/Shannon's
Hayden Homes
Hawley Chemical Co.
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Mills Press
Minatree Signs, Inc.
Miracle Mile Martinizing
Mizuno Bros.
Morita Bros. Mobil
Ken Mork
Stan Morri Ford
Morris Brothers
Morton's Surgical Supplies
Morris Auto Supply
Ed Mulrooney
Carl Nahigian
John F. Nelson
Nelson Ready Mix
Mr. & Mrs. Sil Nogare
Reuben Nuss
Mrs. Esther Nusz
Occidental Chemical Co.
Tom Okamoto
Mr. 8 Mrs. Henry Pacciorini
Pacoast, Inc.
The Paper Clip
Parker's Carpet Cleaning
Frank A. Passadore
Chuck Patmon
Loren Paul
Max J. Paulsen
J.C. Penny, Inc.
Pepsi Cola Bottling Co.
Pereira Photography
Peterson Roofing
Picchi Farms
Charles Plumb
Polar Water Company
Porfi's Mexican Foods, Inc.
Frank Portale, D.D.S.
Portside Builders
Roy Powell
Prime Rib Inn
Rachelle Prince
Print N'Stutt
Pronto Porfi's—Stockton
Prospect Motors—Bill Halvorson
Quail Lakes Athletic Club
Jack Rademann
Randik Paper Company
John Reich
Reid Travel Associates
Robert Ricucci
Dr. Anthony Rishwain
Roek Construction
Kenneth G. Rose
Fred T. Roseberry
Rue, Hutchison, DeGregori,
Gormsen 8 Co.
Nicholas Salemne
Sanborn Chevrolet—Dick Sanborn
San Joaquin Lumber
Robert Sankus, M.D.
Jim Schene
Schmitz Development
Scott, Warded 8 Sands
Seawell. Van Noate 8 Joanes
Segale Travel Service
Wayne Segale
Sepulveda's Truck Painting
Joseph Serra, M.D.
S.F. Floral
H.W. Sharp
Jack Shaughnessy
J.C. Shepherd
Kyser Shimasaki
Kenneth W. Shunk, M.D.
Simard Printing
J.H. Simpson Company
Sky Ag Services
Tona Smith
Snyder Lithograph
Tom Sommers
Joe Sousa
Alex Spanos
Speeke Properties, Inc.
Tim 8 Barbara Spencer

Spencer Laboratory, Inc.
Dale Spoonhour
Sport Shoe Sity
Joseph Spracher, M.D.
Stanfield 8 Moody
Stanislaus Roofing, Inc.
State Savings 8 Loan Assoc.
Bob Stathan
Gary Stead
Mike Stemler
Theodore Stephens
Steves Chevrolet-Buick—Frank Steves
Michael-Stewart Advertising
Stockton Business Machines
Stockton Datsun—Woody Woods
Stockton Fenco Co.
Stockton Hearing 8 Speech Cntr.
Stockton Manufacturing
Stockton Plating, Inc.
Stockton Record—Robert Uecker
Stockton Sand 8 Gravel
Stockton Savings 8 Loan—David Rea
Stockton Service Sta. Equip.
Stockton Terminal 8 Eastern Railroad
Straw Hat Pizza—Quail Lakes
Strobel Construction Co.
Sumitomo Banks of California
Buster Takechi
Teichert Construction
Thomas Porsche-Audi—Bruce Thomas
Henning Thompson
G. Preston Thompson
Harold W. Thompson
E.P. Tiscornia, Jr.
Tomden Trucking, Inc.
Town 8 Country Furniture
Toyota of Stockton—Ray Farmer
Tracy Press
William Traville
Travel by Charles
Butch Trebino
Truex Insurance Agency
Jim Turner Buick-OldsmobilePontiac 8 GMAC
Union Safe Deposit Bank—
Kermit Paulson
Valley Electric
Valley Showcase Co.
Valley Volkswagen—Jay Friedman
Vanbilt
Van's Greenbriar Garden Centers
Marvin Veneman
Village Liquors
W.H. Waggoner
Wagner Corporation
B.C. Wallace 8 Son, Inc.
Phillip Wallace
Phillip H. Weber
Steve Weesner
Marvin Weibe
Paul Weimers
Wells Fargo Bank
Wendy's of the Pacific
Dr. Thomas Werner
West Coast Chemical Company
Westland Theatres
Jack Wilcox
Roy 0. Williams
Harold Willis
Walter 8 Bruce Willmette
Wilson Way Tires
Winner Chevrolet—Tom Nokes
Thomas Witter
David Wong
Yagi Brothers
Bill Yamada
Bob Yamada
Carl Yamada
Clarence Yamada
David Yamada
Richard Yamada
Dr. Ronald Yamada
Shoji Yamada
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Quarterback Club
Century Club
Members
($100-$1,249)
Bob Adams
Don Babcock
Bert Bacchetti
Jeff Banks
Reno Berbano
Bianchi Bros.
John Blinn III
Tim Blumberg
Larry G. Brehm
D.C. Burnham
Chris Bush
James D. Bush
C. & B. Equipment Co.
David Cahill, D.D.S.
California First Bank
John B. Cechini
Mr. & Mrs.
Warren W. Chapman
Bruce N. Coslet
Tim Davanis
Albert Dell Aringa
Diablo Farm Equipment
Gary Dingman
Leon Eakes
Morrison England
George Ernest
Jim Escobedo
Susan Fletcher
George Fowler
Mark Friend
Bill Gaines
Ron Garibaldi
Joe Gatz
Frank Giannecchini
Mike Gikas
Peter Gormsen

Tom Guilano
John Hammer
Robert Hayselden
Leo T. Helms
Paul Herman
James C. Hodges
Yoshio Ted Itaya
Geo. L. Jacklich
Carl M. Johnson
Mitsue Kagehiro
John H. Kautz
Mike Kiley
Ed & Roberta Kinney
Bill Knutsen
Chuck Knutsen
Dr. Mark Komure
Nick LaPlaca
John Magud
Manteca Datsun
Stanley E. McCaffrey
Paul McKnight
Tom Mellis
Mr. & Mrs.
John Merriweather
Wayne Miller
Gerald L. Mollett
Neal Munson
Richard A. Nemetz
W.E. Offermann
Robert S. Pacos
John Payne
Pombo Real Estate
Mike Purcell
Manuel Ramirez
Rays Beverage
John Read
Patrick J. Ribeiro
Reed Robbins

Leo Rolandelli
Eugene H. Sanguinetti
Richard Scherer
Thomas Shollin
Jim Solarez
Star Beverage Co.
Thomas J. Starling
Tracy Auto Parts Co.
Tracy Liquors
Tuft Boy Inc.
Mrs. Yukiye Ueda
Brad Vasser
Mel Visger
Jack Williams
Gary Woehl
Walter Wolterstorff
Michiko Yamada
Ken Yasui
49'er Drugs
Quarterback Club
Booster Members
($25-$99)
Mark Adams
Charles L. Baker
Bekins Moving & Storage
William R. Bentler
Alex Bertocchini
Beta Consultants
William Biddick
Eugene Bish
Bob Borsdorf
John Broggi
Ken Brown
Wayne Brown
William S. Buck
Dr. L.A. Buller

Calcagno Yacht Sales
Evelyn H. Carder
Harold H. Carr Jr., D.D.S.
Lou Cazale
Central Valley Hardware
Cherri Janitorial Service
Emerson Cobb
Mel Coelho
Thomas Cy Coleman
Howard D. Conn
Mr. & Mrs. James Coslet
Larry Cottam
Hal Daley
Robert Dawson
Frank Deparsia
J. Lawrence Depolo
Doyle's Barber Shop
Bill Durate
Louie Elias
Bud Engdahl
John & Cindy Erlman
Rev Robert Fickenscher
Deanna Filippone
Lee Fowler
Mark & Janis Freeman
Freitas Electric
Rod Fuller
Jeff Gaines
Pete Gaines
Ted Gaines
William C. Gaines, Jr.
Melvin Garrow
Ernest P. Giannecchini
P.H. Gillaspy
Ken Glantz
Mario Gori
The Graduate

Bill Hale
Tom Hamilton
Kenneth B. Harman
Herb Harper
Bill Hartley
Julius Hastings
Doug Haydel
Larry Heller
L.M. Henry, D.D.S.
William R. Holm
Dennis Husman
Jack Hutchison
Gordon Imlay
Investors Realty
Kamps Propane
Ronald H. Klafer
Mark Kusanovich
George A. Malloy
Edwin L. Markel
Richard McCurry
Guy McElhany
Bill McGregor
Gladys McKeever
Ross Morton
Norman Mykles

Walter Rathhaus
John W. Rickman
Riggs, Didier & Smith
Bill D. Ringer
Dennis Rojas
Ron's Personalized Chevron
S.E.E. Farm Service, Inc.
Rick Salvetti
Arthur Samuels
Bob Shedd
R.W. Siegfried & Assoc.
Donald J. Smith
Stanley Smith
Steve & Cindy Spiro
Mario Stare
Everett W. Stark
Stockton Realty, Inc.
Wm. J. Striegel Jr.
Al Tassano
Ted's Meats

John Oris
Frank Pelligrino
Bob Perasso
The Personal Touch
Blake Phillips
Jerry Poletti
Theodore Poulos
Robert E. Powers
Scott Puailoa
James V. Raggio
Ralphs Upholstery
Stan Randolph

John E. Totten
Tracy Radiator Works
Tracy Marine Sales
Don & Anita Troglia
Bill Trubitsky
Tuxedo Awnings
G.W. Van Vlack
Claudio Vargas
Albert L. Warren
Washington Savings & Loan
J. Scott Wharton
John L. White
Roy A. Whiteker
Doug Wilhoit
John Yamaguchi
Yerian's Tire Service
Gary Yoshino

University of the Pacific's Athletic
Department appreciates the out
standing support given by each and
every Tiger booster. The persons
listed on this page were the
premier fund raisers from last
spring's Pacific Athletic Foundation
(PAF) fund drive, which brought in a
record of more than $750,000.

2. Jack Hutchison

Dave Warner
Randy Whited
Gary L. Woehl
Jim Yih
Tommy Zau
Joe Zetter

Tiger Booster
Members ($25-$99)
Fred Adames
Tod Anton

Jean & Richard Brewer
Ron Brown
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Bruno
Tom Bugarin
Larry Canegie
Bryce Carey
David Clack
George Clever
Russ L. Colwell
Delta Stationers

3. Don Mann

Curley Harder

Jack Hutchison

Carl Johnson

Jerry Knapp

Don Mann

Jeanne Morando

Corey Patick

Max Paulsen

Liz Rea

Char Schwyn

Dale Spoonhour

Joe Travale

Diana Williams

Bob Yamada

$33,525
$28,775

Owner, Hansel & Ortman
4. Jerry Knapp

$22,700

Owner, Knapp Ford (Manteca)
$22,325

5. Liz Rea

Housewife
5. Corey Patick

. $22,215

Executive VP, Great Western Development
7. Curley Harder

$21,350

Real Estate
8. Tom Welch
Senior Vice President, State Savings

$21,250

9. Max Paulsen

$19,275

General Manager, New York Life Insurance Co.
10. Daryl Geweke
Owner, Geweke Ford (Lodi)
11. Bob Eberhardt
President, Bank of Stockton

$16,450
$15, 700

12. Joe Travale
President, American Int'l. Rent-a-Car

$15,200

13. Diana Williams

$15,155

Housewife
14. John Falls

$14,825

Owner, John Falls Men's Wear

17. Char Schwyn

$14,690
$14,250
$13,600

Instructor, Food Services Dept., Delta College
Dr. Weldon Hagen
David Hall
Bob Hamernik
Mr. & Mrs. Daryl Harr
Robert L. Heyborne
Hoosier Inn
Verna Johnston
Allan Jones
Jerry Jones
Robert V. Kavanaugh
Mrs. Houston Keehner
Katherine Kurth

Paul LaMarche
Carl D. Lang
Phil Laughlin
Frank Deparsia
W.C. Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence Dericco
Keith Lowery
Laurence Drivon
Jess Marks
Ralph W. Epperson
Dr. A.L. McNeill
George Fields
Lawrence Meredith
Dan Flores
Dusty Miller
Wm. K. Fortman
Ronald Monroe
Oscar A. Francis Jr.
Moreno Trucking
R.W. Friedberger
Morris Stein Realty
Fritz Chin Photography
Ken Nichols
Genova Bakery
Norm Nichols
Gingham Gal Coffee Shop
Jim Godfry
David S. Goedecke
Graves Pharmacy
Jon Gustorf
Tony Gutierrez

Pete Gormsen

$113,225

Partner, Delta Benefit Plans

Tiger Boosters
Avenue Flowers
John R. Ball
Wm. & Mary Beck
Bohannon's Shell Station

Daryl Geweke

Partner, Rue, Hutchison, DeGregori. Gormsen & Co.

15. Jeanne Morando

Joseph Patick
Ernest Patrick
Pioli's Art Floral Shoppe
Al Pipkin
Mike Polgiase
Gordon Reese
Don Santos
Mike Schmidt
Bob Scruggs
Serventi's
Gerald Sherwin
Myron Stahl
Frank Steves
Termite Control Company
Dale Thurston
Kevin & Diane Turner
Bernie Tuvman
Warner Ulrich
Mr. & Mrs. Bill Verzani

John Falls

Farmer (Tracy)

16. Dale Spoonhour

George Harrison
Craig Hartman
Frank Heath
Dr. Bob Hepps
ABC Radiators
Monroe Hess
John Alejos
James C. Hodges
Betty Allen
Vern Howen
Bob Anderson
Cecil Humphreys
Dr. Melvin Becker
Darrell Isaacs
Dr. Bruce Benninger
J.C. Penney Co.
Bill Morrow's Shell
Lowell L. Jensen
Bright Clean Bldg. Maint.
Alyse Johnson
Mel Cantaloupi
Jack Jones
Bob Carter
Ed & Roberta Kinney
Earl Cathcart
Kleintield & Heiser,
Gary L. Cavanaugh, M.D.
Att'ys at Law
Change Wong Engineers
Earl Klopstein
Jeff Cooper
John Kurtin
Ray Costa
Blake Lebaron
Mr. & Mrs. L.C. Cowling
John Lopez
Forrest Darby
LPY Management Co.
Delta Welding Products. Inc.
Diane Mahan
Douglas Tires
Eddie's Carriage Trade Liquors Terry McConnell
Maurice McGahan
Bob Gallo
John McGee
Dominic George
Manteca Datsun
Anthony E. Geremia
Bob Monagan
Mike Glick
Ross Morton
Bill Goodwin
F. Clinton Murphy
Sam Grecco
Frank Orello
Manfred Gruettner
Andy Pappas
Guarantee Savings & Loan
Thos. F. Carcells
John Hagemeister

Bob Eberhardt

fere is the Top 20
t. Bob Yamada

Vice-President, State Savings

Century Club
Members
($100-$1,299)

Dee Bryson

Jean Farley O'Connell
Oliver/Simas Insurance
Joe Orlandini
Edgar W. Parsons
Mr. & Mrs. Walt Patterson

Larry L. Pippin
Felix Poletti
Porpoise Swim Shop
Port of Stockton Foods
Craig Prosser
Bud Proulx
Dick Robinson
Sampan Chinese Smorgy
Ralph Leon Saroyan
Ralph Schmidt
Emil Seifert
Charles & Delores Spatola
John Spatola
Everett W. Stark
Sterling Restaurant
Stockton Auto Glass
Dr. William C. Theimer, Jr.
Adrienne Thomas
Jack M. Toedt
Doug Unruh
Village Flair
David R. Walker
Bud Watkins
Webb's Bakery
Chris H. Weed
Ron Weldon
Bruce Whiteley Builder
Douglas E. Wilson
R.T.R.v. & Mrs.
R.M. Wolterstorff
Rob Wooton

18. Pete Gormsen

. $12,975

Partner, Rue, Hutchison, DeGregori, Gormsen & Co.
19. Carl Johnson

$12,925

Credit Manager, Hickinbotham Bros.
20. Dee Bryson

$12,500

Vice President, Joe Bryson Heating & Air Conditioning Co.
Gary Marchetti

. $12,500

Sales Manager, KJOY Radio

The UOP Athletic Department sincerely thanks all the local automobile dealers who are helping to keep the
Tiger program rolling. When you're in the market for a new or used car, give them a look!!

IN MANTECA

IN STOCKTON

Knapp Ford
Manteca Datsun
Manteca Leasing
Jim Turner Buick-Oldsmobile-Pontiac-GMC

American International Rent-A-Car
Delta Pontiac
Fairway Ford
Hansel & Ortman Cadillac-Oldsmobile
Holt Motors
Stockton Datsun
Thomas Porsche-Audi
Toyota of Stockton
Valley Volkswagen

IN TRACY
Stan Morri Ford
Winner Chevrolet

AND . . .
Prospect Motors in Jackson
Steves Chevrolet in Oakdale

IN LODI
Geweke Ford
Sanborn Chevrolet

THANK YOU!!.
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Warren, UOP Bookstore Aim to Please

JOHN FALLS HIM
Over the past 20 years, local
businessman John Falls has been
one of
the most
consistent
supporters of the Pacific athletic
program.

acquired his own store 24 years ago
and moved to his current location
in 1975.

Falls is married and he and his
wife Noreen have three boys and a
girl.

Co-owner, with Bob Deerinck, of
John Falls Men's Shop (2105
Pacivic Ave.), the 54-year-old Falls
has been a member of the Pacific
Athletic Foundation since 1972 and
is a past
member
of
that
organization's Board of Directors.
Perennially among the PAF's Top
20 fundraisers, the Wyandotte, Mi.
native has also been involved in the
development of the new Stockton
Civic Theater, is a past president of
the Merchants Association (Pacific
Ave.) and is on the Board of
Directors of the Alan Short Center
for the Handicapped.
Falls grew up in Oakland and
came to Stockton in 1952, working
in the clothing business. He

Bob Deerinck and John Falls

Scott Bros

SIGN CO

A full service
company
with a strong will
to satisfy.
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A
friendly,
almost
placid
atmosphere pervades the University
of the Pacific campus bookstore
most times one visits the six-yearold student center shop. But don't
be
mislead
by
the
tranquil
appearance
this
is
one
bookstore that's hardly standing
still.
Under the management of 44year-old Al Warren, UOP's campus
supplier has been not only one of
the biggest of its kind in the
country in terms of sales per
square foot and sales per student
population, but also one of the
finest anywhere in terms of service
and efficiency.
"Our general policy is that we're
on campus to serve and that
expands to the whole university
and the friends of the university,"
said Warren, who came to UOP as
the assistant manager of the
bookstore in 1969 and
was
promoted to the director's seat five
and a half years ago. "We try to
save people money and fulfill their
needs."
The needs the UOP Bookstore
fulfills
go
far
beyond
just
textbooks. The expanding scope of
the 5,000-square foot establishment
now
includes clothing, office
supplies and equipment, household
items and an electronics store. The
electronics store, opened on the
upper level of the mall two years
ago,
lists
radios,
televisions,
camera equipment and records
among its inventory.
"We're a bookstore in name and
that's our prime interest, but we
also want to supply as many of the
students' needs as possible,"
explained Warren. "We sort of
operate on the old general store
concept, by trying to make it so the
student doesn't have to leave
campus."
The bookstore, which moved to
its present site six years ago, has
grown in leaps and bounds since
first established on campus 1949.
Then located at the current site of
the UOP computer center, some of
its textbooks were displayed in
apple crates nailed to the wall.
Today's store occupies one-third
more space than the original and

employs some 20 full-time workers
and near the same number of
students.
And as the bookstore has grown
in size, the sales have skyrocketed.
"We're now handling about four
times the volume we did in the old
store," and Warren, "and we're so
much more varied in the functions
we can perform."
But despite the diversity, books
remain the No. 1 priority and 63
percent of Warren's store is
devoted to that commodity. He
strives to meet the bookbuyers'
needs without charging outrageous
prices.
"We try to be competitive with
off-campus
businesses,"
said
Warren, "and in many instances are
able to significantly cut costs." The
lower prices are attributable in no
small part to the efforts of Warren.
In the last few years he has had
tremendous success with the
purchase and re-sale of used books
and the campus store is one of the
few in town that will special order a
title without upping the cost to the
consumer.
Warren has also employed a
variety of methods to keep the
bookstore running smoothly even
during peak periods like the
beginning of a semester. His
Textbook Guarantee plan assured
students that fall books would be
on the shelves by the first day of
class (if requisitions were turned in
on time by professors) or the

students would receive them free
of charge. A new pricing system
allows customers to run through
check-out counters more quickly
and a new front-door security
system has cut shop-lifting to a
bare minimum. The list goes on.
Warren is a 1959 graduate of
Grand Canyon College (Phoenix,
AZ.) and worked in drug discount
business from 1960-69 before
coming to Pacific. Married, and the
father of one son, Warren has also
been very active in the First Baptist
Church in Clements and recently
stepped down as pastor.
The hard-working Warren has
been honored several times by the
California Association of College
Stores
for
his
innovative,
successful work at the UOP
bookstore. But Warren derives more
pleasure from helping a student
than winning awards.
"I get the most satisfaction from
helping a student who comes in
here for the first time, totally lost,"
said Warren, with the look of a man
who's been through it many times.
"Most freshmen have never had to
buy books or anything like that and
we take them through the whole
procedure.
"You might say we thrive on
personal contact. Everyone has a
different problem and we get a kick
out of trying to help solve it." And
that's what a full-service bookstore
is all about.

Full service is a No. 1 priority for UOP Bookstore Manager Al Warren.
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• UOP BASKETBALL 1981-82

HEAR ALL UOP FOOTBALL GAMES
" L I V E " ON
THE
UOP SPORTS NETWORK

1981-82 SCHEDULE
Nov.
Dec.

18
28
1
5
11-12
18-19

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

21
29
2
7
9
14
16
21
23
28
30
4
6
11
13
18
20
25
27
4-6

SIMON FRASER (Exhibition)
at Univ. of San Diego
at Nevada-Reno
TEXAS CHRISTIAN
Bayou Classic (SW Louisiana,
Mississippi, Fresno State)
CASABA CLUB CLASSIC (Portland,
No. Arizona, Ohio Northern)
NORTHERN ILLINOIS
at Washington
UC DAVIS
SANTA CLARA
ST. MARY'S
"at Fresno State
"at San Jose State
"UC IRVINE
*L0NG BEACH STATE
"UTAH STATE
"at Utah State
*CAL STATE FULLERT0N
"UC SANTA BARBARA
"at Cal State Fullerton
"at UC Santa Barbara
"at UC Irvine
"at Long Beach State
*FRESN0 STATE
"SAN JOSE STATE
PCAA TOURNAMENT (Anaheim)

KGMS

.

1380 AM ft
in Sacramento

KJOY

1280 AM ft
in Stockton

KFIV

1360 AM
in Modesto

A,

V

WL
WILL WATSON

BROADCAST TIME IS 45 MINUTES PRIOR TO KICKOFF
For the 14th consecutive year, KJOY (1280-AM) will be the
flagship station for UOP football. Joining KJOY this year will be
KFIV (1360-AM) and KGMS (1380-AM). Play-by-play announcer Will
Watson returns for his sixth season of calling Tiger football
action. Former Tiger grid star Duane Isetti will again handle color
commentary.

Lt d|
n

mm

,,^^11M

111k

DUANE ISETTI

Brought To You By:

Bank of Stockton, Anheuser-Busch, Inc., J.H. Simpson Heating & Air Conditioning

WHENEVER AND WHEREVER YOU TRAVEL

Home Games in Caps; All home games played at the A.G. Spanos Center with
7:35 PM tip-off, except Casaba Club Classic which will start at 7:00 PM and
9:00 PM each night.
•Pacific Coast Athletic Association Game.
For Season Tickets call (209) 946-2475.

Tipping Off the Spanos Center Era
Fourteen exciting home games,
ncluding the first annual Casaba
Dlub Classic, will be on tap for
riger basketball fans in 1981-82 as
he UOP basketball team moves its
iome to the beautiful, 6,000-seat
VG. Spanos Center.
Although the Tigers lose Allamerican Ron Cornelius, their allime leading scorer, Head Coach
Dick Fichtner is looking forward to
mother successful season. He has
jood reason, with nine players
eturning, four of them starters.
Leading the way will be talented,
3-7 senior forward Matt Waldron,
who finished second to Cornelius
in both scoring and rebounding last
year.
An
All-PCAA
candidate,
Waldron be joined by fellow
starters Laurence Held, Ralph
Scozzafava and Norm Edwards.

Besides Waldron and Held,
Fichtner can also call on senior
captain Rick Paulsen, junior Steve
Howard and sophomore Graham
Taylor in the frontcourt. Highlyregarded sophomores Jeff Andrade
and John Leidenheimer will battle
Scozzafava and Edwards, both
seniors, for starting spots in the
backcourts.
Fichtner will also have four
freshmen recruits on the 1981-82
roster. The best known of the
newcomers is local star Rich
Anema, a 6-8, forward from Lodi.
His
freshmen
teammates
are
forward Kevin Crabtree, swingman
Andy Rodgers and 6-11, center
David Karkenny.
Get your season tickets now by
calling (209) 946-2475. That's UOP
Basketball at the A.G. Spanos
Center.
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CHARLES

A NAME IN TRAVEL SINCE 1935
Airline Reservations Confirmed Instantly Through
Our United Airlines 'Apollo'Reservation Computer.

220 W. Pine Street
Lodi, California
DICK FICHTNER

Across from City Hall
Stockton 943-2763
ALBERT AND La VERNE CHARLES
Lodi 334-1 281

Taste the High Country

